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Proposed Treatment
Restoration (House)
Owner

Property
Information

Washington State Department of Fish
and Wildlife
600 Capitol Way North
Olympia, WA 98501

Historic Structures
Report Commissioned By
Thurston County and the Washington
State Department of Fish and Wildlife
Significance Statement
The Greek Revival style Miller-Brewer

Landmark Status

House remains as one of Washington’s
The Miller-Brewer House is listed
few extant territorial settlement era
on the National Register of Historic
Places and the Washington Register of box (plank) frame constructed houses.
Historic Places.
This construction method conveys the
Historic Name
Unknown
Current Name
Miller-Brewer House
Address
17915 Guava St SW
Rochester,
Thurston
Washington, 98579

Related Studies

technology and materials available dur-

Historic Resources of Unincorporated
Thurston County.
Miller-Brewer House National Register
of Historic Places Nomination Form.
Miller-Brewer House Historic Property
Inventory Form.

ing this formative period of Washington

Cultural Resource Data

County, Date of Construction: ca. 1860
Period of Significance: 1860-1909 (per
National Register Nomination, death
Location
of Reece Brewer)
Township: 16N, Range 3W, Section Family Occupancy Periods:
36, Quarter Section SW, Quarter- Miller
Family
ca.
late
1850s
Quarter Section NW
to 1873
Thurston
County
Parcel
No.: Brewer Family 1874 to 1962
091700010000
Major Additions:
Located on D. F. Byles Donation Land Barn ca. 1930s to 1950s
Claim
Cold Room ca. 1910s to 1920s
Quadrangle: Rochester
Milk Shed ca. 1940s to 1950s
House: UTM 10 499450E 5186076N
(NAD83/WGS84)
Barn: UTM 10 499346E 5186044N
(NAD83/WGS84)

state. The house maintains direct association with two of the territory and
county’s influential politicians George
W. Miller and Reece A. Brewer. The
residence also served as the post office for the Grand Mound vicinity from
ca. 1884 through 1888 with members
of the Brewer family running the service. Of the collection of buildings, the
house is the rarest and most important resource.
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1.0 Executive Summary
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the National Register of Historic Places. The report is used to guide conexecutive

temporary modifications, reuse, or

1.1 What is
a historic
structures report?

restoration of the property. Under the
direction of the United States Department of the Interior, the National Park
Service establishes specific content
guidelines for the creation of Historic

history

Structures Reports and suggests when
a report should be prepared. These
reports are required when performA Historic Structures Report (HSR) ing work on federally owned historic
is a written and illustrated reference buildings or structures and are recomdocument that provides a thorough mended for other buildings and struc-

physical

historic and architectural evaluation of tures that have considerable historic
a building, site, or structure. It identi- significance and community value.
fies significant original and subsequently added features and spaces, existing
appearance and condition, and historic
events associated with the structure.

treatment

The purpose of this evaluation is to
provide a basis for making decisions
relating

to

maintenance,

restora-

tion, or rehabilitation of the building
or structure.
supplemental

A HSR is usually prepared prior to
planning any alterations, additions, rehabilitation, or restoration for buildings, structures, objects, or sites that
are either on or eligible for listing to
M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport
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levels ascribed to the buildings’ spac- extent and condition of original fines, materials, structural systems, and ishes, the contemporary overlays of
executive

view corridors, as well as landscaping sheetrock, base, and carpeting were
and plantings. Identification of these removed using limited destructive in-

1.2 Purpose of this
report

physical characteristics and associative vestigation measures.
qualities facilitates their incorporation
into planning and design development.
In order to guide future work in a manthese elements the treatment recommendations utilize the The Secretary of

This

Historic

Structures

Report the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment

serves as an extensive repository of of Historic Properties (1995).
information concerning the materials,
significance of the National Register of
Historic Places–listed Miller-Brewer
House and associated cold room addition, barn, milk shed, and site. The
purpose of the report is to provide
lated to maintenance, preservation
and restoration, and continued use of
the buildings and site in concert with
Scatter Creek Wildlife Area, which is
partment of Fish and Wildlife.

velopment and conservation planning
tool. As this document is used in making programming and design changes,
it will show the original design intent

This report is based on a detailed of individual features and spaces and
survey and inventory performed over guide decisions about which of these
the course of several site visits to in- elements are critical to retain. This
vestigate the historic character of the will allow the protection and preserbuildings and site and to identify origi- vation of the historic features of the
nal, intact, significant elements and his- buildings and site.
torically significant changes. Surveys of
all floors, crawl spaces, exteriors, and
site were conducted from February
through March 2007. The current condition, defining physical characteristics, and use of each space and building
feature were noted and photographed.

supplemental

operated by the Washington State De-

facilitate the use of this report as a de-

treatment

basic decision-making information re-

place, and its content is organized to

physical

spaces, and historic and architectural

of the buildings and site as historic
history

ner that avoids or minimizes impacts to

This HSR provides an understanding

Then each character-defining feature

This document presents the physical and volume was categorized by archicharacteristics and historical associa- tectural significance (these categories
tions that determine the significance are described later). To assess the
M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport
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vide an overview of the report’s con- sues, and Catalog of Character-De- Tasks. Maps and coded drawings intents and most critical data, derived fining Elements. The narrative physi- cluded in the Analysis of Significancesexecutive

from the analysis of original design in- cal description presents the buildings ection illustrate relative architectural
tent, changes over time, current con- and site in their original and current significance and historic importance of

1.3 Summary of
report contents

dition, and extent of original elements form to show how those extensively building fabric and spaces.
and spaces.
History

changed spaces were originally intendof

the

Miller-Brewer

House: This chapter (Chapter 2) identhe buildings and site, and addresses
This report uses the conventions for
content and organization of a Historic
Structures Report identified in the NaNo. 43, “Preparation and Use of Historic
Structures Reports” (2005). This report
includes an expanded exploration of
the following subjects and chapters:

sites and landmarks as applied by the
National Park Service and the National
Register of Historic Places. Sections in
this chapter include: Significance and
Context Statements, and Use. The historic narratives and background mate-

upon the periods of significance from
which the feature originates and the
degree to which it remains intact. This
information will not only assist in determining the significance of individual
spaces, but will help to direct any future work to be done to the features
or spaces and facilitate protection of
remaining original elements.

rials explore key events and individu- Treatment

chapter (Chapter 5) presents reprints
of scanned original and historic graphics and provides a summary of resources consulted. Sections include: Early
Views, Drawings, Maps, Condition
Photographs, Cost Estimate (based on
2007 prices), Secretary of the Interior’s Standards, Engineering Evaluation,
physical

tional Park Service Presentation Brief

the criteria for designation of historic

are then assigned in the catalog, based

Supplemental Information: This

history

tifies the period(s) of significance for

ed. Levels of architectural significance

and Bibliography. The Washington
State Archives, Southwest Regional
Archives, University of Washington

Recommendations: Special Collections, and Washington

als associated with the construction, This chapter (Chapter 4) provides State Library all contain materials con-

(Chapter 1) provides an overview for and site.

to the Miller-Brewer House, adjunct er House and associated buildings and

rapid consultation purposes. Sections

buildings, and site in a compatible fash- site. Illustrative photographs of condi-

include: What is a Historic Structures
Report, Purpose of the Report, Summary of Report Contents, and Presertions introduce users to the form and
function of this document to facilitate
its use during long-term planning. The
summary and objectives sections pro-

(Chapter 3) identifies character-defining elements by separating the layers
of spaces and building materials according to date of construction, condition, and extent to which they remain
intact. Sections in this chapter include:
Narrative Description, Condition Is-

ion to respect and balance the histori- tion issues are included for reference
cal significance of the buildings’ origi- purposes. Digital versions of drawings
nal design, character-defining features, (CAD) and scanned photographs, as
circulation patterns, and spaces while well as all contemporary digital pho-

supplemental

vation Objectives. The first two sec-

Physical Information: This chapter

treatment

Executive Summary: This chapter alterations, and use of the buildings the tools for guiding further changes cerning the history of the Miller-Brew-

maintaining and improving functional- tographs taken during field surveys,
ity for proposed building uses. Sec- are stored on an accompanying DVD
tions include Decision-Making Matrix, containing the Project Archive. The
Analysis of Significance, and Prioritized Bibliography provides a detailed list of

M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport
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1.4.1 Significance

The house exhibits an overall prima- the site, the shed served a supporting
ry level of significance. Listed to the role to the barn. The milk shed is not
executive

One of Washington state’s rare re- National Register of Historic Places listed to the NRHP or WHR.
sources, this box frame–construction (NRHP) and the Washington Heritage

1.4 Preservation
Objectives

residence is an important example Register (WHR) on June 23, 1988, this
of building technology and materials, structure anchors the Miller-Brewer
using heavy vertical cedar planks at- homestead.
tached to beams and ledgers for the
ample of this construction type, the
house is one of Washington’s most in-

The Miller-Brewer house dates from tact (including rare nineteenth century
the early period of exploration and interior decorative finishes) and best
settlement in the Pacific Northwest. constructed example.
of lumber frame building that mark the
era of overland migration, the Oregon
Trail and beginning of Washington
state as a territory. The more contemporary barn, cold room addition and
surrounding farm and provide a broader context for the historic residence.
Restoration of the residence should
be the long-term objective and overall

The barn displays an overall secondary sential to understanding and placing in
level of significance. A later addition to context the role of families and settlethe site, the barn served a supporting ment patterns in Washington state
role within the broader operation of history, as well as the materials and
the homestead. The barn is not listed technology employed in constructing
to the NRHP or WHR. The overall di- the house. The lot immediately adjamensional lumber materials and con- cent to the house is included in the

Located at its original site, the house is struction type do not represent an NRHP nomination for the house. The
essential to interpretation of the sur- exceptional resource. While interior broader wildlife area is not included.
rounding cultivated landscape, includ- framing and materials are notable, exing the open prairie south and west of terior siding and corner boards are of
the barn. Given the frequency to which poor-quality material.
similar resources, such as the Brown
Residence on San Juan Island, have

1.4.2 condition

The cold room addition displays an

overall minimal level of significance. The condition of the site and four
been moved, the Miller-Brewer House
The cold room addition is attached to buildings—house, barn, milk shed,
stands out as remarkable for retaining

the house which is listed to the NRHP and cold room—ranges from failed to
its original location and setting. The
and WHR. The addition would likely excellent. The homestead benefited
siting within the Grand Mound area,

not be individually eligible separate immensely from having had just two
proximity to Fort Henness, and surfrom the house. As an addition to the owners prior to being turned over to
rounding landscaping are instrumental
in understanding the historical associa-

house, it served a secondary function.

supplemental

treatment approach.

stead. The geographic location is es-

treatment

milk shed reflect the evolution of the

setting for the Miller-Brewer home-

physical

It is among an exceedingly rare group

level of significance as the context and

history

structure. As a representative ex-

The site displays an overall primary

the Washington State Department of

Fish and Wildlife. The constancy of
The
milk
shed
displays
an
overall
minitions of the house’s builder and former
the house’s occupants kept substantial
mal
level
of
significance.
An
addition
to
occupants.
changes to a minimum.
M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport
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The house, historically the most im- to the elements have all contributed to other more contemporary buildings ton state. Retention of the house at
portant component of the homestead, a rapid state of deterioration.

and the site should serve supporting its original location and preserving the

stands out among the group and re-

roles and absorb the majority of physi- surrounding open space is essential to

mains in excellent condition after

cal changes necessary to accommodate these interpretive efforts. The setting

nearly a century and a half. Not only

1.4.3 Uses

are the foundation and structure re-

programming needs for the homestead and associative qualities maintained by
and surrounding wildlife area.

the house could not be replicated.

markably well preserved, but the inte- Management objectives for the site
Interpretive uses hold potential for Sustainable use can be obtained by rerior finishes remain substantially intact should include the house as a principal
fundraising and a community education ducing operation expenses to a minibeneath contemporary finishes.
asset benefiting public understanding role with the resulting physical changes mum and increased community use
The barn, a relative newcomer to the of both the natural environment and to the house to accommodate this role for the house and site. Addressing
site, has a poor building envelope, the state’s territorial settlement pat- being of a restorative approach. Use of maintenance issues sooner rather than
though its structure is in good condi- terns. As the Miller-Brewer home- the house as a rental, residence, or later will help to keep projects smaller
tion. Interior elements remain dry and stead transitions from a rural resi- storage are not recommended due to in scope and budget. To the extent
in sound condition with a few excep- dence to an interpretive/educational potential adverse physical impacts. The possible volunteer efforts should be
tions along the foundation wall and be- venue, the buildings and site will take barn is better suited to these roles. employed in maintenance tasks to enon new uses and spatial needs. Dur- Mothballing the residence is not rec- gender local community value for and
neath holes in the roof.
ing this transition, it is both possible ommended due to the decreased pub- connection with the history associThe cold room addition remains in fair
and optimal to retain the key elements lic benefit of taking this unique cultural ated with the house. Delegate activity
condition. Added onto the northeast
of the building’s and site’s strong ru- resource out of an educational role planning to a local, non-profit group to
corner of the house, this addition has
ral character and ties to the Miller and and the long-term issue of preventing reduce administrative burden. Set up
aged quicker than the house. While
Brewer families.
damage to the building fabric.
guidelines for the non-profit operation
the overall structure remains in good
of the house and establish an annual
condition, the envelope and interior The relative architectural and historic As the surrounding area in fills with
finishes have deteriorated and show significance of the landscaping, building residential development the open
spaces, and elements creates a practi- space of the Scatter Creek Wildlife
signs of heavy use.
cal pathway for thinking about future area and the house will assume inOf all four structures, the milk shed
treatment and programming for the creasingly important roles in telling
exhibits the most advanced state of
homestead. The house represents the the story of changes to the natural
deterioration. Poor building materials,
most important element of this collec- environment and early settlement of
deferred maintenance, and exposure
tive entity and should receive priority the Grand Mound area and Washing-

reporting time to the Thurston County Historical Commission (Commission). The non-profit, with oversight
from the Commission, should also
pursue grants for capital and interpretive work on the residence.

for funding, planning, and work. The
18
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2.0 History of the Miller-Brewer House
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The two most notable aspects of the
Miller-Brewer House are the type and
executive

quality of its construction and the extent of intact, mid-nineteenth century

2.1 Significance
Statement

interior finishes. Box frame construction represents one of Washington’s
least documented, Territorial era resource types. Few of these resources

history

remain within the Pacific Northwest,
and even fewer exhibit the quality of
materials and construction employed
The Greek Revival style Miller-Brewer in the Miller-Brewer House. Interior
House remains as one of Washington’s decorative finishes include layers of
few extant territorial settlement era wall paper added by successive gen-

physical

plank frame constructed houses. This erations of Millers and Brewers as deconstruction method conveys the tech- sign sensibilities changed. The few arnology and materials available during eas where the contemporary overlay
this formative period of Washington of sheetrock were removed, suggest
State. The house maintains direct as- the wall paper remains substantially
sociation with two of the territory and intact throughout the residence. This

treatment

county’s influential politicians George is important due to the early installaW. Miller and Reece A. Brewer. In tion date of the first layer of wall paper
addition, the residence served as the over felt (ca. 1860) as well as having
post office for the Grand Mound vicin- high quality finishes in a box frame resity from ca. 1884 through 1888 with idence. So often in this building type

supplemental

members of the Brewer family running the interior finishes were the first item
the service. Of the collection of build- to be stripped out during contempoings, the house is the most important rary remodels.
and rare resource.

M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport
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HBC’s direction, Plamondon expand- years later, American families traveling lowing year, when a treaty was signed
ed his property as a subsistence ef- over the Oregon Trail began flooding that fixed the Canadian border at the
executive

fort for the company. The 4,000-acre into the territory, choosing first to 49th parallel, validating American land
agricultural operation became known settle south of the Columbia in the claims on southern Puget Sound.

2.2 context
statement

as Cowlitz Farms and represented the Willamette River Valley.
first white settlement in future Lewis
County. It was also among the last
major efforts by the British to demonRiver.

The broad, glacial-carved flatlands
surrounding the Miller-Brewer house
have historically been associated with
zling geological landscape between the
Cowlitz River and the southern bays
of Puget Sound. This area was originally inhabited by the Cowlitz Indian
Tribe, who cooperated and intermarbut traditionally warred against the
Chinook people to the south along the
Columbia River.
Simon Plamondon, a French-Canadian
pany (HBC), married the daughter
of a Cowlitz chief and established a
640-acre farm south of Grand Mound
on the Cowlitz River. In 1838, under

north along the Cowlitz Trail. All River. George Bush and his family esthirty-one members of the Bush-Sim- tablished a homestead on the Chehalis

But the Grand Mound area was first mons Party settled on would-be land River near Grand Mound. In the years
tracked by Europeans more than a de- claims between Grand Mound and that followed, other families settled
cade earlier, when HBC adventurers the Nisqually River delta. The exten- along the Cowlitz Trail as the addition
pushed north from Fort George on the sion of their journey paid off the fol- of churches, schools, a customs house,
Columbia River in 1824. A few years
later, James McMillan led a small exploratory party for HBC through the
area via the Fraser River, establishing
the primary trail and river route between the Columbia River and Puget
Sound. That route became the Cowlitz
Trail and is the ancestor of both the
transcontinental

Northern

Pacific

Railroad and Interstate 5.
In 1841, Charles Wilkes and the Unitsupplemental

working for the Hudson Bay Com-

Trail, the first wagon train headed can settlement north of the Columbia

treatment

ried with tribes to the north and east

tlers were coming over the Oregon which became the center of Ameri-

physical

the Grand Mound prairie and the puz-

In 1845, as six thousand American set- mill in New Market (now Tumwater),

history

strate control north of the Columbia

Michael Simmons established a saw-

ed States Exploring Expedition began
mapmaking in the Pacific Northwest,
and first recorded the Grand Mound
area in charts and artwork. Just two

ca . 1908 photograph of the M iller-B rewer H ouse looking west along the front porch .
of Wilbert F. B rewer , “M y H eritage , M emories and a L ittle H istory.”
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and a post office indicated permanence involved tribes on both the east and of Fort Nisqually, the post built by the fight in the American Civil War, new
in the area. In 1853, Washington Ter- west side of the Cascades.

Hudson Bay Company on Puget Sound settlers began establishing homesteads

ritory was officially organized, and a

in 1833. But the fighting during the In- in the district.

newly named governor, Issac Stevens,
arrived to institute a formal American
government and military presence. He
did so, but his undiplomatic methods
of establishing treaties with the native people triggered a period of war
that lasted from 1855 until 1859 and

Several defensive forts were built
around the state to shelter settlers
and fend off potential hostiles. In 1855,
the growing community of settlers in
Grand Mound constructed Fort Henness, a timber stockade with blockhouses on opposing corners. The settlers copied the sturdy construction

dian Wars stayed north and east of the
Grand Mound area, in large part due
to the settlers’ good relations with the
local Cowlitz and Chehalis peoples.
No angry shots were ever fired at
Fort Henness, and as military actions
ceased and soldiers were called to

It was during this time—the late
1850s—that George and Marita Miller
moved north from Lane County, Oregon, to take a Donation Land Claim
on the banks of Scatter Creek. A year
later, the Brewer family also migrated
into the area via wagon train over the
Oregon Trail. The district at Grand
Mound was ideally located between
Puget Sound, Cowlitz Landing, and
trails leading east to mountain passes.
The glacial soil, open prairie, and clustered trees along the rivers and creeks
offered homesteaders an ideal setting,
and around the year 1860, the Millers
constructed a box frame house that
today still sits on its original location.
As the Civil War ended, new attention
was directed to the West. President
Lincoln’s charter for a transcontinental
railroad between the Great Lakes and
Puget Sound became a reality. By 1872,
rails were being laid from Kalama on
the Columbia River north toward an
undisclosed terminal on the Sound.
The arrival of the railroad fueled the

B irds eye view of O lympia . Courtesy of the L ibrary of Congress .
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establishment of a stone quarry and The first major north-south highway panded into Interstate 5, the most house is one of the Pacific Northwest’s
lumber mills in the area. By the mid- on the West Coast, Highway 99, cut trafficked north-south interstate in most articulate historical markers, a
gift from our most distant past that

appear on destination schedules pub- ty, and during the 1920s surveys were

has withstood and also illuminated the

lished by the Northern Pacific Railroad. prepared for east-west routes into Mt.
The logical route followed the Cowlitz Rainier National Park and over White
Trail through the Grand Mound area, and Chinook Passes. In the years imestablishing a station at milepost 1090 mediately after the Second World
just east of the Miller-Brewer home- completed and Highway 99 was ex-

within walking distance of Washing-

passage of time.

ton’s most important transportation
routes, and in the building’s centuryand-a-half lifetime, the region’s story
history

(ten-nine-oh, or Tenino), which lies War, the highway over White Pass was

The Miller-Brewer homestead was

executive

1870s, the city of Rochester began to just east of the Miller-Brewer proper- the West.

has paraded by. The Miller-Brewer

stead.
In 1875, the town of Centerville
(changed in 1883 to Centralia) was
platted and over the next fifteen years

physical

a total of two thousand city lots were
sold to incoming settlers. The waterfall
technology that drove the sawmill that
cut the boards for the Miller-Brewer
house disappeared as steam engines

treatment

began powering mills, river dredges,
and deep-woods locomotives and
donkeys. A steam-powered passenger
vessel began regular service between
Toledo and Portland, bringing thousands more settlers into the Roches-

supplemental

ter/Grand Mound prairie district.
By the turn of the century, southern
Thurston County was at the nexus
of plans for a statewide road system.

Map of Thurston County. Courtesy of the Thurston County H istorical S ociety.
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2.2.2 Box Frame
Construction

Americans in their traditional long crafted skills of boat building. On the combustion motor, but they were well
houses, and recognized the benefits of far frontier, this basic house reflected suited to the regular grains and densi-

assembling comparatively light, sturdy, an elegant permanence for the first
The prosaic log house was the earli- structural pieces into tight, roomy settlers. Today, it is the rarest of early
est and most rustic building form con- dwellings well suited to the region’s buildings in the Pacific Northwest.
structed by American immigrants in temperate climate.
These plank or box frame buildings
the Pacific Northwest. The raw, splitThe earliest types of Northwest board used stout saw-cut boards that were
log, pen construction with its notched
lumber houses were shaped largely typically 1–2 inches thick and averaged
interlocking corners and bare floor
by the quality of the wood and a very 12 to 20 inches wide. While some box
has become symbolic of early settlepragmatic sense of structural design. frame houses probably used pit-sawn
ment and pioneer life. But log cabins
The framed house is characterized by boards that were hand-cut on site, all
and houses were, by their nature, limof the existing documented structures
ited in size, comfort, and livability.
were clearly constructed from mill-cut
Typically, log houses served as practical,
lumber. The distinct circular saw blade

ern red cedar. The diameter of the saw
wheel determined the width of boards
that could be cut with a single pass.
Operators could cut up to ten thousand board feet—1 inch thick, 12–20
inches wide, and 10–12 feet long—in
twenty-four hours on a single blade
gravity mill. The quality of the saw
blade was a major factor in efficiency,
and mill filers developed an instinctual
sense for when to stop during each
shift to sharpen the saw teeth.

temporary shelters for settlers whose

marks evident on the boards are like

primary focus was planting crops—es-

fingerprints, indicating which of the Early Northwest sawmills were lo-

tablishing a livelihood and testing the

early mills produced them. The boards cated where there was falling water

quality of a particular site or acreage.

are in many cases the only artifacts we on rivers or large streams. After the

Once it was decided to stay on a cer-

have from the region’s first commer- boundary settlement between Canada

tain piece of land, particularly if a family was putting down roots, plans were
developed to construct a permanent

View of the split log floor joists beneath the
M iller-B rewer H ouse . S ource : A rtifacts Con sulting , I nc .

cial enterprise—the sawmill.
Most of the earliest sawmills used water-powered wheels to drive a gear

framed house.

shaft, which in turn drove a circular
the
smaller,
lighter
pieces
of
wood
maAlthough formal lumber construction
saw blade. Logs were fed into the blade
methods were a major influence on terial that make up its composition and on a horizontal moving cradle that enearly structures, native building char- by the more refined carpentry skills abled limited precision in board width.
acteristics were also adapted into the needed to build it. Whereas assem- These gravity-driven saws turned with
box frame type. Early settlers would bling a heavy log building took several much less torque and speed than those
likely have noticed the long-last- strong people and even draft animals, powered by mechanical steam or a
ing split-cedar planks used by Native the cut lumber house echoed the hand26
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View of the southwest corner of the M illerB rewer H ouse showing the girders . S ource :
A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .
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and the United States in 1846 and the
subsequent California Gold rush of
executive

1849, a number of mills on Puget Sound
became the very purpose for pioneer
settlement. Indeed, sawmills on Bellingham Bay (1853), Elliott Bay (1853),
Commencement Bay (1853), and in
Olympia (1852) all thrived supplying

history

lumber for the California gold fields
and early settlers. Market demand and
the loading and shipping of lumber on
schooners helped to standardize the
dimensions for the boards, with 1 x 12
inches becoming most common.

physical

The walls of the box frame building
were formed by vertically set boards
smoothly planed on the sides to permit a tight seam between each two
planks. The sturdiest example of this

treatment

type was the two-ply wall, in which
the seams of the inner layer were covered by the centers of the boards on
the outer layer. This added structural
load-bearing strength, greater wall
thickness, and additional weather insu-

supplemental

lation, but required twice as much precious lumber. Typically, two-ply walls
were used when an upper floor was
incorporated, but there are examples

I sometric view of the M iller-B rewer H ouse box frame assembly. D rawing by Timothy B. M cDonald, A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .

of one-and-a-half- and two-story box
M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport
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frame buildings with single-ply walls
(such as the George Pickett House,
Bellingham, 1856).
The box frame assembly was placed
on an elevated platform foundation, an
important advancement over log construction. Log construction, whether
round or flat-hewn, was typically
stacked on a bottom sill log laid on
bare ground. Some crafted log houses
used fieldstone foundations, primarily
Perimeter Beams

at the corners, but most sat directly
on the grade surface. Primitive, hastily

Split Log Joists

built log houses had dirt floors, while
the more carefully built examples used

Center Beam

puncheon or rough-sawn plank flooring.
The elevated platform foundation used
on a box frame building was essential
to achieve a level base for the walls.
The most common construction used
fieldstones set as a perimeter foundation wall. Hewn logs, usually of fungusresistant Western red cedar, were laid
as girders and notched to receive split
log or lumber floor joists of the same
material. This configuration served as

Foundation Post

Field Stone

Bearing Plate

the base of the floor platform. The
walls rose from the girders, with a

28

Framing plan of the M iller-B rewer H ouse . S ource : A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .
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lower ledger nailed to the outer face The interior walls were covered with from the mid-1870s or later. Based on frame construction in Washington
of the girders beneath the plank ends. felt, tar paper, fabric, and/or wallpaper the physical requirements of the build- state all date from a brief twenty-year
executive

This ledger supported the lower end depending on availability and desired ing type and the best evidence avail- span from 1855 to 1875.
of the vertical wall planks and protect- formality.

able, it is likely that window openings

ed their end grain.

were framed with a nailed horizontal

Windows were usually the most im-

To hold the board walls together, an permanent elements in the box frame
upper ledger was nailed along the top building. Window openings—where
of the wall boards. This upper ledger wall thickness can best be seen—prosupport for the roof framing and ceil- building is box framed. Since the buildings or floors joists. The upper ledger ings themselves largely disappeared
and girders functioned like bands over

made

double-hung

windows

pockets

with

impractical

development of large mechanical saws
and mills. And once sawmills began

the box frame house increased its liv-

mass-producing cut lumber for local

ability. The tight, ventilated floor sys-

construction, house and commercial

tem provided moisture separation for
Attic view looking west along the interior
face of the vertical boards . S ource : A rtifacts
Consulting , I nc .

building standards shifted to balloon-

treatment

roof and attic space.

The thinness of the walls would have

The railroad also brought with it the

The elevated platform foundation of

and could support a higher framed

vided glass panes with plain molding.

physical

the overall structure lateral stability.

for larger door and window openings

typically would have held mullion-di-

even as retrofits.

plank in the plane of the wall and giving

and rodents. The plank walls allowed

sash was stopped into the frame and

counterweight

staves on a square barrel, holding each

residents and an obstacle for insects

probably completed the interior. The

history

set on the inside of the wall to provide vide one of the best visual clues that a

sill and header. Simple vertical casings

framed cavity wall construction. The
new method required less material
overall and was constructed from light-

once manufactured doors and win- er, smaller boards and framing pieces.

strength to the walls and contributing Extant examples of box frame buildings period in regional history. The few reanother layer of weather resistance. all have replacement windows that date maining documented examples of box
M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport

supplemental

dows became widely available with the Stud wall balloon framing quickly put
Typically, the exterior of a box frame coming of the railroad in 1873, little an end to box frame construction in
house was clad with horizontal documentation exists about how origi- the Pacific Northwest, leaving few
drop siding or shiplap, adding lateral nal windows were designed and built. examples as products of a very short

E xterior view of the vertical board planks .
S ource : A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .
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First floor plan of the M iller-B rewer H ouse . S ource : A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .
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al property, and it has stood vacant for The Millers built the current Miller- County Brewers was Wilbert F. Brewthe past four years.

Brewer House ca. 1860. 2 One of the er, who by 1793 had moved to Hillsexecutive

first water-powered sawmills in the borough in Orange County, North
region had been started in 1853. Arm- Carolina, where his son John Brewer

2.3 USE

2.3.1 Miller Family

strong, Cox, and Strahill undertook Jr. was born.4 Wilbert Brewer relothe operation of the mill along Cedar cated his family several times, and by

George Washington and Marita Ann Creek, approximately 10 miles west 1815 was living in Washington County,
5
Miller were married on January 2, 1853 of Grand Mound. Once they had es- Missouri.

history

and moved their family to Thurston tablished themselves, settlers hauled
County from Lane County, Oregon planks from the mill by wagon to erect
3
about five years later.1 They settled their houses.

For over a hundred years following on land along Scatter Creek, includBy the early 1860s, George W. Miller
its construction, the Miller-Brewer ing the area currently occupied by the
had served as a notary public, as counphysical

House functioned as a residence for Miller-Brewer House. The Millers obty commissioner (1861–63), and as a
Thurston County pioneers. The Mill- tained the land by direct purchase and
member of the Territorial Legislature.

er family built the house ca. 1860 and a donation land claim they applied for
In 1873, the family moved to Centralia
lived there thirteen years. Orchards, in advance.
and sold their residence and farmland
vegetable gardens, and other crops
sustained the family, and the surrounding acreage was used as grazing land
ily purchased the property from the
Millers and resided on the ranch for
ninety years until control of the property transitioned to the Washington
sor to the Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife). Over the
last forty years, the home has shifted
from residence to office space to rent-

citizens and 320 acres to married cou- the April 20, 1858, wedding of Reece

U ndated photograph of R eece B rewer .
Courtesy of Wilbert F. B rewer , “My H eritage ,

ples settling in Oregon Territory be- and Eliza Brewer in Lane County.
tween September 27 and December 1,

It was here that, on September 7,

1850. Husband and wife each held half

1815, John Brewer Jr., then 22, mar-

the land in their name. Claimants were

2.3.2 Brewer Family

ried 16-year-old Elvira Alexander.
Elvira was born in Chatham County,

obligated to reside and improve upon

the land for four years before they of- The first Brewers arrived in the Unit- North Carolina, which is adjacent to

supplemental

State Game Department (predeces-

160 acres of land to unmarried male er had been one of the witnesses at

treatment

for cattle and sheep. The Brewer fam-

The Donation Land Claim Act granted to the Brewer family. George W. Mill-

6
ficially owned it. The act remained as ed States during the 1600s, emigrating the county where John was born. In

law through 1855; however, the grant- from England and settling in Massachu- 1816, Wilbert’s family, including John
ed acreage was reduced by half.

setts, Virginia, and North Carolina. The & Elvira, made a final move to Pike
oldest direct ancestor of the Thurston County, Arkansas. John and Elvira re-

M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport
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mained in Arkansas until John’s death
in 1845 at the age of 52. John and Elvira
had nine children: Mary, born October
12, 1816 (who died within two weeks);
William A., born February 26, 1818;
Henry, born January 12, 1821; Sally
Ann, born February 24, 1825; John
M., born September 19, 1827; Lucinda,

Oregon Trail. By this time, several of the wagon train split up. Oliver, John, In February of 1854, Elvira secured
her children had already married. El- and Sally Ann opted to leave the train a donation land claim for property
vira’s oldest son William had married (which was headed to northern Or- north of Eugene near Junction City,
Margret Isabel Scott on February 5, egon) and go to the Rogue River Valley and the family stayed on there until
1841. The oldest daughter, Sally Ann, instead. The small group, including Sal- they successively claimed their own
married John Bacon during the 1840s. ly’s husband John Bacon and Oliver’s lands. Several of Elvira’s children filed
Oliver, not quite 20 years old, married wife Margret, struck off on their own donation land claims for property in
Margret Stevens on February 3, 1853 and encountered considerable diffi- Thurston County along lower Scatjust before leaving with his family on culty. Oliver reportedly changed his ter Creek (Section 9 North Range 3
the Oregon Trail.

mind after several days on the trail, West), including: William and his wife

Following Marcus and Narcissa Whitman’s successful crossing in a covered wagon in 1836, news spread of
the route out west and the land that
awaited settlers. By 1843, the waves
of westward migration were well un-

and the party turned back to rejoin the on November 5, 1853; Oliver and his
main company. The Brewer-Alexander wife on November 23, 1854; and finally
wagon train arrived in Lane County, John on March 2, 1855. But the youngOregon, on October 1, 1853. Oliver’s est Brewer brother missed out—the
group stumbled in nearly starving al- act expired on December 1, 1855,
most three weeks later.

just three weeks short of Reece’s
eighteenth birthday.

derway. Migration of over half a million

U ndated photograph of Flora French .
Courtesy of Wilbert F. B rewer , “My H eritage ,
M emories and a L ittle H istory.”

people along the Trail would last until

On November 15, 1857, with her fam-

the completion of the first transconti-

ily safely in Oregon, Elvira Brewer died

nental railroad service in the 1860s.

at the age of 58. The following spring,
Reece married Eliza Johnston on April

In 1853, the Brewer family joined a

20, 1858. Eliza had come over the Or-

westward-bound wagon train to form

egon Trail in the same wagon train as

born December 19, 1830; Oliver, born the Brewer-Alexander group, consistMay 6, 1833; and Reece, born Decem- ing of seven or eight wagons. William,
ber 23, 1835.

the Brewers. George W. Miller, from
whom Reece would later purchase the

the eldest son, led the train, and each

Miller-Brewer House, was one of the

With her husband dead and a large of the other men was in charge of or
7
family to care for, Elvira heard the sharing charge of a wagon.

reports of free land in Oregon Terri- Upon arriving at the California Trail
tory and committed her family to the turnoff near American Falls, Idaho,

witnesses at the wedding. Reece and
U ndated photograph of E liza James Stocking
L aity. Courtesy of Wilbert F. B rewer , “My
H eritage , M emories and a L ittle H istory.”
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In 1860, the Brewer sons John, Oliver,
Thurston County in Washington Territory. 8 The families settled on their donation land claims along lower Scatter
Creek. The first years brought considerable hardship as the families strove

band, Samuel James, had been the first
settlers to arrive in the area back in
October of 1852. Reece and Eliza had
three more children—John in 1860,

on January 28, 1875, Reece married
17-year-old Flora French, who lived
nearby. On November 12, Flora gave
birth to a daughter, Effie.

ranch prospered. He began to participate more in civic activities. Reece
served terms as a Thurston County
Commissioner

in

1889,

1890–92

(chair), and again in 1897. Reece was
9

Martha in 1861, and Ella in 1862. In In December of 1878, Flora died of chairman of the three-person Com1870, Eliza died and was buried in the pneumonia after the birth of her sec- mission during design and construction
nearby Grand Mound Cemetery.
In 1873, Reece (now a single parent
of four, the youngest 11 and the oldest 14) purchased the Miller-Brewer
House from George W. Miller. A man
named Nelson Sargent had hoped to
as he owned property on both sides of

ond child, Fred Reece Brewer, on Oc- of the 1891 Thurston County Courttober 13. Fred was sent to live with house, which by 1905 was serving as
relatives but, less than three years the State Capitol Building. Reece also
later and much to the delight of the served one term in the Territorial Legother children, Reece brought Fred islature, though he declined a second
back to the Miller-Brewer House be- term. The Miller-Brewer House funccause Reece thought his relatives were tioned as the local post office from ca.
spoiling him.

1884 to 1888, run by Reece and his
daughter, Ella.

the Miller holdings. Reece sold his own
property to John Rogers James, son of

During this time, Reece’s children, with

Anna Marie and Samuel.

the exception of the two youngest, Eftreatment

fie and Fred, all married and moved

Once settled on the homestead, Reece

out of the house. Reece hired an extra

pursued a career as a stockman, rais-

hand to help manage the ranch while

ing cattle on the prairie grass. Reece

he was away in Olympia. Incidentally,

winter of 1863, the prairie froze and then purchased the land immediately
then received two feet of snow, which south across Township Road from a

an apiary stood west of the residence
during this period.
supplemental

prevented the livestock from feeding. Mr. Phillips for $9 per acre. To move
As the families had had little time to his cattle between the two properties
put away hay the preceding fall, they and allow them to water at Scatter
were forced to feed their livestock Creek, Reece installed a culvert crossbark and thin sections of ash trees.
ing beneath Township Road.

physical

purchase the Miller-Brewer residence,

U ndated photograph of Fred B rewer . Courtesy
of Wilbert F. B rewer , “M y H eritage , M emories
and a L ittle H istory.”

Over the next thirty years, Reece’s

history

to establish themselves. During the

Anna Maria James. She and her hus-

Just a month after his 39th birthday,

executive

and Reece relocated their families to

Oliver eventually sold his land claim to

In 1890 Reece married Eliza James
Stocking. Eliza had lost her husband,
U ndated photograph of Fred B rewer . Courtesy
of Wilbert F. B rewer , “M y H eritage , M emories
and a L ittle H istory.”
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and her family was grown and moved
out. Eliza moved in with Reece, Effie
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and Fred at the Miller-Brewer House.
On January 10, 1897, Effie married a
young cowboy named Frank S. “Tib”
Milss, recently arrived from Heppner
in Eastern Oregon. Effie moved out
of her parents’ home and into a small
house in Grand Mound with Tib.

ments. Each side had its own fireplace. children at the Miller-Brewer House By the 1930s–50s, the family had added
Separate stairways provided each side after Ella’s death.

a barn and milk shed west of the resi-

of the house with access to the up-

dence to house milk cows. As the chil-

per floor. A stairway in the northwest
corner served the western half of the
house. Both sides shared a common
10

dining/kitchen area along the north
side.

The children helped with chores at the
ranch, including weeding and planting
in Effie’s large vegetable garden. The
children also picked fruit from the orchard west of the house and cleaned
it for canning and storage. One of the

Fred and Gertrude had their first child older children drove three horses that
on June 1, 1902. The following year pulled a walking plow to work the land
they moved to and rented the Emery for planting.

was then skimmed off by the children,
churned, and sold as butter. Eventually,
by using a centrifugal cream separator,
the farm reached a regular production
capacity of five gallons of cream, which

milk, instead opting to ship ten-gallon

Flora Louise, on February 4, 1904.

cans of whole milk to a processor in

In 1906, Eliza died from mechanical

Chehalis.11

pneumonia, a complication caused by

When not doing chores, the kids main-

saliva entering her lungs due to a fish-

tained trap lines along Scatter Creek

bone stuck in her throat. The family

and the surrounding area. They caught

could not get the fishbone out; the trip

muskrats, raccoon, mink, and skunk—

to the doctor took an hour and a half

the hides of which they stretched in

by buggy. Over the next three years,

the attic. Once dried, the pelts were

Reece’s health deteriorated until he

shipped to the Funsten Brothers Fur

On December 25, 1900, Fred married died on December 7, 1909, at the age

Company in St. Louis, Missouri—op-

Gertrude Morris. Gertrude’s parents, of 74.

the Miller-Brewer House with Reece the couple had no children of their
and Eliza, and the two couples separat- own, they took care of several of Ella’s

was allowed to rise in milk pans and

time, the farm stopped processing the

Here the couple had their second child,

C. J. and Florence Morris, were the Effie and Tib had moved from their
Grand Mound storekeeper and post- house in Grand Mound back to the
master. The newlyweds moved into Miller-Brewer House in 1906. Though

milk the cows in the barn. The cream

were shipped by railroad to Tacoma. In

French farm south of Grand Mound.

U ndated photograph of G ertrude M orris
B rewer . Courtesy of Wilbert F. B rewer , “My
H eritage , M emories and a L ittle H istory.”

dren became older, they also helped

erators of one of the then largest fur
exchanges in the world—where they
1921 graduation photograph of Wilbert and
Agnes . Courtesy of Wilbert F. B rewer , “My
H eritage , M emories and a L ittle H istory.”

were graded and a check was cut in
payment to the children.

ed the house into east and west apart34
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By the mid- to late 1910s, as the chil- help Effie, now 59, with the farm. Dur- 2.3.3 Washington State The offices were eventually converted
dren reached middle and high school ing this same period, Effie’s younger

Game Department

back into residential space for rentexecutive

age, they took a bus to the school. Be- brother Fred relocated back to the

ers. This residential use continued up
During
the
1960s,
the
Washington
cause the Miller-Brewer House stood Miller-Brewer House to help with opthrough 2004. Today the house stands
at the end of the bus route, the school erations, bringing with him sheep from State Game Department (predecessor vacant.
paid the two eldest children, Willard the ranch he had rented east of Olym- to the Washington State Department
and Wilton, $25 per month to drive pia. Up through 1935, Effie still used of Fish and Wildlife), converted the (E ndnotes)
1
Thurston County was established on January 12, 1852.
the canvas-covered, one-ton, Model T a wood range to cook in the Miller- residence into office space. Sketches
2

history

Olsen, Winnifred L. (1993). Thurston County and its
Brewer House. She also maintained of floor plans and the scope of work Commissioners, 1852–1993.
3
Todd, A. C. with David James (1986). Ever Westward
extensive flower plantings around the prepared for this conversion are dated
the Land. Wheaton & Company, Ltd., University of Exeter,

house and a small fish pond north of April 13, 1965. The process involved Exeter, UK. (p. 81).
4
Brewer, Wilbert F. (Undated). My Heritage, Memories and
closing off several doors and the
the residence.
a Little History. Unpublished manuscript. (p. 7).
5
Ibid.
By the 1960s, Effie had moved into a
6
Ibid.
interior finishes with contemporary
7
Ibid. (p. 8).
nursing home as her health began failsheetrock. The barn and cold room 8 Ibid. (p. 10).
ing. She died in 1963. At the same time,
Marriage License. (January 28, 1875). Reece Brewer and
addition were used for storage space.
Flora
French. Collection of Roger Easton.
Fred arranged to sell the ranch to the
9
Olsen, Winnifred L. (1993). Thurston County and its
Washington State Game Department
Commissioners, 1852–1993.
10
Miller-Brewer House National Register of Historic Places
for use as a hunting preserve. ReportNomination Form (1988). Washington State Department of
Archaeology and Historic Preservation.
edly, Fred had already been active in
Washington State Game Department. (April 13, 1965).
field dog training, holding training and
Sketch floor plans and work scope for the residence.
Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife.
trials on the homestead property.
11
Brewer, Wilbert F. (Undated). My Heritage, Memories
Fred died the following year on June
and a Little History. Unpublished manuscript. (p. 19).

northwest stairway, and covering over

park it in the evening at the house. The

treatment

truck picking up other students and to

physical

U ndated photograph of the Wilbert B rewer’s
aunt E ffie . C ourtesy of Wilbert F. B rewer , “M y
H eritage , M emories and a L ittle H istory.”

21, 1964.

body of the truck was extended to
supplemental

provide additional space for students.
Effie’s husband Tib died in the 1930s
after being hit crossing the highway
during a storm. Tib’s cousin, Jim Mills,

U ndated photograph of the Wilbert B rewer’s
uncle Tib . C ourtesy of Wilbert F. B rewer , “M y
H eritage , M emories and a L ittle H istory.”

moved to the Miller-Brewer House to
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First floor plan of the M iller-B rewer H ouse . S ource : A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .
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The following descriptions provide an of the building, dividing it at about the planks to the outer face of the perimoverview of each structure’s physical midpoint. Split cedar log joists are eter beams. Small ledgers nailed to the
executive

form and defining architectural attri- set in notches in the beams and span outer face of the perimeter beams run

3.1 Narrative
Description

butes. Please refer to Section 2.3 Use north/south.

beneath the bottom edge of planks. A

for a description of how the broader

4 x 4-inch collar runs around the top

site and the interior spaces were utilized.

Vertical, 1 x 12-inch rough-sawn cedar
planking, standing two deep with offset joints, forms the building’s exterior
structure. Square cut-nails attach the

perimeter, connecting the upper ends
of the planks and providing bearing for
the second-floor joists and roof framhistory

3.1.1 House
The Miller-Brewer Homestead is lo- Built ca. 1860, this Greek Revival–

north

cated in Thurston County, Wash- style, single-family residence fronts
ington, approximately twenty miles a gravel driveway off Guava Street
physical

south of Olympia along Interstate Southwest. Oriented east/west on a
5 in the Scatter Creek Wildlife relatively level site, the building’s prinArea. The rural site lies immedi- cipal, front facade faces south. Except
ately east of Rochester and north of for a cold room addition that extends
Grand Mound, at the intersection of off the building’s northeast corner, the
Guava Street Southwest and 180th building is rectangular in plan.

treatment

Avenue Southwest.

The one-and-a-half story residence

The original homestead holdings form features a heavy timber foundation set
the southwest section of the Scatter on split cedar logs and field or quarCreek Wildlife Area. This Historic ried stone footings. Hand-hewn, 11 x
Structures Report focuses on the ex- 11-inch, continuous cedar beams run

supplemental

isting buildings—the house and barn, a the length and width of the building’s
cold room addition to the house, and a perimeter and are connected at the
milk shed adjacent to the barn—as well corners with a simple lap joint. In adas the site immediately surrounding dition to the perimeter beams, a single
these structures.

S econd floor plan of the M iller-B rewer H ouse . N orth is at the top. S ource : A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .

continuous cedar beam runs the length
M iller -B rewer H omestead H istoric S tructures R eport
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ing. A crawl space runs beneath the ing-seam metal roofing. The metal roof, In the east room, the existence of an layers of wallpaper, all covered with
building.

gutters, and downspouts replaced the original baseboard behind the existing several layers of paint.

Square cut-nails attach the horizontal
painted 1 x 5-inch cedar siding to the
structural planks. At the corners, vertical boards provide a clean termina-

original wood shake roof and wood baseboard was not verified. The north
gutters. A decorative cornice and and south walls and ceiling of the east
fascia wrap the building’s walls below room are clad with horizontal, painted
the roofline.

shiplap siding. The east and west walls

tion for the siding and complete the Paneled wood doors provide access at
wall envelope.

feature a felt slip-sheet and multiple

both the front and rear of the build-

Window openings are cut in the vertical planks and punctuate all four of the
building’s facades. Placed into those
openings are fixed six-over-six painted
wood windows. These windows provide day lighting to all the first-floor
interior spaces except the kitchen

Tongue-and-groove, 1 x 5-inch Douglas
fir flooring runs east/west in each interior space on both floors. In the firstfloor front rooms, an added plywood
layer covers the floors and wall-towall carpeting is glued to the plywood.

ing. Originally, the front, south facade
featured a second entrance located
between the two windows west of
the present existing doorway. All en-

ORIGINAL ROOF STRUCTURE BENEATH
CONTEMPORARY ROOFING

trances feature interior and exterior
painted wood surrounds and wood

ADDED SKYLIGHT

COLD ROOM ADDITION

thresholds.

BACK PORCH ROOFLINE

and the second floor, which featured Originally, interior first-floor wall fin-

HEATER ENCLOSURE ADDITION

smaller, fixed 6-lite windows. All the ishes consisted of a felt slip-sheet laid
windows feature projecting sills and over the rough-sawn inner face of the
stools, interior and exterior casings, vertical wood planking. Today multiple
and interior aprons. The plank fram- layers of wallpaper cover this slip layer.

ORIGINAL ROOF STRUCTURE BENEATH
CONTEMPORARY ROOFING

ing does not provide a pocket for sash The original wood baseboard still runs
weights, and the windows need to be along the perimeter of each first-floor
propped open with a stick.

space, but wood spacers and sheetrock

The main roof is a steep-pitched, woodframed gable structure that transitions
to a more gentle slope over the building’s rear dining and kitchen spaces. The
entire roof structure is wood framed,
plywood sheathed and clad with stand-
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COLD ROOM ADDITION

FRONT PORCH ROOFLINE

COLD ROO

have been installed and a new baseboard and quarter-round shoe now
cover the original material. These con-

INFILLED ORIGINAL
DOORWAY

CONTEMPORARY DOOR IN
ORIGINAL DOORWAY

temporary surfaces were painted. Second-floor spaces, with the exception of

N orth (upper) and south (lower) elevations of the M iller-B rewer H ouse and Cold Room addi tion . S ource : A rtifacts C onsulting , I nc .

the east room, exhibit similar layering.
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The floors in the dining, kitchen, and first floor’s east living area in order to
bathroom spaces feature sheet vinyl minimize heat loss from the first floor.
executive

glued to plywood sheathing. Except for The stairway matches the depth of the
a small section of replacement flooring two back-to-back stone fireplaces. It is
in the northwest corner, the flooring constructed of a series of exceedingly
EAST PORCH EXTENSION
COLD ROOM ADDITION

on the second floor is entirely origi- steep wood risers and narrow treads,
nal. Tongue-and-groove, Douglas fir performing a 180-degree turn to reach

FRONT PORCH

boards are also attached to the under- the second floor. Modifications in the

CONNECTOR

history

side of the second-floor joists, forming 1960s closed in the second northwest
the first-floor ceiling. No investigation stairway.
E ast elevation of the M iller-B rewer H ouse and Cold Room addition . S ource : A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .

was conducted to determine what, if
any, finish covered the wood. Sheetrock now covers the ceiling in each
first-floor space. The center and west
with a sheetrock finish.

ON
BACK PORCH

Supported by a field stone foundation,

HEATER
ENCLOSURE
ADDITION

FRONT PORCH

two substantial Tenino sandstone fireplaces occupy the central portion of
fireplaces faces east. Both feature
firebrick hearths, sandstone cheeks
and lintels with wood mantles and
surrounds. Successive layers of paint
cover both the stone and wood on

Warm air is supplied by under-floor,
un-insulated metal ducting running to
grates cut into the floor.
Contemporary electric wall-mounted
switches operate the ceiling-mounted
light fixtures that illuminate the building. Because the plank frame does
not allow wiring to be run through

treatment

the residence. The larger of the two

forced-air heating system was added.

physical

rooms of the second floor are also clad

At some time in the past an oil furnace

it, surface-mounted conduit has been
installed. Some remnants of the knob
and tube wiring system remain in the
attic.

West elevation of the M iller-B rewer H ouse and Cold Room addition . S ource : A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .

Typical of a house of this era, the stairway is enclosed with a door at the

COLD ROOM ADDITION ROOF

BACK PORCH ROOF

M iller -B rewer H omestead H istoric S tructures R eport
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each. A brick chimney services both Exterior doors feature contemporary knobs and locksets with a sliding
fireplaces.
deadbolt on the rear door. Interior
doors feature original knobs and surface-mounted locksets. Original inte-
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rior knobs exhibit reddish marbleized double row of internal columns that Window openings penetrate the build- The barn features a typical gambrel
enamel finishes on the living area side support the second-floor framing.

ing’s north and south facades at the roof with a slight projection at the

with a white enamel finish on the op-

first- and second-story levels. Open- peak that shelters the upper access

posite side.

Dimensional wood stud balloon framing is set on 2-foot centers and rests

Plumbing within the house consists of on the concrete perimeter foundation.
water supply lines to the kitchen and Some sections feature a sill plate bebathroom sinks, the bathtub, and the tween the studs and concrete, while at
toilet. Wastewater lines run from the other locations the studs rest directly
bathroom tub and the bathroom and on the concrete. A ledger, let-in to
kitchen sinks. The toilet connects to a the perimeter wall studs, carries the
septic tank and drain field east of the second-floor joists, and a wood blockresidence.

ing attached to the studs at this location provides a base for the roof frame

ings occur within the stud frame spac- opening. Rafters set on 2-foot centers
ing of the perimeter wall. First-floor frame the roof, with diagonal bracwindows consist of six-light painted ing at the roof slope and roof-to-wall
wood sash. Painted wood casings and junctures. A one-by ridge board runs
sills trim the exterior openings. An the length of the roof. Both gable-end
added wood stud nailer runs along interiors feature one-by diagonal bracthe studs flanking each window open- ing at the peaks nailed to the inner face
ing. Second-story windows consist of of the rafters. One-by skip sheathing
rough openings with vertical wood over the rafters and wood shingles
slats and wire screen.

completes the roofing envelope. Building paper placed between the shingles

bracing. A double wall plate runs along

3.1.2 Barn

the top of the perimeter wall studs approximately 5 feet above the second

Built ca. 1930s-50s, the livestock and floor. The north and south framing for
feed storage barn stands on the site the roof rests on this wall plate. The
west of the house. A small milk shed gable ends (the east and west walls)
addition stands immediately north of are stud framed. Blocking set between
the barn. Oriented east/west on a rel- the studs at the gable ends provides
atively level site, the building’s princi- cross bracing.
pal, front facade faces east.

Painted, horizontal wood-lap siding

Rectangular in plan, the two-story barn with rabbeted edges clad the building’s
features a poured-in-place perimeter exterior walls and gable ends. Corner
concrete foundation beneath the ma- boards define the outer walls. The
jority of the building. Poured-in-place building’s color scheme is a characterconcrete spread footings carry the istic barn red with white window casings.
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and skip sheathing at the roof edges A single personnel doorway is lo- south portion of the building, plywood corner is a below-grade electrical vault
and transformer. Power lines running

protection at those points. Matching the north wall. In the east gable end a

to the farm carry high voltage current.

entrances service the building from large doorway once provided exterior
both ends. The large double-door access to the second floor, but this has
central openings are flanked by two been changed to the current smaller
smaller double-door entrances at the opening.
outer corners. All these doorways are
rollers and shoes at grade to guide the
doors. Simple metal pulls mounted to
the doors serve as handles.

slab in the north half of the barn and
packed earthen floor in the south half.
The second floor of the barn contains
tongue-and-groove wood flooring run-

The transformer steps this current
down to low voltage alternating current for use by equipment and lighting.

Original interior spaces on both floors ning east/west.
feature exposed stud walls and ceilings. The original interior layout has
been modified, with spaces along the
north side of the building’s first floor.

The outer corner entrances have been These new spaces have either sheetwidened from single to double doors. rocked walls and ceilings or, as in the

Internal access between the first and
second floors can be accomplished via
three routes. At the east end of the
building, an original wall-mounted ladder of boards nailed to exterior wall
in the second floor. A larger opening
located near the middle of the second

3.1.3 Cold Room
Added ca. 1910s–30s, this rectangular
building stands off the northeast corner of the house. A side-gable metal

physical

studs ascends through a small opening

history

top-hung sliding wood doors with head

Flooring consists of poured concrete

executive

and slope transitions provides water cated at approximately the center of walls.

roof clads this east/west–oriented
building.

floor was designed to move feed from The foundation consists of a perimwhere it was stored on the second eter beam carried on split cedar log
treatment

floor down to the first floor. Floor sections set on field and quarry stone
joists in the northeast portion of the footings. A crawl space runs beneath
building were cut during the installa- the structure. Wood 2 x 6-inch studs
tion of an east/west–running direct form the structure. Painted drop-sidflight of stairs, which provides easier ing clads the exterior walls with 1 x
5-inch corner boards.
access to the second floor.

2007 view of the Barn’s east and north . S ource : A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .

supplemental

Contemporary light fixtures illuminate Window openings punctuate the
first-floor spaces. Formerly, knob and building’s facades. Double-hung, sixtube wiring ran along the underside of over-six light, wood sash windows
the second-floor joists to service the provide day lighting to interior space.
first floor. Off the building’s northeast Both windows feature projecting sills

M iller -B rewer H omestead H istoric S tructures R eport
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and stools, with interior and exterior A

contemporary,

ceiling-mounted,

casings, and an interior apron. None electric light fixture illuminates the
of the double-hung sash feature sash space. The well pump stands along the
weights.

south wall. Former plumbing connec-

Roof framing rests on the plate along
the top of the exterior walls. Sheet-

tions for a washer and dryer remain
along the south wall.

metal roofing clads the gable roof.
Slender barge boards and fascia wrap
the roof edge. A contemporary metal

3.1.4 Milk Shed

gutter and downspout runs along the
Added ca. 1940s–50s, this rectangular

north and south roof edges.
Two entrances service the building.
The west entrance provides access to
the space from the exterior. A short
flight of stairs leads to the flush-panel

2007 view of the Cold Room addition’s north and west facades . S ource : A rtifacts Consulting ,
I nc .

structure stands immediately north
of the barn. Oriented perpendicular
to the barn, the building’s two longer
sides face east and west.

personnel door. Painted wood casings A poured-in-place concrete foundasurround the door opening. The south tion carries the painted, hollow conentrance connects the cold room to crete masonry unit walls.
the main residence via a short en- Window
closed walkway.

openings

punctuate

the

north, east, and west facades. Each

The interior space consists of a single opening features a wood frame. No
open volume with painted shiplap sid- sash remains.
ing on the walls and ceiling. Tongue- A wood wall plate carries the woodand-groove flooring runs east/west frame gable roof. Wood shingles
throughout the majority of the space, mounted on skip sheathing run north/
with plywood replacement sections south across the rafters. Remnants of
near the center.

a bargeboard remain at either gable
end. Two wood frame vents project

2007 view of the Cold Room addition’s west facade . S ource : A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .

along the roofline.
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A single doorway directly opposite

3.1.5 Site

the barn’s north personnel doorway

southwest of the buildings.

The interior space features a concrete
slab floor with painted cement masonry unit walls and a painted shiplap ceiling. A free-standing water faucet with
of the space.

graphical elements of the area include
the Willapa Hills to the southwest, the
Black Hills to the northwest, and the
Cascade Mountain range to the east.
The lowlands consist of glacial outwash
deposited approximately 12,000 years
ago as the last continental ice sheet re-

dence.

denotes the broader contextual set- Trees of the second category include
ting as described above, while “site” a row of maples immediately to the
applies only to the land immediately west, holly trees on either side, a sinadjacent the buildings subject of this gle pine tree to the south, and several
Historic Structures Report. The site smaller firs southeast of the residence.

history

two spigots is located on the west side

lowlands, the defining regional geo-

For the purposes of this report, “area”

near the northeast corner of the resiexecutive

provides access to the space from the Located within the Puget Sound Trough
exterior.

species exist in the prairie immediately residence and barn. A single oak grows

lies within the Scatter Creek Wildlife Remnant trees from a former apple
Area.

orchard remain south of the barn.

ceded.1 North of the residence, Scat- Three temporal categories of trees Trees of the third category include
ter Creek flows in its broad, deepened exist within the site: 1) those predat- small trees along the driveway and
physical

channel. Several types of endangered ing the Miller and Brewer families; 2) some interspersed among the firstthose directly attributable to the fami- and second-category trees around
lies; and 3) those originating post–fam- the residence.
ily occupancy.

Small shrubs abound near the residence

Trees of the first category include and along the roadway. The majority of
predominately Oregon white oak and these postdate the Miller and Brewer
treatment

Douglas fir. A significant stand of these families. Daffodils and other flowerextend (east/west) along the riparian ing annuals decorate the planting beds
area transitioning between the elevat- around some of the second-category
ed grade of the site and the depressed trees and along the edge of the house.
wetland zone along Scatter Creek. The Lawn extends out from the residence
Washington State Department of Fish on the east, west, and south sides.
oaks as an unusual occurrence north
of the Columbia River and west of the
2007 view of the M ilk S hed’s north and west facades . S ource : A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .

Cascade Mountain Range. These trees
form an impressive backdrop to the
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and Wildlife (WSDFW) identifies the

A generally level grade prevails around
all of the structures. Grade near the
residence exhibits a slight southward
slope away from the creek. A small
fish pool exists behind the residence.
45

Just beyond the pool the grade drops (E ndnotes)
sharply down an embankment that
leads to the wetland zone along Scat-

1

Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. (1999).
“Wildlife Viewing and Access Points.”

ter Creek.
Interstate 5

183rd Ave SW

Access to the site is gained from Guava Street Southwest. One access point
turns off to a large visitor parking area
south of the residence. A wire fence
and gates separate this parking area
from the site. A second access point
departs from the dead end of Guava
Street Southwest, just beyond the first
turnoff. A long gravel driveway follows
the fence line along the outside, north
edge of the visitor parking space. This
driveway makes a loop around the
west end of the residence to dead-end
behind the house. A spur from this
driveway leads out to the barn. Both
the driveways and the visitor parking
area feature a crushed gravel bed. A
field stone–clad concrete monument
stands on the north side of the visitor
parking area. A bronze plaque on the
monument provides a brief overview
of the history of the Miller-Brewer
House. A public toilet is located in the
southeast corner of the visitor parking
area.
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A erial view looking down on the south unit of the S catter Creek Wildlife area . View looking east. The arrow points to the building location .
S ource : Washington State D epartment of Fish and Wildlife .
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3.2.1 House

3) Roof connection: Debris and wa- and sill plates at or near the foundater have collected in the valley created tion walls and the building corners.
executive

The house, historically the most im- at the intersection of the roofs of the This occurs often where the end grain

3.2 Condition
Issues

portant component of the homestead, cold room addition and the house.

of studs sits on the concrete founda-

stands out among the group and re-

tion wall.

mains in excellent condition after
nearly a century and a half. Not only

3.2.2 Barn

are the foundation and structure re-

5) Pooling water: Pooled water
splashes back onto the building along
history

the north and south sides during inmarkably well preserved, but the inte- The barn, a relative newcomer to the
clement weather.
rior finishes remain substantially intact site, has a poor building envelope,
beneath contemporary finishes. Still, though its structure is in good condiThe condition of the site and four there are some concerns. Principal tion. Interior elements remain dry and
buildings—house, barn, milk shed, among them are:

in sound condition with a few excep-

and cold room—ranges from failed to

tions along the foundation wall and

immensely from having had just two
owners prior to being turned over to
the Washington State Department of
Fish and Wildlife. The constancy of
the house’s occupants kept substantial

The illustrated catalog following these
summaries describes in detail condition issues identified during preparation of this report. The catalog is or-

fair condition. Added onto the northeast corner of the house, this addi-

were left unattended and resulted in 1) Failed paint: The paint finish is tion has aged quicker than the house.
high moisture content in the wood, failing, due in part to the overall poor While the overall structure remains
which is associated with soft rot and quality of the exterior siding material.

in good condition, the envelope and

insect activity.

interior finishes have deteriorated

2) Pigeon guano: Bird droppings have

2) Accumulation of finishes: Inte- accumulated on the second floor and
rior contemporary finishes obscure need to be safely removed.
the original detailing and finishes.
These contemporary overlays (including but not limited to the thick paint
layers, sheetrock, and added base)
must be removed without damaging
original materials.

3) Windows: Extensive damage to
windows, including missing and broken
sash, leaving the building open to animals and the elements.
4) Rot and insect damage: Damage
exists along sections of wood beams

M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport

and show signs of heavy use. Principal
concerns include:
1) Roofing: The valley created at the
intersection of the cold room and
house roofs collects debris and water

supplemental

ganized by building.

building exhibit leaks. These leaks

condition issues include:

The cold room addition remains in

treatment

changes to a minimum.

ing and the exposed corners of the

beneath holes in the roof. The main

physical

excellent. The homestead benefited

1) Leaks: Both the bathroom plumb-

3.2.3 Cold Room

which washes the south facade siding.
2) Paint: Extensive paint failure exists
across the west facade.

47

3.2.5 Site

3) Windows: Extensive damage to
windows has occurred, including miss-

ing and broken sash. The windows The site remains in fair to good conhave since been boarded over from dition overall. With a few exceptions,
the inside.

the drainage functions well, moving
water away from the buildings and
keeping them dry. The most important
site concerns include:

3.2.4 Milk Shed

1) Pruning: Pruning of mature trees
Of all four structures, the milk shed
exhibits the most advanced state of

around the house to remove dead
limbs has been deferred.

deterioration. Poor building materials,
deferred maintenance, and exposure to
the elements have all contributed to a
rapid state of deterioration. The most

2) New growth: The dense infill of
non-contributing trees and shrubs
around the house both obscures the
house and contributes to moisture re-

pressing condition issues include:

tention.
1) Roof: Both the structure and
sheathing are failing.
2) Walls: Walls exhibit extensive
cracking, broken sections, and missing
mortar from the concrete block walls.
3) Windows: Missing windows have
left the building interior exposed to
the elements.
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3.2.1 House
Description

Treatment

Soft rot occurs in areas receiving repeated and prolonged
water exposure. These include: the southwest corner of the
house, the dormer sill, and the area beneath the northwest
corner bathroom. The gutter at the southwest corner slopes
back towards the building. Water runoff from the porch
roof overflows the gutter and forms pooled water at grade.
The soft rot attacked external surfaces first along the lower
edge of the planks, corner boards and siding. These areas
also exhibit biological growth. Water is pooling along the
top surface of the dormer sill. Joists and framing beneath the
bathroom have been exposed to repeated water contact from
leaks in the plumbing. Insect activity tends to occur at these
same moist areas.

Repair existing fabric at the lower plank edges. Repair or
replace the sill in-kind, depending upon the extent of deterioration. Correct drainage issues at the sill and gutter. Consolidate deteriorated sections to halt further deterioration.

Insect activity is evident in areas repeatedly exposed to water.
Bore holes are grouped at the southwest and northwest
corners along the outer edges of perimeter beams. Hole
diameters range from 1/16 to 1/8 inch. Sections of the beams
at the southwest corner are reduced to fine dust. Dry spaces
beneath the building showed no signs of insect activity. The
short pony wall (located at the mid span of the floor joists
east and west of the fireplaces), shows no signs of insect damage. Installed to reduce spring in the flooring, the pony wall
plates lay directly on the dirt. Sitting in the soil, the plate can
attract dampwood termites (Zootermopsis spp.). These plates
can also provide a direct conduit for subterranean termites
(Reticulitermes flavipes) up into the structural elements of
the building.

Remove moisture at these areas by correcting gutter issues
and replacing skirting at the southwest corner. Depending
upon programming goals, remove all bathroom plumbing or
repair the leaks. Check foundation supports to ensure that no
soil comes in contact with wood. Clean out all loose wood
debris lying beneath the house. Depending upon structural
needs, either remove the added pony wall supports or replace
the bottom planks with pre-cast footings beneath each vertical
support. Remove mechanical ductwork and provide vents in
the skirting around the building to improve ventilation and air
circulation beneath the building. Chemically treat the affected
wood areas. Consolidate extensively damaged areas.

Exterior additions to the house present several condition and
maintenance concerns. Additions consist of the cold room
(off the northeast corner) and the mechanical room (off the
northwest corner). There is extensive floor deterioration
in the cold room. The roof valley between the main house
and the cold room traps debris and channels water over the
addition’s exterior siding. The mechanical room was added
to enclose an oil-fired heater, but its location and lack of
insulation makes it inefficient for heating the house. The metal
ducting in the crawl space beneath the house is exposed and
uninsulated, causing considerable heat loss.

Remove exterior additions and restore original house configuration. Depending upon programming needs, relocate the cold
room addition east of the house for use as a gardening storage
shed and/or restrooms servicing the house. Repair damaged
sections of the house in-kind at both addition locations.

West facade window sill. 

Southwest building corner.

Bore hole

physical

3.2.1.3
Exterior
Additions

Southwest building corner. Leaks beneath the bathroom.

history

3.2.1.2
Insect Activity

Example(s)
executive

Issue
3.2.1.1
Soft Rot

Insect activity at the southwest corner.

treatment

Cold Room (left) and Machine Room (right) additions to the north facade.

supplemental

House/Cold Room addition valley. Exposed ducting beneath the house.
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3.2.1 House
Issue

Description

Treatment

3.2.1.4
Domestic
Animals

Example(s)

Domestic animals belonging to previous residents damaged
interior and exterior building elements. Urine from cats and
dogs penetrates the wall-to-wall carpeting and added plywood
flooring. The odor permeates the first-floor spaces. Claw and
teeth marks are evident as deep scratches and gouges in the
doors and casings.

Remove carpeting and added plywood. Allow the building to
air out. (Fortunately, these added layers may have absorbed
the majority of urine.) There is no appropriate repair method
for the scratch marks. Do not sand out the scratched surfaces,
as this would remove excessive original material and leave
a noticeable depression in the wood. Implement a policy
restricting domestic animal access, with the exception of
trained/certified guide dogs for the visually impaired.

Interior door with claw marks from dog(s).

3.2.1.5
Tree Damage

3.2.1.6
Paint

Deterioration

50

The west facade siding has been damaged from falling limbs.
The valley between the cold room addition and house roofs
retains debris dropped from the adjacent oak. The dense
growth of added trees around the residence actively retains
moisture in the soil, inhibits sun exposure to the house, and
impedes drying after storms.

Correct the valley issue with recommendations in 3.2.1.3
Exterior Additions by removing the cold room addition. Retain
a skilled arborist to prune remaining trees. Under no circumstances should pruning be construed to mean topping or
using other harsh methods. Rather, pruning should selectively
remove limbs to encourage growth and good natural form
of the tree. Priority should be given to removing dead and
damaged limbs first. Repair damaged siding in-kind, matching
the wood quality, dimensions, and finish of the original siding.
Retain any original siding and nails.

Deterioration of paint coatings affects primarily the window
sills, headers, and the lower ends of the casings—areas that
hold or are in prolonged contact with moisture. Biological
growth was evident as a thin greenish film in varying extents
on all facades. Original nails exhibited minimal rusting and
jacking beneath the paint layers. Contemporary nails, as
employed on the north facade, exhibited more corrosion and
jacking beneath the paint layer. No caulking was employed at
the joints. Siding and corner boards exhibited limited areas of
cracked and peeling paint. The vertical grain cut of the exterior
cladding exhibited less dimensional movement than the flat
grain cut of the siding on the barn. In addition, the house has
only thin coats of paint. These two factors have helped prolong
the life of the paint. Thicker coatings tend to be more brittle,
and crack readily under dimensional changes of the wood.

Correct moisture retention issues around the site by thinning
trees. Scrape, clean, sand, prime, and repaint areas of failed
paint. Plan for an exterior repainting of the entire building.
When repainting, keep paint layers THIN and do NOT allow
drips, pooling, or runs in corners and ledges. When cleaning
the building prior to painting, scrub the surfaces with brushes
and use a minimal amount of water. Apply water with a garden
hose for rinsing. Do NOT use a pressure washer for exterior
cleaning of the building, because it would force water in
between the siding to the planks and promote rot.
Do NOT use caulk at joints when cleaning and repainting.
Use of caulking requires appropriate weep holes and regular
maintenance (renewal at least every five years) to function
properly, both of which are difficult and expensive to provide.
The existing assembly allows water that does enter to drain
out of the building. The condition of existing assemblies after
nearly a century and a half of exposure to the elements indicates a functioning system that should NOT be changed.
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Siding damaged by limb.Damaged siding.

Paint loss at front door casings. Typical window with biological growth.

Biological growth on skirting. Paint loss along window sill.
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3.2.1 House
Issue

Description

Treatment

Windows exhibit multiple broken and missing glass panes.
Weather, debris, and vandals have entered the house through
these panes. Panes have been broken out to open the windows for access to the building. Glass shards remain on the
carpet within the building.

Replace missing panes in-kind. Keep replacement stock on
hand in the attic for quick replacement following a storm or
vandalism. Follow original methods using glazing putty and
glaziers points for setting the glass. When possible, the wood
should be primed prior to setting the glass. Priming will prevent the wood from absorbing glazing putty oils and
drying out.

Example(s)
executive

3.2.1.7
Broken Glass

Missing and broken panes. Missing panes.

3.2.1.8
Missing/
Damaged Sash

Missing and damaged sash exist on all facades. Damage ranges
from completely broken sash to holes and grooves cut in
sash for cable access. Exterior casings exhibit nails, screws,
and staples from previous weatherizing efforts. Added blocks
beneath the upper sash lock them in the closed position.

Hole cut in bottom rail. 

Stops attached to jambs beneath.

physical

Repair existing sash and replicate missing sash. Remove added
fasteners from exterior casings. Fill holes and repaint as part
of exterior repainting efforts (see 3.2.1.6 Paint Deterioration).
Plug the holes cut in sash, sills, and casings using wood which
matches the density, species, and quality of adjacent wood.
Repaint the repaired areas. Windows too deteriorated for
repair should be replaced in-kind with wood of quality, dimensions, and form equal to the existing. Clean and repair window
hardware as needed. Investigate as part of long-term efforts
the use of either interior or exterior storm windows to meet
weatherization needs.

history

Broken pane on the west facade window due to vandalism. 

Split window sash. Remnants of temporary weatherizing.

3.2.1.9
Security

Recommend continued caretaker residence on-site. Consider
providing battery–powered, motion-activated exterior lighting
on facades that are not readily visible. These could be unobtrusively located off the front and back porches and turned off
during the day.

treatment

Vandals occasionally entered the building at night, breaking panes to open windows for access. Trash from parties
accumulated in the building for volunteers to cleanup. There
is a broader concern for potential fire or physical damage to
the building.

Caretaker accomodations. North facade exterior light.

Lamp mounted to the peak of the cold room addition. 

supplemental
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3.2.1 House
Issue
3.2.1.10
Wall/Ceiling
Finishes

Description

Treatment

Multiple layers of ceiling and wall finishes have been added
over the original. These added finishes have effectively preserved the original finishes through years of hard, contemporary use. Galvanized nails secure wood spacers to the
plank walls, running through the original wallpaper. Additional
galvanized nails attach the sheetrock to these spacers. Added
wood base was nailed to the face of the original wood base.
Sheetrock was nailed to ceiling boards.

Example(s)

Carefully remove added layers to restore room finishes. Use
a hand-held metal detector to locate nails in sheetrock. Cut
outer sheetrock paper around the nails and pull out the nails.
Pull off full sheets of sheetrock. Cut along joints as needed.
Exercise extreme caution to NOT cut into the original
wallpaper behind the added layers. Allow sufficient time to
complete this process, as the quality of the restored space
depends upon the care employed in removal of the added
layers. Carefully pry out nails from spacers and remove them
from the walls. Pry off the added base shoe and base. Follow
recommendations in 3.2.1.12 Paint Accumulation for added
paint layers on the base. Prior to refinishing, putty the nail
holes. Retain a conservator to assess the condition of the
intact wallpaper during removal of the added layers, and again
upon completion to develop recommendations for curatorial
needs and repairs as needed.

Infill layers at the former doorway. Added spacers and finishes.

Plywood ceiling infill. Original base at the infilled doorway.

Original wallpaper. Upper floor. Original wallpaper. West living room.

3.2.1.11
Added Floor
Finishes

3.2.1.12
Paint

Accumulation

52

The original tongue-and-groove flooring is covered with plywood and wall-to-wall carpet. These added layers trap moisture and domestic animal urine. Plywood is nailed through the
face of the original flooring. Nails project through the backside
of the boards beneath the house. On the first floor, holes for
heating ducts and registers have been cut through the original
flooring. Vinyl flooring was added over plywood in the kitchen
and dining areas.

Built-up layers of paint on most interior wood, metal, and
stone surfaces obscure original paint schemes, stone, and
detailing. A variety of paint coatings were employed. No testing
for lead was conducted on these coatings. Fireplace surrounds
exhibit a thick coating that has filled the pores of the stone.
Paint schemes of contemporary layers are not compatible with
the original character of the residence.

T hurston C ounty

and

Remove all contemporary layers. The original tongue-andgroove flooring is one-inch thick and, as viewed from beneath
the residence, remains in good condition. Fill nail holes.
Depending upon the damage from added plywood, resurfacing
may be necessary, particularly if an adhesive was used between
the plywood and original flooring. Do NOT try to sand out
deep gouges. If resurfacing is done, ONLY the minimal amount
of surface material should be taken from the nearly-centuryand-a-half-old flooring. Refinish with a linseed oil–based clear
coating, and NOT a high-gloss/film polyurethane. Patch holes
created by ducting and heating registers with compatible
material, matching the species, grain, and thickness to the
greatest extent possible. Check blocking used in the pony wall
beneath the east living room, as some of this may work for
the infill. Replace the thresholds at exterior doors in-kind as
needed. Coordinate any resurfacing with cleaning of baseboards and removal of added wall and ceiling finishes.
Removing the paint (rather than painting over) is recommended due to the thickness of the layers that obscure the
original detailing. Hire an experienced conservator to conduct
testing and develop a methodology for removing the multiple
paint layers from wood, stone, and metal. As part of testing
on the wood and metal, determine the original color scheme
and subsequent iterations to guide restoration work. Develop
a methodology with a conservator’s guidance that a painting contractor can use to undertake stripping and refinishing.
It may not be possible to clean the stone completely, and a
shadow of pigment embedded deep within the pores may
remain. The stone may have to be repainted, but testing will
determine which course of action is best.
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Added plywood and carpet layers. Added slate hearth.

Added carpet and pad layers. 

Multiple paint layers on stair tread. Multiple paint layers on door casings.

Multiple paint layers. Multiple paint layers on door hinges.

W ildlife

3.2.1 House
Issue

Treatment

Both fireplaces exhibit extensive soot accumulation. No
record exists of the last firebox or flue cleaning. Neither
fireplace is currently in use.

Previous tenants in-filled the west front door and the interior
doorway between the east and west living areas. Infill consists
of sheetrock and wood studs fit into the openings. A 1960sera drawing also suggests a stairway in the northwest corner
of the building that may have been removed and filled in.

Clean and remove the soot. Clean the chimney and inspect
the chimney cap. Neither fireplace should be used. Testing
and cleaning methods for the firebox should be developed by
a conservator so as not to damage the brick or stone. This
methodology can be executed by a contractor. The goal of
cleaning should not be bright new surfaces, but the removal of
the overall layers of surface soiling back to sound,
stabile material.

Remove the infill at the two doorway locations. Replicate
and reinstall missing casings, door surrounds, and detailing.
Replicate the missing exterior door and reinstall. Depending
upon programming needs, a new door between the living areas
may not be needed. During removal of interior contemporary
finishes, inspect the northwest corner for evidence of a previous stairway.

Example(s)

Soot accumulation on the fireplace brick. 

Soot on the metal lintel.

Soot accumulation on the west fireplace. 

Soot on the fireplace brick.

history

3.2.1.14
Doorway Infill

Description

executive

3.2.1.13
Soot Buildup

Board and nail differences at door infill.Interior door infill detail.

physical

Interior door infill detail.Infilled interior door just south of the fireplaces.

3.2.1.15
Debris

Accumulation

Accumulated debris exists beneath the residence and also in
the attic space above the dining and kitchen areas. This debris
presents a fire hazard and attracts insects and vermin.

First confirm that existing knob-and-tube wiring is not active.
Remove debris from these spaces. Retain to storage any
artifacts identified during the removal, such as original shakes,
knob-and-tube insulators, or bottles or cans. Leave attached
knob-and-tube wiring for interpretive purposes.
treatment

Accumulated debris in the attic. Looking east.

Between floor and ceiling.Crawl space beneath the house.

supplemental
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3.2.1 House
Issue

Description

3.2.1.16
Porch
Additions

Treatment

Both the front and rear porches exhibit contemporary
configurations and additions. Front porch additions extended
the porch around the east facade, added new decking, framing,
roof, trim, columns, and stairs. The rear porch addition added
new framing, decking, and columns.

Example(s)

Restore the front porch to its original configuration and
remove all contemporary elements. Improve the slope of the
deck away from the building. Restore the missing skirting.
Replace columns with columns matching the configuration of
those in historic photographs. Retain and replicate existing
original soffit trim. Coordinate work with re-roofing of
the building.

East porch addition. Front porch framing members.

North porch. Looking east along the front porch.

3.2.1.17
Plumbing

A thorough inspection of the plumbing system was not
conducted. However, the connections beneath the bathroom
exhibit extensive leaks. These have contributed to soft rot and
insect activity in the original floor framing. See also 3.2.1.1 Soft
Rot and 3.2.1.2 Insect Activity. Access beneath flooring at the
kitchen fixtures was not possible.

Remove all existing plumbing fixtures in both the bathroom
and kitchen. Depending upon programming needs, the bathroom could be relocated to the cold room addition once it
has been detached from the house. Provide plumbing for sink
and water supply in coordination with an interior
restoration program.

Bathrub. Hot water heater.

Pump. Kithcen.

3.2.1.18
Electrical

54

No inspection of the electrical system was conducted. The
electrical drop is partially disconnected from the building’s
east facade. The drop and a box for phone connection both
mount to the face of the original siding and fascia. Due to
the plank frame construction of the building, all electrical and
phone wiring runs along the interior surfaces.

T hurston C ounty

and

Relocate the electrical drop to the rear of the residence. Provide a buried electrical connection to the residence. Remove
the phone box and all wiring. Remove all contemporary
interior wiring throughout the residence. Determine electrical outlet, fixture, and switch locations based upon building
program needs. Continue with surface-mounted conduit as
needed for switches; however, wiring for overhead fixtures
should be run above the ceiling when possible. Provide floormounted outlets placed in the in-fill locations of previous floor
registers. Utilize appropriate small, grounded, brass receptacles
with closing cover, set flush with the flooring to minimize
intrusion into the spaces. Attic spaces could be serviced from
a single plug located at the small access door, as the only
electrical needs should be for cleaning. Utilize an appropriate
extension cord for reaching areas in the east end.
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Panel. Meter

Heater panel in mechanical room. Phone connection.

W ildlife

3.2.2 Barn
Issue

Description

Treatment

During rains, water pools along the drip line north and south
of the structure. Heavy pooling occurs between the barn and
milk shed. The grade slope does not move water away from
the building. As water drips off the eaves into the pooled
water, backsplash saturates the lower siding and foundation.
Many of the wall studs along the south wall rest directly on
the concrete foundation, without a vapor barrier to impede
the transmission of water. Insect activity is evident along the
south facade in these same areas.

Example(s)

Keep soil down and away from wood elements to limit
insect and moisture transmission. Re-slope the area between
the milk shed and north facade to channel water out from
between the two buildings. Once out of this area, the site
slopes quickly away from the buildings.

executive

3.2.2.1
Site Drainage

West facade. Drainage between barn and milk shed.

3.2.2.2
Paint Failure

Paint loss. Paint loss.

Paint loss. Biological growth beneath the west gable vent.

treatment

Repaint the entire building exterior, including doors and
windows, at the same time. Missing siding, casings, and corner
board sections, as well as damaged windows and trim should
be repaired or replaced prior to repainting. Scrape and sand
the exterior wood elements as needed, pounding in loose
nails and replacing missing nails as needed. Clean off biological
growths, such as the area beneath the west gable end window.
Use primer and paint containing a mildewcide. Spot treat
knots as needed to address resin. Prime the entire building exterior. Allow a few weeks if possible between priming
and painting to allow further drying of the wood members.
For both priming and painting, use a spray gun for efficiency,
evenness, and thinness of coating. The ideal time for painting would be late summer to early fall, once the weather has
stabilized following a summer drying period and insect activity
has decreased.
The building will likely require frequent repainting. Inspect the
building annually to touch up areas as needed and determine
when full repainting becomes necessary.

physical

There is extensive paint failure (flaking, cracking, and scaling)
on all exterior wood elements, despite previous repainting.
The overall poor quality of the exterior wood and its exposure to the elements contribute to less–than-favorable conditions for continued paint adhesion once the paint’s surface film
begins to break down. The flat-sawn (flat grain) siding, casings,
and corner boards exhibit wide bands of summerwood as
well as a profusion of knots and the holes from former knots.
The resin from knots can bleed into the paint, causing it to
be brittle and inhibiting paint adhesion. The flat sawn aspect
of the wood exacerbates this condition by exposing broader
expanses of the summerwood. Paint does not adhere as well
to the dense summerwood. High moisture content in the
wood increases rates of swelling and contraction, stressing the
elasticity of paint films.

history

View along the south facade looking west. View along the north facade.

supplemental
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3.2.2 Barn
Issue

Description

Treatment

3.2.2.3
Missing Wood
Elements

The structure exhibits missing and damaged siding and corner
board elements as well as deteriorated sill plates and stud
ends. Sections of the siding were cut out of the east gable end
to provide a second opening. Siding has been removed in areas
along the south facade and ill-fitting siding sections installed.
Advanced water-driven deterioration of corner boards, particularly at the southwest and southeast corners, contributed
to missing lower sections. Exposure to water contributed
to the deterioration of the sill plates and stud ends. Water
exposure stemmed from poor site drainage along the building
edge, missing or damaged siding and corner boards, and paint
coating failure on wood elements. Water content encouraged
insect activity in all of the wood elements described above,
particularly along the south facade.

Repair and/or replicate deteriorated and missing siding and
corner board sections. Splice in new corner board lengths at
severely damaged areas. Utilize salvaged lumber for replacements to match the existing sections. Mill new sections of
siding and corner boards to match the dimensions and profiles
of the existing. When splicing in replacement sections of wood
for the deteriorated corner boards, cut a 45-degree miter in
the existing corner board to back to sound material. Provide
a matching cut at the top of the new sections, allowing them
to slip in behind the existing boards. The sloped joint will shed
water from the end grain. Prime both cut ends. Prime and
paint all exposed surfaces to
match existing.

Overall, the barn windows exhibit extensive damage, missing
elements, and deteriorated materials. The windows on the
north facade exhibit better conditions than those on the
south. At least three windows need new sills. Several others
exhibit missing or deteriorated casings. At least five need new
sash. The majority of the ribbon and west gable end windows
need replacement wood bars and screens. Deferred maintenance, vandalism, and exposure contributed to failed paint
coatings and broken elements, which have allowed water penetration and subsequent rot and insect activity. The majority
of first-story windows exhibit broken or missing glass panes.
Many of the first-story windows exhibit metal grating attached
for security to the interior of the window openings.

Repair existing broken window elements and replicate
those that are missing. Match new sash to existing originals
in materials, joinery, dimensions, form, and finishes. Repair
existing sash in-kind. Repairs should begin with consolidating
deteriorated sections, retaining enough material to support
this approach. Replace in-kind any elements too deteriorated
to merit consolidation. Cut back to sound material and splice
in new sections on larger stock such as stiles, rails, sills, and
casings. When splicing sections in on vertical casings, follow
recommendations in 3.2.2.3 Missing and Deteriorated Wood
Elements. Do not glue vertical casing joints. At all other splices,
provide appropriate joinery for interlocking pieces with
suitable exterior-grade wood glue. Replace full muntin units
that cannot be consolidated, as their thinness may complicate
splicing in new sections. Replicate missing bars at the ribbon
and west gable end window. Reinstall metal mesh screen at
these openings.

3.2.2.4
Window

Deterioration

56
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Missing sill. Deteriorated sill, casing and bottom rail.

Deteriorated corner boards and framing. Deteriorated doors.

Screen loss at vents. 

Sill, casing and bottom rail deterioration.

Interior framing view. Glazing compound failure.

W ildlife

3.2.2 Barn
Description

Treatment

There is evidence of insect activity along perimeter walls,
particularly at the south wall. Bore holes are evident on the
interior of siding, studs, and sill plate. Insect activity typically
corresponds with areas of increased moisture content due to
exterior envelope deterioration issues such as failed paint and
backsplash from pooled water along the building base.

Monitor locations for continued activity. Addressing exterior
envelope conditions, such as replacing missing siding and
windows and painting exterior wood elements, will allow the
wood to dry out. Maintaining ventilation and keeping piled
materials and debris away from the walls will further deter
insect activity.

Example(s)
executive

Issue
3.2.2.5
Insect Activity

Insect activity along the outer wall near grade. Insect activity outer wall

history

3.2.2.6
Security
Deficiencies

physical

Vandalism and theft present an ongoing issue for the structure Minimize the amount of valuable items stored within the
and items stored within it. Equipment has been stolen from
building. The building’s design—including sliding doorways and
the building prior to the caretaker residing on-site in a camper. thin siding—did not intend it to be a secure facility. Existing
elements with added locks and chains adequately prevent
casual entry. Depending upon program goals, a caretaker residing in the first floor in the north portion of the building would
actively address the security issue.

Typical doors along the west and east end walls. North facade window.

Exterior view of window with grill. Typical window conditions.

treatment
supplemental
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3.2.2 Barn
Issue

Description

Treatment

Example(s)

3.2.2.7
Debris

Past uses accumulated a variety of stored items inside the
building, principally on the first floor. These range from general
rubbish to old files and file cabinets, bicycles, animal skulls,
and containers.

Remove and dispose of all elements not essential to the
operation and maintenance of the buildings, site, and broader
wildlife area. Consolidate remaining elements to dedicated
storage areas, preferably on the concrete slabs in the building’s
north portion. Keep stored items away from the walls to allow
ventilation and access.

Accumulated debris. Accumulated debris.

Accumulation

Accumulated debris. Accumulated debris.

3.2.2.8
Missing
Shingles

The roof exhibits several areas of missing or damaged shingles
on the south slope, predominately at the west end. These
openings allow water to run down the roof framing and pool
on the second floor.

Replace missing or damaged shingles, utilizing wood shingles
slipped in under the existing shingles. Provide an underlayment
as needed at these areas. Reattach loose shingles as needed.
Roof replacement should be a long-term planning element.
Missing and deteriorated shingles. Leaks along the south slope.

Leaks along the south slope. Missing and deteriorated shingles.
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3.2.2 Barn
Treatment

Unprotected openings in the building’s gable ends and sidewalls allowed pigeon entry and roosting within the building.
Barn owls reportedly also roost in the building. Pigeons deposited substantial amounts of guano along the east end of the
second floor to a depth exceeding several inches in
some areas.

Eliminate bird access to the building’s interior. Implement
repairs to the second-story windows (see 3.2.1.8 Missing/
Damaged Sash) and replace missing siding at the east gable
end (see 3.2.2.3 Missing and Deteriorated Wood Elements). If
these projects will not occur for a number of years, undertake
temporary measures to restrict bird access. Secure chicken
wire across the openings. The chicken wire will endure wind
better than mesh across the larger spans. Once bird access
has been eliminated, remove guano from the second floor.
Recommend removal and cleaning be done by an experienced
hygienist contractor to fully clean the area and properly dispose of the droppings. If volunteers do the work they MUST
wear protective cartridge filter masks to protect against inhalation of microbes in the guano. They MUST wear hand and
body protection. NO ammonia or bleach should be used in
the cleaning, as the resulting chemical reaction produces toxic
fumes. Cleaning should be done in the summer to facilitate air
drying of any washed areas.

Example(s)

Pigeon guano accumulation. Pigeon guano accumulation.

Pigeon guano accumulation. Pigeon guano accumulation.

history

Description

executive

Issue
3.2.2.9
Pigeon Guano

physical
treatment
supplemental
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3.2.3 Cold Room
Treatment

Issue

Description

3.2.3.1
Soft Rot

Soft rot has occurred in areas receiving repeated and prolonged water exposure. Water runoff from the valley between
the house and cold room roofs repeatedly washes the siding.
Biological growth occurs along the skirting at the base of the
building. Insect activity tends to occur at these same
moist areas.

Removal of the cold room addition from the house (as
recommended in 3.2.1.3 Exterior Additions) will eliminate
the valley and water runoff. Once the cold room is relocated,
ensure that the gutter functions properly and the downspout
discharges away from the building.

Deterioration of paint coatings primarily affects the windowsills, headers, and the lower ends of casings, with the exception
of the west facade. This facade exhibits extensive paint failure
across the siding and door casings, areas that hold or are in
prolonged contact with moisture. Siding and corner boards
exhibit limited areas of paint failure. Typical coating failure in
these areas consists of cracking and peeling paint. The outer
northwest corner exhibits abrasion along the corner boards,
which removed the protective paint coating.

Correct moisture exposure issues related to the roof valley
between the house and cold room.. Scrape, clean, sand, prime,
and repaint areas of failed paint. Plan for an exterior repainting
of the entire building.

3.2.3.2
Paint

Deterioration

Example(s)

Area receiving repeated water washing. General deterioration.

Deteriorated paint coatings along the south and west walls. 

Deteriorated paint coatings. Deteriorated paint coatings.
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Issue

Description
Windows exhibit multiple broken and missing glass panes.
Added plywood covers these openings from the interior to
prevent weather and debris from entering the building.

Replace missing panes in-kind. Keep replacement stock onhand for quick replacement following a storm or vandalism.
Follow original methods, using glazing putty and glazier’s
points for setting the glass. When possible, the wood should
be primed prior to setting the glass. This will help prevent the
wood from absorbing putty oils and drying out.

Example(s)
executive

3.2.3.3
Broken Glass

3.2.3 Cold Room
Treatment

Missing glazing. Missing glazing.

3.2.3.4
Missing/
Damaged Sash

Remove added fasteners from exterior casings. Fill holes
and repaint as part of exterior repainting efforts (see 3.2.3.2
Paint Deterioration). Repair damaged sash and replace in-kind
missing windows or those too deteriorated for repair. Match
wood quality, dimensions, and form. Clean and repair window
hardware as needed. Repaint repaired areas.

physical

Missing and damaged sash exist at both window openings.
Damage ranges from completely broken sash to broken sections. Exterior casings exhibit nails, screws, and staples from
previous weatherizing efforts.

history

Missing glazing. 

Broken sash stored in the Cold Room. Extensively damaged sash.

Extensively damaged sash. 

treatment
supplemental
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Issue
3.2.3.5

Entrance

Deterioration

62

3.2.3 Cold Room
Treatment

Description
The main west entrance exhibits extensive deterioration of
the door, trim, and framing elements. A contemporary door
and hinges have replaced the originals. A contemporary stairway leads to the doorway.

T hurston C ounty

and

Example(s)

Treatment depends upon program goals. If used as a garden
shed, replace the deteriorated contemporary door as funds
become available. If used for exterior restrooms servicing
the house, widen the doorway to provide ADA-regulation
accessible entry to the building and replace the door with an
appropriate contemporary door. Also provide an ADA ramp to
the doorway.

W ashington S tate D epartment
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Deteriorated entrance door, enry, and siding. 
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3.2.4 Milk Shed
Treatment

Description
Missing shingles expose the roof assembly and top side of
the interior ceiling to the elements, resulting in high moisture
content in all wood members. Both the door and windows
are open to the elements. The majority of mortar joints have
failed. Several of the hollow concrete blocks are cracked and
missing large sections. Advanced stages of material deterioration and biological growth contribute to the failure of the milk
shed’s roof, vents, and wall plate. Water saturates nearly every
element of this structure each time it rains.

Structure

The extent of deterioration exceeds consolidation technology and splicing in new members. A significant portion of the
original building fabric is absent. Depending upon overall programming directions, the two approaches would be: 1) removal
of the milk shed to eliminate a potential source of moisture
and insect activity adjacent to the barn; or 2) a complete roof,
window, and door replacement as part of a structural upgrade
or rebuild.

Example(s)
executive

Issue
3.2.4.1
Porous

West facade. Typical block.

3.2.4.2
Paint Failure

Leave as is. Repainting represents a cosmetic short-term step
that does not address the underlying cause of failure (see
3.2.4.1 Porous Structure).

physical

There is extensive paint failure on the concrete block and all
wood elements. Deferred maintenance, coupled with extensive
moisture intrusion through the failed roof, mortar joints and
window openings, contributed to less-than-favorable conditions for continued paint adhesion. High moisture content in
wood increases the rates of swelling and contraction, which
stresses the elasticity of old paint films. Intrusion of water
into concrete blocks and resulting internal dissolution of
the binder between the aggregate can cause sloughing of the
concrete and adhered paint.

history

Missing windows. Missing paint.

Paint failure. Paint failure.

Paint failure. Paint failure.

treatment
supplemental
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3.2.5 Site
Issue
3.2.5.1
Deferred
Pruning

Description

Treatment

Trees and shrubs surrounding the house exhibit signs of
deferred pruning. Small and irregular growth occurs in dense
patterns off major limbs. Growth tends not to contribute to
an overall mature form. Dead limbs proliferate throughout
the trees.

Example(s)

Implement a regular pruning program following removal
of trees and shrubs under the following recommendations:
3.2.5.2 Deterioration, 3.2.5.3 Proximity, and 3.2.5.4 Planting Cohesion. The intent of pruning should NOT be topping,
but a responsible thinning and trimming appropriate to and
supportive of the tree’s natural, mature, form and canopy
development. Pruning should be undertaken by an experienced
arborist. Consult with the arborist on appropriate pruning
extents for existing trees and pruning intervals for
proper maintenance.

Ivey brushing up against house. Deferred pruning.

Deverred pruning. 

3.2.5.2
Deterioration

At least one of the mature trees along the west side of the
residence exhibits signs of extensive deterioration.

Retain a qualified arborist to assess the mature trees and
determine an appropriate course of action.

Deteriorated tree. 
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3.2.5 Site
Description

Treatment

Trees and shrubs encroach upon the residence and cold room
addition. Debris from the trees collects in the valley between
the roofs of the two buildings. The collective mass of trees and
shrubs contributes to moisture retention in and around the
residence and cold room addition. See also 3.2.5.4
Planting Cohesion.

Remove trees and shrubs in close proximity to the residence,
including the holly trees. Remove the cold room addition
per 3.2.1.3 Exterior Additions. See also recommendations in
3.2.5.4 Planting Cohesion.

Proximity

Example(s)
executive

Issue
3.2.5.3

Tree encroaching upon the building. Tree encroaching upon the building.

3.2.5.4
Planting
Cohesion

Remove infill plantings around the residence and along
the roadway.
physical

No cohesive planting scheme exists for the landscape surrounding the residence. Defining elements such as the oak
and mature row of trees along the west side should remain.
Perennial flowers at the base of the trees and around the
house should also remain. However, lesser shrubs and trees
between these defining elements obscure the visual character
of the house.

history

Tree encroaching upon the building. 

View looking south. View looking west.

treatment
supplemental
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3.2.5 Site
Issue
3.2.5.5
Debris

Description

Treatment

Limbs and debris have accumulated throughout the yard. The
2006–2007 winter brought several severe windstorms and
snowfalls, contributing to this debris accumulation. Debris
attracts insects and retains moisture.

Example(s)

Implement a regular cleaning program each spring to collect
and remove yard debris from the winter storms. Regular lawn
maintenance, watering, and leaf collection should be planned
for summer and fall seasons.
Accumulated limbs and debris. Accumulated limbs and debris.

Accumulated limbs and debris. 

3.2.5.6
Site Drainage

Several areas of poor drainage exist on the site. Grade has
accumulated up against the foundation along the east side of
the house. Depressions collecting water exist along the east
side and at the southwest corner of the house, along the
north and south edges of the barn, and at the gate to the site.
A soft area exists in the lawn off the southwest corner of
the residence.

Improve site drainage. Pull grade away from the buildings and
encourage positive drainage through sloping. Due to the high
gravel content of the soil, redirecting water should suffice
without the need to install French drains around the buildings.
Provide fill at the gate area depression to restore the grade.

Slope towards Scatter Creek. 
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3.2.5 Site
Description

Treatment

A fuel tank remains buried off the northwest corner of the
house. This tank services the oil-powered heater added on the
north side of the residence. The tank presents an unnecessary
contamination hazard for the site.

Remove any sludge, water, or oil remaining in the tank. Excavate and remove the tank. Remediate any contaminated soil.
Fill the void. Coordinate removal of the tank with removal and
disposal of the oil heater.

Example(s)
executive

Issue
3.2.5.7
Fuel Tank

history

Buried fuel tank. 

physical
treatment
supplemental
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I sometric view of the M iller-B rewer H ouse box frame assembly. D rawing by Timothy B. M cDonald, A rtifacts Consulting , I nc .
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ishes, detailing, and assemblies of the growth cedar beams and Douglas fir under “Levels,” and cross-referenced
buildings’ and site’s character-defining floors. Examples of the second catego- with section. “Images” contains both
executive

features. Since these features are not ry include such elements wood base, color digital images taken during field

3.3 Catalog of
CharacterDefining Elements

always space-specific or may have been casings, and painted finishes.

inspections

moved, arranging the catalog by build-

drawings to illustrate examples of each

ing assembly affords the most reliable
method to field-identify them. For the
complex house and barn, individual
within the organizational framework
of each basic building assembly (e.g.

The purpose of the following catalog is Doors, Foundation, Interior, Roof,
to facilitate compliance with the two Structure, Windows). The data on
core values of the Secretary of the each element includes information on
of Historic Properties, which are 1) to alterations, the significance level of

element.

log correlates directly with these two
groupings. Elements within the first
grouping typically rank as primary.
Elements within the second grouping
typically rank as primary-to-secondary
depending upon their level of contribution. See section 4.1 Analysis of Significance for significance maps of the
physical

Interior’s Standards for the Treatment what was originally built, any known

ascribed to elements within the cata-

history

components are listed alphabetically

The levels of architectural significance

and sections of as-built

building.

preserve the buildings’ existing historic each element, and small thumbnail im- The information under the catalog
materials, and 2) to preserve the build- ages (when available) for identification. heading “Description” comes from
ings’ and site’s distinguishing visual and Please refer to section 2.3 Use for de- several field inspections, selective dephysical character. The approach em- scriptions and significance levels of dif- structive investigations, and historical
records. Copies of the photographs

developing this catalog follows guide-

taken during the inspection are in-

lines established in the National Park
Service Preservation Brief 17, Architectural Character: Identifying the Visual
Preserving Their Character.

ing elements falls into two main groupings: 1) those individually attributed to
the building’s character, and 2) those
collectively contributing to the building’s character. Examples of the first

This catalog offers quick reference category include the vertical plank
during maintenance and restoration walls, the intact 1860s-era wallpaper,
projects to identify the original fin- and materials such as vertical grain old

cluded in Chapter 5, Supplemental
Information, and in the accompanying
digital archive (DVD) to provide further reference. Field inspections and

supplemental

Aspects of Historic Buildings as an Aid to

The vast collection of character-defin-

treatment

ployed by Artifacts Consulting, Inc. in ferent spaces.

past project descriptions were used
to provide the information listed under “Alterations.” The levels of significance of original elements are listed
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north

First floor plan of the M iller-B rewer H ouse . N orth is at the top. S ource : A rtifacts Consulting ,
I nc .
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executive
barn

history
cold room

physical
milk shed

treatment
site

supplemental
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house

3.3.1 House

3.3.1.1 Foundation
Element

Description

Alterations

Level

house

Split cedar logs—approximately 2 feet in length
and laid on their sides to keep end grain off the
soil—are set on field and quarry stone footings
and carry the perimeter beams. The logs are
regularly spaced beneath the beams.

• Some smaller replacement blocking added at
supports around the building’s perimeter.

Primary

Pony Wall

Pony walls were added at the midspan of the
floor joists, one on each side of the fireplace
foundation. The pony walls run east/west and
consist of a rough-sawn (circular) dimensional
lumber, approximately 2 x 6 inches, laid on grade
with notched ends, which suggests the material was salvaged from another structure. Typical
dimensional lumber vertical supports carry an
approximately 2 x 6 inch plate bearing on the
underside of the joists. In limited locations,
stacked sections of flooring strips approximately
1-1/2 x 5 inches make up the pony wall.

• Added element.

None

Stone, Field

Glacial till dominates the landscape, making
fieldstones readily available for construction.
Fieldstones, employed at the fireplace foundation
and beneath the foundation supports, carry the
perimeter beams and floor joists. Large fieldstones (12 inch diameters or bigger) set on grade
are employed as footings. Small fieldstones (less
than 12 inch diameters) are laid up in soft mortar
at least four courses high.

• No major alterations.

Primary

barn

Supports

cold room
milk shed
site
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Image

3.3.1.1 Foundation

Pre-cast concrete footing units have been added
beneath front porch framing. Units feature a
square base with inward sides tapering to a
smaller, square, bearing surface.

• Unknown date of addition, estimated post-1960.

None

supplemental

None

treatment

• Date of the addition is unknown. Based on
concrete type, estimated post-1960s.

physical

A poured-in-place concrete foundation wall,
approximately 6–8 inches wide, was added along
the west and partial east perimeter of the building. The low wall (of unknown depth) projects
several inches above grade. The wall is set
between bearing supports and provides no support capacity for the building. Placement provides
a backer along the lower edge of the skirting.

history

Concrete,
Poured-In-Place

executive

Primary

site

• No major alterations.

Image

milk shed

Undressed flat sections of quarried Tenino sandstone are employed beneath the cedar supports,
carrying the perimeter beams and porch framing.
Bedded in soil with approximately 1–2 inches
projecting above grade, they vary in thickness
and have an average diameter of approximately
12 inches.
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Level

cold room

Stone, Quarry

Concrete,
Pre-Cast

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.1.1 Foundation
house

Element

Description

Alterations

Bearing Plate

Cedar 1 x 4 inch boards are laid two deep on
a ledge around the outside of the fieldstone
fireplace foundation. They have end-lapped joints.
They serve as bearing plates for the floor joists
spanning north/south on either side of the fireplace. No attachments are evident to secure the
plates to the fieldstone foundation.

Level

• No alterations.

Primary

barn
cold room
milk shed
site
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Image

3.3.1.2 Perimeter Structure

Primary

Joists, Split Log

Secondary structural members set on 2-foot
centers are carried on primary structural beams.
They run north/south. Split-log cedar joists with
hewn upper faces support the uniform loading of
the flooring. The joist tenons are set in notches
in the center and perimeter beams and rest
on a bearing plate around the fireplace foundation. Occasionally, wedges beneath joist tenons
level the joist’s bearing. It appears the bark was
charred on the logs prior to splitting.

• Pony walls added beneath midspan of joists
to the east and west of fireplace foundation. Dimensional joists added beneath
the kitchen and dining room areas.

Primary

supplemental

• No alterations.

treatment

The main 11 x 11 inch hand-hewn cedar beam
spanning east/west between the outer east and
west girders is a primary structural member. It
supports the ends of two sets of floor joists. The
sole center beam is carried on cedar blocking and
stone footings. Vertical planks and ledger attach
to the north face.

physical

Center Beam

history

Primary

executive

• No alterations.

site

The 11 x 11 inch hand-hewn cedar beams around
the outer perimeter of the building constitute the
main structural building element. Primary structural members support point loads (joists) along
their length. Notches along the top side of the
girders receive the joists. Adze marks are evident
along all sides. Continuous lengths with end lap
joints. Beams are carried on cedar blocking and
stone footings. Vertical planks and ledgers attach
to the outer face.

Image

milk shed

Beams
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Level

cold room

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.1.2 Perimeter Structure
house

Description

Alterations

Level

Joists, Dimensional Lumber

Secondary structural members set on 2-foot centers are carried on primary structural members
and on collars at the attic and second floor levels.
They run north/south. Rough-sawn (circular)
cedar 2 x 8 inch joists carry the second floor and
2 x 6 inch joists carry the ceiling above the firstfloor north volumes. At this location, approximately every second joist is sistered to another.

• There is knob and tube wiring attached to joists in the attic space.

Primary

Ledger, Lower

A 3-inch rough-sawn (circular) cedar ledger is
attached with square nails to the outer face of
the perimeter beams and north face of the center
beam. The ledger serves as a support and a protective covering for the planks’ end grain. Beneath
the dining and kitchen areas, the joist ends are
notched and rest on the ledger attached to the
center beam. Ledgers on perimeter beams consist
of two pieces of lumber cut from the vertical
planks and set with staggered joints.

• Galvanized nails are employed to reattach the
ledger in the building’s southwest corner.

Primary

Ledger, Upper

Rough-sawn (circular) cedar collars are found
around the inner face of the vertical planks
beneath the second floor, and on the north face
of the vertical planks attached to the north face
of the center beam. Attached with square nails,
these approximately 1 x 9 inch boards carry the
second floor joists and the attic joists above the
north volumes. Additional cedar collars support
the roof framing, found within the wall above the
center beam and at the top of the exterior north
wall framing. These collars measure 4 x 4 inches.
Supports at the south exterior wall carrying the
roof framing were not visible for inspection.

• No alterations.

Primary

barn

Element

cold room
milk shed
site
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Image

3.3.1.2 Perimeter Structure
executive
history
physical
treatment
supplemental
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Primary

site

• No alterations.

Image

milk shed

Vertical rough-sawn (circular) cedar planks
attached with square nails to the perimeter
beams, center beam, and collars. The walls are
made up of two layers of the 1 x 12 inch planks
set vertically with staggered butt joints. Their
lower ends rest on the ledger attached to beams.

Level

cold room

Planks Walls

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.1.3 Cladding
house

Description

Alterations

Level

Skirting

A combination of lattice and solid horizontal
boards provided original skirting along the edge
of the foundation. The ca. 1908 photograph
indicates lattice along the south edge of the front
porch and solid boards along the west porch edge
and the visible portion of the house’s west edge.

• Added T-1-11 skirting nailed to the outer face
of the girders, wrapping around the building’s
lower edge beneath the siding. The front and
rear porches exhibit the same skirting. Attached with contemporary galvanized nails.

Primary

Lap Siding

Exterior horizontal cedar lap siding is attached
with square nails over the vertical planks. This siding was installed on all the building walls and the
dormer. The siding is high quality, quarter-sawn
material with tight-edge grain; some are 12 feet in
length. The ½ x 6 inch boards have a rougher face
than contemporary siding, and lap ¾ inch for a
5-1/4 inch exposure. There are minimal paint layers, only a white coat with a thin contemporary
(post-1960s) blue coat. The coat of white paint
tested positive for lead content. The siding boards
butt against window casings and corner boards.

• Replacement sections added: along length
of south facade just above porch; at the
former second front door infill on the
south facade (ca. 1965); and along the north
facade. All replacement sections exhibit
smoother surface and round-head nails.

Primary

Rough-sawn 1 x 5 inch cedar corner boards are
typical at all exterior building corners including
the dormer. They are attached to the vertical planking with square-head nails. Lap joint at
corners. The lap siding butts in against the sides
of the corner boards. Bottom ends of the corner
boards terminate above the skirting and top ends
terminate beneath the fascia.

• Removed at the northeast corner during the cold room addition. Multiple paint layers added.

barn

Element

cold room
Corner Boards

• Multiple paint layers added.

Primary

milk shed
site
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3.3.1.3 Cladding
executive
history
physical
treatment
supplemental
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Primary

site

• Replaced in multiple exterior and interior locations.

Image

milk shed

Square-head iron nails are used throughout the
building to attach structural elements, cladding,
interior and exterior trim, and finish woodwork.
In terms of corrosion resistance, these nails have
performed better than contemporary galvanized
nails.

Level

cold room

Nails

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element

79

3.3.1.4 Windows
house

Description

Alterations

Sash, Double Hung

Typical windows are double-hung painted Douglas
fir sash with 6-over-6 lites. Employed along the
first floor’s north, south, east, and west sides
and the second floor’s east and west gable ends.
Total number of windows is 15. No sash weights
were installed due to plank framing, which does
not allow space for pockets. Typical parting beads
between the sash and sash lock on each unit are
mounted to meeting rails. Thin muntin sash with
through tenon joints. All feature several coats of
paint.

• Alterations include installation of replacement
sash matching the original sash configurations and installation of new sash locks in the
majority of the windows. Thicker muntins
and joints differentiate newer sash from
older sash. Multiple paint layers have been
added and metal glaziers points hold glass
in place beneath the glazing putty. Holes
have been cut into some of the bottom
rails for wire pass-through. Blocking added
beneath upper sash eliminates operability.

Primary

Sash, Fixed

Based on the replacement sash, the original was
painted Douglas fir fixed sash with 6-over-6 lites.
Employed along the first floor’s north facade
off the kitchen spaces and in the second floor
dormer. Total of 3 windows.

• Multiple paint layers added. Metal glaziers points hold glass in glazing putty.

Primary

Window Surrounds,
Exterior

All exterior surrounds consist of painted 1 x
5 inch rough-sawn (circular) cedar casings and
header with a projecting 1-inch high board along
the top of the header. All are attached to the
vertical planking with square nails. The cedar lap
siding butts against the sides of the casings and
header. All exhibit multiple paint layers.

• Multiple paint layers added. Screws, staples,
and nails added to the face of the casings
and header during previous storm covering attachments. Remnants of all remain.

Primary

barn

Element

Level

cold room
milk shed
site
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3.3.1.4 Windows
executive
history
physical
treatment
supplemental

Primary

site

• Alterations include pulling the moldings
forward to allow sheetrock to be run behind
the moldings and butt into the sides of
the casings. Plaster sections built up along
the side of the aprons below the sill.

Image

milk shed

All interior surrounds consist of painted 1 x 5
inch rough-sawn cedar casings and header and an
apron beneath the sill. A narrow molding attaches
along the outer edge of the casings and header.
Casings are attached to the vertical planking with
square nails. All components exhibit multiple paint
layers.

Level

cold room

Window Surrounds,
Interior

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element

• Multiple paint layers added.
• Curtain attachments added to the headers.

Sill

The exterior painted cedar lug sills extend
beyond the wall plane. Set with a slight wash. They
are step cut in the top of the sill to receive the
bottom sash rail. Window casings terminate at
the top of the sill. The inner cedar stools feature
chamfered corners and extend beyond the edges
of the apron. Both feature multiple paint layers.

• Multiple paint layers added.

M iller -B rewer H omestead H istoric S tructures R eport

Primary

81

3.3.1.5 Roof
Element

Description

Alterations

Level

house

Rough-sawn 1 x 4 inch cedar skip sheathing was
laid with spacing between each board to provide
ventilation for the former shake roof.

• One section cut out to allow skylight installation above the north kitchen area.

Secondary

Rafters

Rough-sawn 2x6 inch cedar rafters set on 2-foot
centers provide the roof framing. Rafter ends
rest on the wall plates along the north and south
outer walls and above the center beam at the
rear slope transition. Knob and tube wiring is
attached to some rafters in the attic space.

• No alterations.

Primary

Flashing

Original flashing unknown.

• Additions include sheet-metal flashing installed
at the chimney, dormer, and along the roof
edge during the post-1965 re-roofing project.
Chimney flashing is let into mortar joints along
the north and south face. Angle cut through
brick (rather than stepped) to let-in flashing along east and west sides. Cap installed
over the chimney. Sheet-metal roofing butted
against sides of dormer and under wood sill
with valley flashing screwed in place along either side of the dormer. Metal ridge cap flashing and edge flashing installed along metal roof.
Edge flashing screwed to face of bargeboards
along gable ends of roof
and dormer.

Primary

barn

Skip Sheathing

cold room
milk shed
site
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Image

3.3.1.5 Roof

Primary

Rafter Tails

Short rafter tails are sistered onto the side of
the rafter ends. These projecting tails form open
eaves along the roofline’s north and south edges.

• No alterations.

Primary

supplemental

• Additions include flashing and
metal roof installation.

treatment

The dormer centered on the roof’s south slope
has a gable end and is clad with lapped siding and
corner boards. The dormer features a fixed sash
window, fascia, cornice, and barge boards trim.

physical

Dormer

history

Primary

executive

• Shakes were replaced with metal roofing
post-1965. The anodized aluminum roofing
was laid over plywood sheathing and fastened with screws. The plywood is attached
to the original skip sheathing. Ridge cap
and flashing was installed as part of project. Though it replaced the original shake
roof, the metal provided important weather
projection for the residence, keeping the
interior structure in good condition.

site

Straight-split cedar shakes with no taper. Approximately three feet long, the shakes were split from
radial sectioned short logs. Remnants of the
shakes remain in the attic space after the metal
re-roofing project.

Image

milk shed

Shakes
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Level

cold room

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.1.6 Porches
house

Element

Description

Alterations

Front

The original front porch extended along the
south facade from just inside the southeast
and southwest corners. Square posts with trim
around the upper end supported a boxed beam,
carrying the hipped porch roof. A tongue-andgroove wood porch deck rested on wood framing
supported by stone footings. A molding ran just
below the roofline.

Level

• Alterations include replacement of the
original porch and installation of contemporary turned columns on boxed bases.
Pressure-treated wood framing carries
the plywood porch deck and columns.

Primary

• The remodel extended the porch around
the southeast corner along the east facade.
• Contemporary molding replaced the
majority of original molding.

barn

• Contemporary steps lead to the porch.

Back Porch

The back porch’s original configuration is
unknown. Remnant 1 x 3 inch tongue-and-groove
decking remains at the west end.

cold room

• Alterations include substantial replacement of the porch, including installation
of posts carrying the extended roof slope
over the porch. Plywood decking replaced
tongue-and-groove decking over dimensional lumber framing and supports.

Secondary

• An added wood frame enclosure on
the porch’s west end contains the
oil heater for the residence.

milk shed
site
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3.3.1.7 Doorways

Primary

A small, painted, flush-panel side-hinged door
provides access from the second floor to the
attic area above the first floor kitchen. It is a
right-hand reverse door with a wood twist knob
closure.

• Repainted.

• West front door was removed
and filled in ca. 1965.

M iller -B rewer H omestead H istoric S tructures R eport

supplemental

• Alterations include replacement of the
east front door with a contemporary
paneled door. The lower section of the
door was cut off to clear the carpeting.

treatment

The exterior doors are painted, five-panel, singleacting wood doors. They are constructed with
through tenons employed at all connections. All
doors are left-hand, inward swinging. Original
total of three doors. Only the original back door
remains.

physical

Doors, Exterior

history

Primary

executive

• Alterations include multiple paint layers. Doorway south of the fireplaces filled in ca. 1965.

site

Painted, four-panel, single-acting wood doors
allow connections between interior spaces to be
opened and closed enabling privacy, ventilation,
and heat retention as needed. Doors feature tall
upper panels and short lower panels. Through
tenons employed at all connections. Total of
approximately five original doors. All doors right
hand.

Image

milk shed

Doors, Interior

Door, Attic

Level

cold room

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element

Secondary
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3.3.1.7 Doorways
Element
house

Door, Storage

Description

Alterations

Level

• Repainted.

Primary

All interior surrounds consist of painted 1 x 5
inch rough-sawn cedar casings and header. A cyma
reversa (in which the convex part is projecting)
molding attaches along the outer edge of the
casings and header. Casings are attached to the
vertical planking with square nails.

• Multiple paint layers added, filling decorative profiles.

Primary

All exterior surrounds consist of painted 1 x 5
inch rough-sawn cedar casings and header. A projecting cornice extends beyond the casings across
the top of the doorway. Cornice consists of a
square profile crown with a cyma recta molding
beneath. The cornice returns back into the siding.
Casings are attached to the vertical planking with
square nails. Cornice attached to casings.

• Multiple paint layers added, filling decorative profiles.

barn

A small, painted, flush-panel side-hinged door
provides access from the first floor’s west living
area to the storage space beneath the stairway.
Mortise and through tenon joints. Square-head
nails employed in constructing the right-hand
reverse door. Wood twist tab closure.

Surrounds, Interior

cold room
Surrounds, Exterior

• Surround removed at the former west front entrance.

Primary

milk shed

• Surround removed at the former west front entrance.

site
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3.3.1.7 Doorways

Primary

Thresholds

The original sill and threshold configurations are
unknown. The sill and threshold bridged the gap
between interior flooring and the vertical plank
wall structure. The sill would bridge the actual
gap, with a sacrificial threshold attached on top of
it to absorb abrasion from foot traffic.

• All of the original sill and threshold were
replaced. At the front entrance, a sill was
notched to fit beneath exterior casings, then
a wood threshold was laid over the sill and
finally a metal threshold set over that.

Secondary

supplemental

• Alterations included painting of the hinges and
removal of those with accompanying doors.

treatment

There are typically three mortise hinges per door.
Each hinge leaf features three slot screws.

physical

Hinges

history

Primary

executive

• Alterations include painting of metal elements and the removal of some locksets to
be replaced by contemporary locksets.

site

Locksets are surface-mounted assemblies that
include locking mechanism, knobs, keyhole plate,
and rose. Locking mechanism is encased in a
flat, rectangular, painted steel housing. Housing
mounted on kitchen, stairway, or bedroom side of
door, corresponding to white enamel knob placement. Living room door sides featured marbleized
reddish-brown enamel knobs. Latch bolt at top
of locking assembly (in line with knob), with keyoperated deadbolt below. Steel strike is located
on opposing jamb. Primary side of door features
a painted steel rose around the doorknob and
a small, decorative, painted escutcheon over the
keyhole.

Image

milk shed

Locksets
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cold room

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.1.7 Doorways
Element
house

Frame

Description

Alterations

Openings were cut into the two layers of
exterior wall vertical planking. Edges of planking form the jambs. Horizontal fill strip added at
the header to cover the end grain of the vertical
planks. Exterior and interior casings provide
additional doorway depth. Interior doors feature
stops mounted to jambs.

Level

• Alterations include the addition of metal
weather stripping nailed along the jambs.

Primary

• Repainted several times.

barn
cold room
milk shed
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3.3.1.8 Finishes

Primary

Circular sawn tongue-and-groove 1 x 5-1/2 inch
boards serve as flooring on the first and second
floors, and is also used as the ceiling for these
spaces. Flooring rests directly on joists, with no
subfloor. Ceiling boards are attached directly to
the underside of the floor joists.

• Alterations include the addition of a thin
plywood overlay over the entire first
floor. Plywood is secured with galvanized
metal nails into the original fir flooring.
The nails project through the fir flooring.

• Multiple paint layers cover the sheetrock.

• Wall-to-wall synthetic carpet is laid over the plywood.

supplemental

• Alterations include the addition of sheetrock
over all walls and ceilings. Fortunately, spacers
were attached over the wallpaper before the
sheetrock was added. The sheetrock unintentionally protected the wallpaper during the
building’s recent uses as office and rental space.

treatment

Wallpaper comprised the original interior wall
finish for the majority of the building’s spaces. It
is unknown if it was applied to ceilings, as these
were not inspected. Walls exhibit multiple layers
of historic wallpaper from varying periods. The
first layer applied to the felt slip-sheet exhibits
notable surface definition from the paint of the
prints over the field. All patterns exhibit various
floral or other design motifs of varying colors on
neutral backgrounds. Patterns vary from room
to room.

physical

Wallpaper

history

Secondary

executive

• Alterations include damage to exposed areas on the second floor.

site

Felt slip-sheet was attached over the interior face
of the vertical planking. This layer of felt provided
a smooth surface for wallpaper attachment.
Elasticity of felt allowed for the movement of the
planks without ripping or causing stress to the
wallpaper. Employed throughout all originally wallpapered walls. Unknown if employed at ceilings.

Image

milk shed

Level

cold room

Felt Slip Sheet

Tongue & Groove

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element

Primary

• Sheet vinyl is glued down over plywood in
the bathroom, kitchen, and dining areas.
• Sheetrock is attached to the ceiling boards throughout the house.
• Tongue-and-groove boards in-fill a section of flooring in the northwest
corner of the west bedroom.
• Plywood infills replaced the west living room
ceiling boards in this same location. These
infills mark the original stairway location.
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3.3.1.8 Finishes
Element
house

Board

and

Batten

Description

Alterations

Level

• Alterations include the addition of sheetrock
to the underside of the board-and-batten
ceiling throughout these first floor spaces.

Secondary

A tall, painted, wood baseboard runs along the
walls in the building’s west, central, and east volumes. A molding runs along the top edge of the
baseboards. The baseboard is attached to vertical
planks with square-head nails.

• Alterations include the addition of a contemporary baseboard over the existing baseboard
when the sheetrock was added post-1965.
Nails have been driven through the new
baseboard into the original baseboard.

Primary

barn

Rough-cut 1 x 6 inch boards attached to the
underside of the ceiling joists serve as the ceiling
for the kitchen and dining area. Battens nailed
over the joints between the boards.

Baseboard

cold room

• There is also a quarter-round shoe at
the bottom of the new baseboard.

milk shed
site
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3.3.1.9 Stairways

Secondary

supplemental

• Alterations include the infill of this stairway ca. 1965.

treatment

Original configuration unknown. Ca. 1965
remodel drawings indicate a stairway in the
northwest corner of the residence. During the
building’s use as a duplex this stairway would have
allowed both families private access to the upper
floor bedrooms.

physical

Secondary

history

Primary

executive

• Alterations include the replacement of previous balusters with contemporary square balusters.

site

A narrow stairwell north of the fireplaces opens
onto the central volumes of both floors. Wedgeshaped painted cedar treads and closed risers
wind upward, creating a narrow 180-degree turn.
Wood blocking attached to the vertical wall
planking carries the tread ends. All attachments
are done with square-head nails. The treads
project just beyond the face of the risers, creating
a slight nosing. There are no handrails. Secondfloor balustrade consists of a tapered drop newel
with chamfered corners bolted to the floor joist.
A painted railing with rolled top edges and rabbet
along the underside receives balusters and runs
between the newel and north wall. The newel
features a simple
tapered profile.

Image

milk shed

Main
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Level

cold room

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.1.10 Fixtures
Element
house

Existing

Description

Alterations

Remnant attachment locations remain, however
the type of interior fixtures is unknown. House
construction predates the use of electricity.
During the residence’s continued use from 1860
through the early 1960s, lighting likely changed
several times in adapting to modern technology
and tastes.

Level

• Alterations include replacing existing fixtures
with contemporary ones at the time of transfer, as well as changes made by the homeowners over the course of several generations.

Primary
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3.3.1.11 Fireplace

The chimney is formed of soft, salmon-colored
brick bedded in a soft lime that contains mortar.
The brick rests directly on the sandstone and
firebrick of the firebox. The chimney was not
inspected to determine if it has a liner or if the
two fireplaces merge into one flue. The chimney
projects above the roofline.

• Alterations include capping the chimney during the metal roof project.

Primary
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supplemental

Primary

treatment

• Alterations include multiple paint layers
on the Tenino sandstone and thin sheets
of slate covering the portion of the hearth
projecting into the central volume.

physical

Slightly smaller than its eastern counterpart,
this nevertheless substantial fireplace features
a hearth, firebox, and mantel. The simplicity of
the carved, recessed cheek panels and the bold
splayed-edge hood contrasts markedly with the
intricate design of the east fireplace. The hearth
extends into the east room. The firebox is lined
with brick at the back and has a steel hood
projecting across the front. The carved Tenino
sandstone mantel consists of solid stone blocks
running back through the wall to abut with the
east fireplace. A wood surround extends across
the top of the mantel and down either side of the
stone cheeks.

history

West

executive

Primary

site

• Alterations include multiple paint layers
on the Tenino sandstone and thin sheets
of slate covering the portion of the hearth
projecting into the central volume.

Image

milk shed

Massive Tenino sandstone fireplace with hearth,
firebox, and mantel. Features classically inspired
reeding on the stone cheeks, which invokes
both the lightness of implied smaller units and a
clustered strength to support the massive stone
mantel. The hearth, or floor of the fireplace,
extends into the room. The firebox is made of
firebrick along the back and sides. A steel lintel
spans the firebox opening, carrying the stone
above. The carved sandstone mantel consists of
solid blocks of Tenino that run back through the
wall, abutting the sandstone block of the west
fireplace. A wood surround wraps over the mantel and down the sides of the sandstone. The flue
was not inspected.

• Added metal bands wrap around the
chimney to attach an antenna.

Level

cold room

East

Chimney

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.1.12 Mechanical
Element
house

Underfloor Duct

Description

Alterations

None originally.

Level

• Alterations include the addition of galvanized
metal, 8–10 inch diameter ductwork running
below the first floor. Floor grates cut through
the flooring to provide heating to the spaces.

None

barn
cold room
milk shed
site
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3.3.1.13 Electrical
executive
history
physical
treatment

site

supplemental

Minimal

Image

milk shed

• Alterations include the addition of knob
and tube wiring throughout the building.
Runs carried through attic above ceiling.

Level

cold room

None originally.

Alterations

barn

Electrical Wiring

Description

house

Element

• Later, surface-mounted conduit was installed
in the building’s spaces. The plank walls do
not provide space for running conduit.
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3.3.1.14 Plumbing
house

Description

Alterations

Level

Fresh Water

Originally, the well was located immediately north
of the kitchen for direct fresh water supply. The
specifics of this system remain unknown.

• Alterations include the addition of plumbing fixtures and fresh water supply via
pump from a well east of the residence.

Minimal

Storm Water

None originally.

• Alterations include the addition of plumbing fixtures and lines to drain the sinks and
bathtub. Reportedly, this system discharges
north of the building near Scatter Creek.

None

Septic System

None originally. An outhouse served this purpose.

• Alterations included the addition of a
septic system and drain field east of
the residence. The toilet installed in
the house connects to this system.

None

barn

Element

cold room
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executive
barn

history
cold room

physical
milk shed

treatment
site

supplemental
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3.3.2 Barn

3.3.2.1 Foundation
house

Description

Perimeter Wall

With the exception of the breaks at the main
east and west doorways, the perimeter foundation is a continuous poured-in-place concrete
wall. A 12 inch wide spread footing of unknown
depth carries the 8 inch wide foundation stem
wall. The buildings structure rests on this 10 inch
high stem wall. Some locations feature a 2 x 8
inch sill plate; in others the end grain of the studs
bears directly upon the concrete stem wall with
only blocking between the studs. Bolts connecting
the structure to the foundation are evident in the
southeast corner of the barn.

• Alterations include chipping out of
stem wall sections at the north and
south doorways on the east and west
facades to enlarge the openings.

Minimal

Footings

Poured-in-place concrete footings support the
interior posts that carry the second-floor framing.
The 2 x 2 foot footings of unknown depth feature
6 x 8 x 8 inch elevated sections of concrete upon
which the posts rest. Grade partially covers some
of the footings.

• Alterations include replacement of the
footings beneath the north set of columns with a continuous concrete slab.

Minimal

barn

Element

Alterations

Level

cold room
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3.3.2.2 Structure

Secondary

Studs

Balloon-frame 2 x 6 inch rough-sawn Douglas fir
studs on 24-inch centers run from the foundation up continuously through the second floor
and end at the top plate. Built-up headers carry
the studs above the building’s seven doorways. All
window openings are set within the stud spacing.
At the gable ends, the studs continue above the
wall plate. Diagonal blocking provides rigidity in
the gable ends.

• No alterations.

Secondary

supplemental

• No alterations.

treatment

A rough-sawn 2 x 4 inch Douglas fir board let
into the framing studs carries the second-floor
joists. The ribbon sets on edge and is face-nailed
to the studs.

physical

Ribbon

history

Secondary

executive

• No alterations.

site

A pair of 2 x 6 inch rough-sawn Douglas fir
boards laid flat across the tops of the balloonframe studs form the plate upon which the roof
and gable end framing bears. The top of the plate
sets 5 feet 6 inches above the second-floor elevation. The joints are staggered.

Image

milk shed

Top Plate
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Level

cold room

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.2.2 Structure
house

Description

Alterations

Level

Posts

Rough-sawn 8 x 9 inch Douglas fir posts carry
the beams that support the second-floor framing.
The posts stand on original concrete footings or
an added concrete slab. Two rows of four posts
each run east/west on 12-foot centers through
the center of the building. The two rows are
set apart on 4-foot centers. The two groupings
feature 9 feet 5 inches between them.

• Alterations include the addition of 2
x 8 inch x-bracing across the pairs of
posts. New partitions in the building’s
north portion attach to the posts.

Secondary

Beams

Rough-sawn 8 x 12 inch Douglas fir beams supported on posts and built-up 2 x 8 inch framing at
the end walls carry the second floor. The beams
run east/west with joints occurring at each post.

• No alterations.

Secondary

Joists

Rough-sawn 3 x 10 inch Douglas fir joists span
north/south, carrying the second floor. The joists
rest on the north and south exterior wall ribbons
and the interior beams.

• Alterations include cutting several joists
to accommodate the stairway addition.

Secondary

barn

Element

cold room
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3.3.2.3 Cladding

• No alterations

Secondary
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supplemental

Approximately ½ x 6 inch painted Douglas fir
boards run vertical at the barn’s outer corners.
Nailed to studs.

treatment

Corner Boards

physical

Secondary

history

• Alterations include the removal and
infill of siding in the gable ends to create and close off openings.

executive

Painted Douglas fir ½ x 8 inch lapped siding
clads the barn. Rabbets (approximately ½ inch
depth) cut at the top and bottom of each board
interlock at the lap. The siding is nailed to the
studs. The siding is mid- to low-grade material,
plain-sawn (versus quarter sawn) to produce a
flat grain with frequent knots and evident knot
holes.

site

Shiplap

Image

milk shed

Level

cold room

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.2.4 Windows
house

Description

Multi-Pane

Painted Douglas fir six-lite sash provide day lighting to the first-floor spaces. Each window sets
within the 24-inch center spacing of the studs.
Painted casings, header, and projecting sill wrap
the outer face of each window. The siding butts
into the edge of the casings and header. The interior face features a rough opening with added 2 x
4 inch blocking attached to the outer side of the
studs that flank each window opening. The building features six windows on each of the north
and south facades for a total of 12 windows.

• Alterations include the boarding over of
some openings for security reasons due to
the extent of missing and damaged sash.

Secondary

Ribbon Vents

Openings cut in the exterior siding just below the
eaves form the ribbon windows. These occur on
the north facade at the west end and the south
facade at the east end. Each ribbon features a
series of five openings beginning three bays in
from the outer building corner. Spacing between
studs constitutes one bay. Painted casings with
mitered corners wrap the overall opening. The
casings are painted to match the siding. Each bay
originally featured five vertical wood bars with
mesh screen attached over them.

• Majority of the vertical wood bars
and screen have been lost.

Minimal

Vent

Opening cut in the exterior siding just below the
peak on the west gable end to provide a vent. The
vent opening is two bays wide. Spacing between
studs constitutes one bay. Painted casings with
mitered corners wrap the overall opening. The
casings are painted to match the siding. Each bay
originally featured five vertical wood bars with
mesh screen attached over them.

• Loss of vertical bars from the south bay
and majority of screen from both bays.

Minimal

barn

Element

Alterations

Level
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3.3.2.5 Roof

A rough-sawn, 1 inch thick Douglas fir ridge
board runs along the peak of the roof between
the upper ends of the rafters.

• No alterations.

Secondary

supplemental

Secondary

treatment

• No alterations.

physical

Several forms of bracing provide additional support for the building’s roof structure. Diagonal
2 x 8 inch rough-sawn Douglas fir bracing reinforces the wall/roof transition. This bracing fills
the role commonly held by joists, but allows the
main volume to remain open. The braces, nailed
to the studs, run from the floor at an inward
angle connecting up to the lower rafter sections.
A tie nailed to the face of the studs just below
the wall plate extends out at a 90-degree angle to
connect to the diagonal braces. Heavy gauge wire
wrapped around the lower ends of the rafters
and the bracing provides a tension connection,
keeping the rafter ends from kicking outward
off the wall plate. The 90-degree angle, under
compression, helps the diagonal bracing resist
this outward pull. Thinner boards attached to the
lower face of the rafters near the roof peak at
the gable ends reinforce the outer peak corners.

history

Bracing

executive

Secondary

site

• No alterations.

Image

milk shed

Rough-cut, 2 x 6 inch Douglas fir rafters on
24-inch centers provide the essential framework
for the roof. To follow the gambrel form of the
roofline, there are two principal sections. Sistered
2 x 6 inch boards reinforce the joint between
these two sections. The lower seat cut section
rests on the wall plate, and the upper terminates
at the ridge board. Added rafter tails attached at
the wall plate to the lower rafter sections form
the final roof slope variation. Diagonal bracing
reinforces the connection between the roof and
wall. Skip sheathing attaches to the outer face of
the rafters.
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Level

cold room

Rafter

Ridge Board

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.2.5 Roof
house

Description

Alterations

Level

Skip Sheathing

Rough–sawn, 1 x 6 inch Douglas fir skip sheathing
nailed to the outer face of the rafters provides
bearing for the shingle roof. Approximately 3 inch
spacing between the sheathing allows ventilation for the shingles. Tarpaper underlayment
and sheet-metal flashing are found at each roof
plane transition between the skip sheathing and
shingles.

• No alterations.

Secondary

Shingles

Wood shingles clad the gambrel roof. The shingles
consist of a variety of widths laid with staggered
joints and an approximately 6–8 inch exposure.
Shingles are nailed to the skip sheathing.

• No alterations.

Secondary

barn

Element
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3.3.2.6 Doorways

Minimal

supplemental

• Alterations include the removal of concrete
foundation wall sections and headers at these
door locations. New chains and padlocks
were added for security. The southernmost
doors on the east and west facades were
replaced with contemporary units and a new
overhead roller system. Cut-out sections of
the concrete foundation wall and headers at
these doors suggest that previously only a
single leaf was required at these openings.

treatment

Smaller than the main doorways, these approximately 10 foot 3 inch x 7 foot 5 inch doorways
feature the same two-leaf door and overhead
track assemblies as described above for the
main doors. The doors service both the east and
west facades, with two doorways on each facade.
Located at the edge of their respective facades,
the overhead track system extends beyond the
building’s north and south planes to accommodate a full leaf’s slide.

physical

Secondary

history

Secondary

executive

• Alterations include the addition of new
clasps and padlocks at the doors.

site

Large doorways—approximately 24 feet wide and
over 8 feet tall—centered on the barn’s east and
west ends provided principal entry and exit of
livestock, equipment, and materials. The two-leaf,
top-hung, sliding doors consist of two layers of
shiplap boards. The inner layer runs horizontally
with verticals on the door exterior. Narrow,
approximately ½ x 3 inch wide stiles and top and
bottom rails trim out the outer door face, with
a diagonal strip run from the upper inner corner
down to the outer lower corner. The u-channel
track for these sliding doors mounts to the side
of the barn on the outer face of the built-up 2 x 8
inch header. The rollers fit within the channel and
a u-shaped bracket is bolted to the doors through
the casings. Each door features a bracket supporting both upper corners. A doubled-sided steel
shoe anchored in a concrete footing catches the
doors at their meeting. Metal rollers, anchored in
concrete footings at the end of the doors,guide
each door to keep the rollers from binding in the
track above. Painted metal pull grips mounted to
the face of the meeting stiles ease operation of
the doors. A simple clasp and padlock secures
the two doors. Doors are painted the same color
as siding with stiles, rails, and the diagonal brace
painted white to match window and personnel
door trim.

Image

milk shed

Main
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cold room

Alterations
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Description

house

Element
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3.3.2.6 Doorways
house

Description

Personnel

Located at the center of the north facade, this
single-leaf right-hand door leads into the building
from the exterior. A header spans the two stud
bays containing the doorway. A narrow twist
lever serves as the doorknob, with the locking
mechanism and strike mounted on the interior.
The door is formed of one layer of shiplap
boards, with vertical exterior boards and a
diagonal cross bracing on the interior face. Two
cross-garnet hinges (T-shaped strap hinges) are
mounted to the studs and horizontal boards. Narrow, approximately 1/2 x 3 inch casings frame the
exterior doorway. The door is painted the same
color as the siding, with white casings to match
the window casings.

• No alterations.

Secondary

Gable End

Located in the east gable end beneath the
shelter of the slight roof projection, this doorway
provided access for loading feed (e.g. hay) into
the second floor. The bottom hinged door
features a rectangular form with a peaked top
profile matching the roof form. This board-andbatten door consists of approximately ½ x 8
inch vertical planks held together by horizontal
boards along the bottom, middle, top, and peaked
portion of the door. Stiles run vertically along the
door edges between these horizontal members.
Narrow battens cover the joints on the door
exterior. The door is painted to match the siding.
Two large strap hinges at the bottom of the
door allow opening and closing. Narrow casings,
painted to match the siding, trim the exterior
opening.

• Alterations include the addition of a
second opening below the original.

Secondary

barn

Element

Alterations

Level
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3.3.2.7 Flooring

• Alterations include cutting out a section for the stairway addition.

Secondary
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supplemental

Tongue-and-groove 1 x 5 inch flooring throughout the second floor. Flooring attaches directly
to the joists and runs up to the inner face of
exterior siding. Openings cut for the feed hatch
and ladder.

treatment

Tongue-and-Groove

physical

Minimal

history

• Alterations include the pouring of a concrete slab throughout the
north portion of the building.

executive

First-floor spaces featured a packed earth floor.

site

Grade

Image

milk shed

Level

cold room

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.2.8 Vertical Access
house

Description

Alterations

Level

Ladder

Wood boards nailed at regular vertical spacing
across the face of two studs provide personnel
access from the first floor to the second floor
and up to the east gable end doorway. The ladder
is located on the east end just south of the main
doorway.

• Alterations include removal of some ladder rungs.

Secondary

Did not existing originally.

• A contemporary stairway addition at the east
end of building provides personnel access
to the second floor. Joist sections between
beams were cut to accommodate the stairway.
Wood carriage with 14 treads (including the
landing tread at the top) and open risers
are enclosed with plywood. Improvised 2
x 4 inch frame railing wraps around the 3
foot 3 inch x 9 foot 8 inch opening. Cut joist
sections placed between joists as blocking.

None

Centrally located, the 5 foot 8 inch x 6 foot feed
hatch allowed hay stored on the second floor
to be dropped down for dispersal to livestock
housed on the first floor. Joists and second-floor
flooring were cut to provide the opening.

• No alterations.

Secondary

barn

Element
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3.3.2.9 Electrical
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supplemental

Minimal

treatment

• Alterations include system upgrades
over the years, including the addition of the 220-volt power.

physical

A 220-volt underground feeder cable runs to the
building’s north side from an underground transformer vault off the northeast corner. This source
originally powered milking equipment within
the structure. A fuse box is located adjacent the
north personnel doorway. Knob and tube remnants remain on the east end of the structure.

history

None

executive

• Alterations include contemporary single
exposed-bulb fixtures with associated
switches and conduit added on the first floor,
particularly in the finished north spaces.

site

Original fixtures unknown.

Image
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cold room

System

Alterations

barn

Fixtures

Description

house

Element
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house

3.3.3 Cold Room

3.3.3 Cold Room
house

Description

Alterations

Level

Foundation

Rough-sawn 7-1/2 x 5-1/2 inch Douglas fir girders
with lapped end joints carry the superstructure.
Log sections set vertically rest on quarried Tenino
sandstone footings. An open crawl space runs
beneath the building. Floor joists, 2 x 6 inches on
2-foot centers, span north/south between the
girders.

• No known alterations.

Minimal

Structure

Rough-sawn 2 x 6 inch studs on 2-foot centers
form the structure. The studs rest on the girders.
The roof/wall connection was not accessible for
inspection.

• No known alterations.

Minimal

Cladding

Drop siding with corner boards clad the building.
Siding attaches directly to the outer stud face.
Corner boards attached over the siding. Original
type of skirting around foundation is unknown.

• Alterations include installation of
T1-11 skirting around the foundation and repainting the cladding.

Minimal

barn

Element
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3.3.3 Cold Room

Minimal

Doorways

Two doorways provide access to the addition’s
interior space: 1) west doorway leading to the
exterior; and 2) south doorway leading to the
adjoining house. The west doorway features
painted casings and strap hinges attached to a
contemporary flush panel door. The original door
type is unknown. The south door opens to a
walkway connecting to the northeast corner of
the house.

• Alterations include replacement of the
original west door and exterior steps
and enclosing the walkway between
the south door and the house.

Minimal

supplemental

• Alterations include installation of the
metal roof, gutters, downspouts, and
floodlight at the west gable end.

treatment

Front gable roof with modest eave and gable
overhangs. Typical wood-rafter framing but
original cladding is unknown. A wide fascia wraps
along the sides and gable ends below the roofline.

physical

Roof

history

Minimal

executive

• Alterations include boarding over the
openings from the inside for security
purposes due to loss of glazing and sash.

site

Two window types provide day lighting for the
interior space: 1) double hung six-over-six sash
on the east facade; and 2) a fixed six-lite sash on
the north facade. Both windows centered in their
respective facades. Sash configurations similar
to those employed on the house. Casings and
sill similar to those employed on the house trim
outer openings.

Image

milk shed

Windows
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cold room

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.3 Cold Room
Element
house

Wall & Ceiling

Description

Alterations

Level

• Added conduit and shelving mounted to the walls.

Minimal

Floor Finishes

Tongue-and-groove 1 x 6 inch flooring running
east/west provides the finish floor throughout the
space. The flooring attaches directly to the joists
with no subfloor.

• Alterations include replacement of
some sections with plywood.

Minimal

Light Fixtures

The original electrical light fixtures are unknown.

• Alterations include the addition of an exposed bulb ceiling-mounted fixture serviced by surface-mounted steel conduit.

None

barn

Painted horizontal 1x boards clad interior wall
and ceiling surfaces.

cold room
milk shed
site
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Image

3.3.3 Cold Room

None

supplemental

• Alterations include the addition of wash
water drainage for the washing machine
and fresh water connections to the washing machine and the well pump.

treatment

Original plumbing system unknown, if any existed.

physical

Plumbing Systems

history

None

executive

• Alterations include the addition of surface-mounted conduit serving the light
fixture and outlets, as well as the washer
and dryers and the well pump.

site

Original electrical system unknown, if any existed.

Image

milk shed

Electrical Systems
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cold room

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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executive
barn

history
cold room

physical
milk shed

treatment
site

supplemental
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3.3.4 Milk Shed

3.3.4 Milk Shed
house

Description

Alterations

Level

Foundation

Slab on grade foundation carries structure. Depth
and bearing beneath slab unknown.

• No known alterations.

Minimal

Structure

Hollow CMUs are laid up a single width deep and
nine courses high with mostly staggered joints.
Bedded in Portland cement containing mortar.
Exterior is painted red to match barn. Interior
unpainted.

• No known alterations.

Minimal

Windows

Framed openings on the north, east, and west
sides for a total of three window openings.
Painted wood 2x framing material. Painted wood
casings around openings. The most recent paint
coat on casings and frame is white, though red
sections are visible through deteriorated areas
of white paint. No remnant stops or evidence of
sash type, if any.

• No known alterations.

Minimal

barn

Element

cold room
milk shed
site
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Image

3.3.4 Milk Shed

Concrete slab floor. A spigot with two bibs is
located on west side of the space.

• No known alterations.

Minimal

supplemental

Minimal

treatment

• No known alterations.

physical

Single personnel doorway framed in with painted
wood jambs and header at the center of the
south wall. Door no longer extant. Doorway
placement aligns directly with north personnel
doorway into the barn.

history

Doorway

executive

Minimal

site

• No known alterations.

Image

milk shed

A wood sill plate along top of the concrete
masonry unit (CMU) walls carries 2x dimensional
lumber rafters, forming the side gable roof. Skip
sheathing of 1x stock serves as base for wood
shingles. Narrow bargeboards run along the gable
ends, which are clad in horizontal wood siding.
Modest eave and gable overhangs. Sheet-metal
flashing at two roof vents.
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Level

cold room

Roof

Floor

Alterations

barn

Description

house

Element
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3.3.4 Milk Shed
house

Element

Description

Alterations

Ceiling

Wood-clad ceiling attached to underside of
rafters and a collar tie. End wall portion between
ceiling and wall plate similarly clad. Two square
openings in the ceiling are trimmed with molding.
Venting is obtained with boxed openings through
the roof to the exterior. Remnant exposed bulb
electrical light fixture remains on ceiling between
vents.

Level

• No known alterations.

Minimal

barn
cold room
milk shed
site
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Image

executive
barn

history
cold room

physical
milk shed

treatment
site

supplemental
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3.3.5 Site

3.3.5 Site
house

Description

Trees, Level 1

Level 1 trees on the site include those having
direct association with pre-settlement or a defining role in the Miller-Brewer use of the farmstead. Oregon white oak and a few interspersed
Douglas fir extend (east/west) along the riparian
area between the site and Scatter Creek. A single
oak grows off the northeast corner of the house
and a single Douglas fir off the south side. A row
of maples defines the west edge of the lawn and
plantings around the house. Remnant apple trees
from an orchard exist south of the barn.

• No known alterations.

Secondary

Trees, Level 2

Level 2 trees on the site are those not exhibiting
Level 1 characteristics or having invasive tendencies. Two holly trees grow at either end of the
building. Several firs and other tree types grow
south of the residence and along the driveway.

• Alterations include the removal of at least
one tree due to windstorm damage in 2006.

None

Numerous small shrubs grow around the site,
many are clustered near the house.

• No known alterations.

None

barn

Element

Alterations

Level

cold room
Shrubs
milk shed
site
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3.3.5 Site

Primary

Lawn

There are remnants of a lawn along the east,
south, and west sides of the house, broken up by
shrubs and trees.

• No known alterations.

Minimal

M iller -B rewer H omestead H istoric S tructures R eport

supplemental

• No known alterations.

treatment

Overall the site is level, with some build-up
against the residence on the east side. There is a
sharp drop north of the residence down to Scatter Creek. The site is level out to and around the
barn and milk shed.

physical

Grade

history

Secondary

executive

• No known alterations.

site

Flowering annuals such as daffodils grow at the
base of trees and in beds along the edge of the
porch and residence.

Image

milk shed

Level

cold room

Alterations

barn

Annuals

Description

house

Element
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3.3.5 Site
house

Description

Alterations

Level

Fish Pond

A sunken 45 foot 6 inch long cement pond north
of the residence adjacent to a large oak. Date of
installation and type of fish kept in the pond are
unknown.

• No known alterations.

Minimal

Driveway

Crushed gravel bed single-car driveway extending from Guava Street Southwest in front of and
around the west side to the back of the house. A
spur takes off to the west, passing the barn.

• Alterations include the renewal
of crushed gravel surfacing.

None

Original fence unknown.

• Alterations include the addition of a wire
fence separating the parking area from
the Scatter Creek Wildlife Area.

None

barn

Element

cold room
Fence
milk shed
site
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3.3.5 Site

Minimal

Debris Site

Debris site located north of the barn. Original
function unknown. A low board fence supported
by round metal posts wraps along the north side
of the site.

• No known alterations.

Unknown
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supplemental

• No known alterations.

treatment

Below grade transformer vault located off the
northeast corner of the barn. An underground
power cable runs in on the east side from the
power pole near the house. A second underground cable exits the vault’s south side and runs
to the barn. The capacity of the power supply suggest this addition corresponded with an upgrade
in the milking system for the dairy operation.

physical

Transformer Vault

history

Minimal

executive

• No known alterations.

site

Located east of the house this well features a
pre-cast concrete cover. Date of installation
unknown.

Image

milk shed

Level

cold room

Alterations

barn

Well

Description

house

Element
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3.3.5 Site
house

Description

Alterations

Level

Tomb Stone

Tombstone for Anna Jane Wright, 1867-1919
located off the northwest corner of the house at
the base of the nearby tree. The actual grave lies
in the Grand Mound Cemetary.

• No known alterations.

Minimal

Monument

Monument erected as part of the Washington
centennial celebrations in 1989 recognizing the
historical associations of the house and its former
occupants. Concrete structure with river rock
veneer.
Extensive failuring of adhesion between the river
rock and the concrete.

• No known alterations.

None

Chicken coup located off the back, northeast
corner of the house. Wood frame with plywood
cladding and metal roof. Chicken wire enclosed
run.

• No known alterations.

None

barn

Element

cold room
Coup
milk shed
site
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4.0 Treatment Recommendations
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with the families, construction type, collective resource of character-defin- for application of the four levels of
and building and finish materials.

4.1 aNALYSIS OF
sIGNIFICANCE

are designated according to the level
of contribution—Primary, Secondary,
Minimal, or None—that each makes
to define the collective historic significance of the homestead as a heritage
nates the architectural character and

Historical and architectural significance are the principal factors in evaluating a building or site’s physical feaMiller-Brewer homestead has a strong
continuity between the site and structures, it can be divided into areas of
relative character-defining importance
to guide planning and cultural resource
significance of these areas stems from
the farmstead’s two resident families,
the Millers and the Brewers, as well as
the history of construction, past occu-

sis for categorization stems from the

restoration and interpretation of the els should underlie informal isolated
residence in this rural setting. The goal physical changes, major building prois to steer toward solutions that will gram changes, and the formulation of
permit continued improvements to maintenance practices and interpreareas with minimal or no significance, tive plans.
and to prevent eroding or adversely
impacting

those

character-defining

elements and spaces with primary or
secondary significance levels.

importance the feature or space held

and staff; whether the feature or space
is original or is a historically significant
or contemporary addition, the extent
of modifications and additions to the
feature or space, and the compatibility
of finishes and building materials employed in historic and contemporary
changes.

those original to the site or building,
although possibly with minor changes
or historically significant alterations
that were designed to fit the original

within the original homestead operation, its significance for future visitors

Primary features and spaces are

design or character. Finishes and mate-

4.1.1 Significance
Levels
The Miller-Brewer residence is one
of Washington state’s most important
exploration and territorial settlement
resources. The more contemporary
barn, cold room addition, and milk
shed serve in varying degrees as supporting roles to the residence. It is

rials illustrate the period of construction, prevailing technology, and available materials. Primary areas convey a
consciousness of setting and harmony
with the broader historical develop-

treatment

management decisions. The historic

ings within the homestead. The ba-

ments and alterations for the overall homestead. These significance lev-

physical

tures, spaces, and setting. Although the

contributing role of the site and build-

some direction for necessary treat- site and buildings of the Miller-Brewer

history

resource. The category also desig-

executive

Building and site features and spaces

ing elements and spaces, and to provide significance employed in analyzing the

ment patterns of the surrounding area
as well as the immediate site and the
organization of a working homestead.
Their removal or extensive alteration

M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport

supplemental

would debase the heritage and interpants and events, and architectural de- The intent is not to fragment the important to distinguish between the
pretive value of both the homestead
tails. Among the resources, the house homestead into divisible parts that can more significant primary elements and
and the individual building or site. They
itself stands out as the most important be individually preserved, modified, or spaces, and the amendable secondary
may also be noted for historic events
element due to its age, association discarded in future planning. Rather, it and minimal elements spaces. The folor occupants.
is to view the site and buildings as a lowing basic definitions are the basis

129

Secondary features and spaces are ternately, the feature or space may be interior decorative finishes) and best Features and spaces with a significance
either original to the building or site an extensive, non-compatible contem- constructed example. Located at its level of “None” include but are not lim(though likely to have undergone ma- porary remodel that obliterates nearly original site, the house is essential to ited to the added siding, replacement
jor changes and/or historically signifi- all significant architectural features and interpretation of the surrounding cul- roofing, replacement porch elements
cant additions) or major additions that spatial configurations and introduces tivated landscape, including the open and configuration including the east
served an important function to the contemporary elements.

prairie south and west of the barn. The extension and added deck, framing,

homestead. They retain some histor-

siting within the Grand Mound area, and columns, interior finish overlays

ic character and significant elements.

proximity to the Fort Henness, and (e.g. sheetrock, carpeting, added wood

They exhibit utilitarian, well-crafted-

4.1.2 House

but-not-exceptional building materials

surrounding landscaping are instru- base, paint layers) and infill, contempomental in understanding the historical rary front door, and heating, plumbing,

or architectural features. Their his- The house exhibits an overall prima- associations of the house’s builder and and electrical fixtures and systems.
torical role within the farmstead op- ry level of significance. Listed to the former occupants. Please refer to Seceration would not have been central National Register of Historic Places tion 4.1.7 Maps of Significance Levels
to operations or might have served a (NRHP) and the Washington Heritage for illustrations of the following signifi-

4.1.3 Barn

supporting role to a primary facility or Register (WHR) on June 23, 1988, this cance levels.
operation.

structure anchors the Miller-Brewer Primary elements include but are not The barn displays an overall secondary
1
Features and spaces having a Minimal homestead. It was listed under NRHP limited to the foundation, structure, level of significance. A later addition to
level of significance are additions to criteria A for association with events original roof framing and cladding, the site, the barn served a supporting
the site and buildings constructed as and C for construction type and mate- original window elements (e.g. sash, role within the broader operation of
support rooms with few distinguishing rials. The local level area of significance casings, and sills), original porch con- the homestead. The barn is not listed
characteristics. Alternately, the feature is Exploration and Settlement.
figurations, fireplaces and chimney, to the NRHP or WHR. The overall dior space may be an original element of One of Washington state’s rare re- stairway, interior original finishes (e.g. mensional lumber materials and construction type do not represent an
poor design or material quality.
sources, this box frame–construction wallpaper, wood base, hardware) and
exceptional resource. While interior
first- and second-floor spaces.
Features and spaces with a signifi- residence is an important example of
framing and materials are notable, excance level of None have no remain- construction technology and materials, Secondary elements include but are
terior siding and corner boards are of
ing architectural features or spatial using heavy vertical planks attached to not limited to previously installed repoor-quality material.
configurations that date to either beams and collar ties for the structure. placement replica window sash.
No primary elements.
original construction or significant his- As a representative example of this
Minimal elements include but are not
toric modifications and additions. Al- construction type, the house is one
limited to the cold room addition.
of Washington’s most intact (including
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4.1.6 Site

Secondary elements include but are No secondary elements.
not limited to the foundation and
doorways, and doors.

limited to the foundation and structural framing, windows, doorways,

Minimal elements include but are not original roofing and roof framing, and
limited to exterior siding and corner interior original finishes.
boards.

trees (except the row of maples).
The site displays an overall primary
level of significance as the context and
setting for the Miller-Brewer Homestead. The geographic location is essential to understanding and placing in

cance level of “None” include but are ited to the west door, added plywood history, as well as the materials and
not limited to interior additions such flooring, and west exterior steps.
technology employed in constructing
as the stairway, doors, concrete slab
the house. The lot immediately adjafloor, partitions, and the opening in
the east gable end.

cent to the house is included in the

4.1.5 Milk Shed

NRHP and WHR nomination for the

The milk shed displays an overall mini- included.

4.1.4 Cold Room

mal level of significance. An addition to
the site, the shed served a supporting

The cold room addition displays an role to the barn. The milk shed is not
overall minimal level of significance. listed to the NRHP or WHR.
the house which is listed to the NRHP

No primary elements.

and WHR. The addition would likely No secondary elements.

limited to category three trees and all
shrubs and plantings not part of the
original scheme.

4.1.7 Significance maps
The following color-coded maps illustrate the respective significance levels
for the house and cold room addition.
Maps were prepared only for these
two elements as the house presents

Primary elements include but are not the most complex mixture of signifilimited to the overall site topography cance levels and is the homestead’s
and soil composition, Scatter Creek most important resource.
and associated wetlands and riparian
zone, category one trees (e.g. mature
Oregon white oaks, Douglas fir), the

treatment

The cold room addition is attached to

level of “None” include but are not

physical

house. The broader wildlife area is not

Features and spaces with a significance

history

Features and spaces with a significance context the role of families and settleFeatures and spaces with a signifi- level of “None” include but are not lim- ment patterns in Washington state

executive

structural framing, windows, roofing,

Minimal elements include but are not

tween the buildings, and category two

(E ndnotes)
1  

DAHP ID no. TN00321.

category two row of maples, and the
not be individually eligible separate Minimal elements include but are not
fish pond behind the house.
from the house. As an addition to the limited to the foundation, concrete
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supplemental

house, it served a secondary function. block structure, roof framing and clad- No secondary elements.
Please refer to Section 4.1.7 Maps of ding, roof vents, windows, doorway,
Minimal elements include but are not
Significance for illustrations of the fol- and interior finishes.
limited to roadway access both from
lowing significance levels.
Guava Street Southeast and also beNo features and spaces with signifiNo primary elements.
cance level of “None.”
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COLD ROOM ADDITION

BACK PORCH

ADDED PONY WALL

FIREPLACE FOUNDATION

ADDED PONY WALL

FRONT PORCH

primary

Foundation plan

secondary

minimal

north

none
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executive

COLD ROOM ADDITION

BACK PORCH

HEATER ENCLOSURE ADDITION

history

TUB

DINING/KITCHEN AREA

BATHROOM

PANTRY
INFILLED STAIRWAY

ADDED CLOSET

physical

ADDED HEARTH

EAST BEDROOM

ADDED HEARTH
EAST FRONT PORCH EXTENSION

WEST LIVING AREA

ADDED
DUCT
ENCLOSURE

EAST LIVING AREA
INFILLED DOORWAY

ADDED CLOSET

treatment

INFILLED DOORWAY
FRONT PORCH

primary

first f loor plan
supplemental

secondary

minimal

north

none
COLD ROOM ADDITION ROOF
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COLD ROOM ADDITION ROOF

BACK PORCH ROOF

ATTIC

ATTIC ACCESS DOORWAY

CELING LINE
CENTRAL BEDROOM
EAST BEDROOM

WEST BEDROOM
CHIMNEY ENCLOSURE

CEILING LINE

CLOSET

DORMER

FRONT PORCH ROOF

primary

second f loor plan

secondary

minimal

COLD ROOM ADDITION

north

none
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executive

COLD ROOM ADDITION ROOF

BACK PORCH ROOF

history

ADDED SKYLIGHT

physical
treatment

FRONT PORCH ROOF

primary

roo f plan
supplemental

secondary

minimal

north

none
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ORIGINAL ROOF STRUCTURE BENEATH
CONTEMPORARY ROOFING

ADDED SKYLIGHT

COLD ROOM ADDITION

BACK PORCH ROOFLINE

HEATER ENCLOSURE ADDITION

ORIGINAL ROOF STRUCTURE BENEATH
CONTEMPORARY ROOFING

primary

north fac ade
COLD ROOM ADDITION

secondary
FRONT PORCH ROOFLINE
COLD ROOM ADDITION

minimal

none
INFILLED ORIGINAL
DOORWAY
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COLD ROOM ADDITION

ADDED SKYLIGHT

BACK PORCH ROOFLINE

executive

HEATER ENCLOSURE ADDITION

history

ORIGINAL ROOF STRUCTURE BENEATH
CONTEMPORARY ROOFING

COLD ROOM ADDITION

physical

FRONT PORCH ROOFLINE

COLD ROOM ADDITION

INFILLED ORIGINAL
DOORWAY

CONTEMPORARY DOOR IN
ORIGINAL DOORWAY

treatment

primary

south fac ade
supplemental

secondary

minimal

none
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EAST PORCH EXTENSION
COLD ROOM ADDITION

FRONT PORCH
CONNECTOR

east f ac ade

primary

secondary

minimal
COLD ROOM ADDITION
BACK PORCH

none
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EAST PORCH EXTENSION
COLD ROOM ADDITION

FRONT PORCH
CONNECTOR

HEATER ENCLOSURE ADDITION

history

COLD ROOM ADDITION

physical

COLD ROOM ADDITION
BACK PORCH
HEATER
ENCLOSURE
ADDITION

FRONT PORCH

treatment

primary

west fac ade
supplemental

secondary

minimal

none
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and features should be protected from The following matrix should be used Successfully managing change within
damage or removal in future work. Ex- in conjunction with the color-coded the Miller-Brewer house depends
executive

isting significant elements in secondary maps in Section 4.1 Analysis of Signifi- upon the following priorities:
and minimal spaces should be reused cance.

4.2 Decision
Making Matrix

during modifications to these spaces.

1) High value must be placed on
the retention of existing charac-

Public visibility and access are impor-

ter-defining elements and spaces

tant considerations in determining how

4.2.1 Managing Change during repairs, remodels, and re-

future projects may impact spaces, be-

habilitations. Existing character-dehistory

cause not all spaces within each of the The first step in making decisions rela- fining elements and spaces contribute
buildings will be open to the public. tive to planning and implementing work directly to the stature of the site and

physical

Consequently, the burden of telling is managing change. This implies stew- buildings. They convey the original
This matrix was developed to deterand interpreting the site’s heritage falls arding new work to preserve, to the level of craftsmanship, material and
mine an appropriate approach to the
upon those spaces that are freely ac- greatest extent possible, the exterior finish selection, and amount of care
spaces and features of the buildings
character-defining elements as well as given to the installation of building
cessible to visitors.
comprising the Miller-Brewer homeany remaining original character-defin- elements. The intact spaces within
The
current
condition
of
characterstead. The matrix also helps to match
ing elements and spaces of the site and the house and barn have become tandefining
features
and
spaces
is
deterthese spaces with compatible future
buildings. This includes integrating new gible tools for interpreting and telling
mined
by
the
amount
of
original
mateuses. Utilizing the property’s archiwork in a manner that reinforces the the stories of the Miller and Brewer
rial
left
in
the
spaces
and
the
care
that
tectural and historic significance and
character of the house and the imme- families, of territorial settlement, and
has
been
taken
to
maintain
it.
Missing
current condition, this matrix shows
diate site without diminishing or obfus- of mid-1800s design and construcmaterials
may
need
to
be
replaced.
which approaches are most likely to
cating original elements. Throughout tion technology. Without the original
Damaged
materials
may
require
repair.
retain the history and usefulness of the
planning, the house should be viewed spaces, building materials, or finishes,
Intact
details
should
be
retained.
buildings and site.
as the primary element of the site, and this legacy is one step further removed

treatment

Both the interior and exterior of each Taking these criteria into consideration the later additions of the barn, cold from contemporary understanding.
building have levels of architectural leads to suggested appropriate future room, and milk shed serving secondsupplemental

design and details. These may be the treatments, which, in turn, will aid in ary or minimal supporting roles.
result of the form and use of the space, guiding the formulation of an interior
the type of building materials, and/or maintenance plan and future building
the complexity or simplicity of the de- and modification programs.
sign. Primary character-defining spaces
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The Miller-Brewer House provides a ly compatible treatments in previously 4) New finishes must be harmorare opportunity for the public to ex- modified areas serves to reinforce the nized with the original design inperience first-hand a cedar box frame overall continuity of spaces for visitors tent. Sharp contrasts in style must
residence and view original 1800s-era using the facility.

be reduced between the character of

wallpaper designs. The extent of con-

the original spaces and finishes and any

temporary finish materials obscur-

3) Reuse of character-defining elements and assemblies enhances

areas receiving contemporary finishes.

ing the original elements places great the understanding of original ma- New systems should not replace provemphasis on their careful removal to terials and craftsmanship as well en existing systems that are functionimprove the interpretive value of the as the occupants’ perception of ing without incident.
house.

the quality of the spaces. A sound

2) A long-term perspective must salvage and reuse policy must be imbe taken when implementing plemented for safe handling and storchanges in a reversible manner and age of any character-defining elements
assessing the value and relevancy removed from the facilities. The policy
of immediate alterations. Change must have provisions for inventory,
will be a constant factor throughout tracking, and reuse. This allows reverthe homestead’s existence. Beneficial sal of changes made to accommodate
change maintains sustainable use, al- current situations. Building and safety
lowing the homestead to continue to codes change. Conditions that were
serve as a public resource while also previously not compliant become acretaining character-defining elements ceptable through updated equivalency
and spaces. Adverse change removes standards, or from new methods of upcharacter-defining elements and spaces grading existing fabric to meet code in
at the expense of immediate goals, and ways that have minimal adverse impact
increases maintenance by introducing to the character-defining elements and
materials with short life spans. Many spaces. Technology also progresses.
of the original materials and crafts- Adaptations made to accommodate
manship employed on the house are current systems will likely be out-ofnot available today or are expensive to date in another fifty years.
replicate in-kind. The use of historical-
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recommended
approach

Missing
damaged
intact
no work

reconstruct
restore/rehabilitate
restore/preserve
preserve

secondary

Missing
damaged
intact
no work

rehabilitate
preserve/rehabilitate
preserve/rehabilitate
preserve/rehabilitate

minimal

Missing
damaged
intact
no work

Rehabilitate/New
Preserve/rehabilitate/new
Rehabilitate/New
No Work/New

history

primary

executive

Condition of
space/FEATURE

architectural and
historical significance

physical
treatment
supplemental
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architectural and
historical significance
PRIMARY

condition of
space/feature

recommended
approach
NO WORK

NO WORK

• Original to building or site, though possibly with minor
changes or historically significant additions designed to fit in
to the design or character of the space or setting
• Finishes and materials of a high quality and well crafted
• Convey consciousness of setting and preferences during
period of construction
• Removal or extensive alteration would debase architectural
and historical significance of building and detract from overall
visual and physical unity of site
• May be noted for historic events or occupants

• No work is required. Repair or modify to meet user needs and
maintain functions

• Material is intact and requires no work

INTACT

NEW

• Material still exists, but may require cleaning/resurfacing

• Add new material as needed to accomplish task

DAMAGED

RECONSTRUCT

• Material is damaged, deteriorated, altered/modified

• Replicate the original form, features and details of missing
spaces, features and materials with new materials and/or
new construction

MISSING

SECONDARY
• Original to building or site, though likely to have undergone
major changes and/or historically significant additions
• Retain some historic character and significant elements
• Exhibit utilitarian, well-crafted but not lavish building materials
or architectural features
• No important history may have been made in the spaces

• Original features/spaces were removed or otherwise no
longer exist

RESTORE
• Return the features and spaces to original condition at a
particular period of time

REHABILITATE
• Repair, alter and add materials, features and spaces to make
the item useful, while retaining its historic character

MINIMAL
• Originally unused or constructed as service rooms with few
distinguishing characteristics, or
• An extensive, non-compatible contemporary remodel
obliterating original spatial configurations and nearly
all significant architectural features through introduced
contemporary spaces and elements

PRESERVE
• Apply measures necessary to sustain existing form,
authenticity and extant materials to protect and stabilize the
features and spaces

NONE
• Features and spaces have no remaining configurations
dating to either original construction or significant historical
modifications
• Contemporary features and spaces that are not compatible
with the original design
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and the site should serve supporting sary to match specific tasks with the Planning, Minor Building Projects, and
roles and absorb the majority of physi- available skills of local volunteers and Major Building Projects. These groupings are based on the skill types and

programming needs for the homestead

resources needed to implement the

and surrounding wildlife area.

This report prioritizes projects by
short-, mid-, or long-term basis ac-

This section outlines recommenda- cording to their urgency in stabilizing
tions for managing change to the facili- and maintaining the buildings in anticities and prioritizes recommendations pation of continued use. Short-term
necessary to stabilize, maintain, and done immediately (within the next one

As the Miller-Brewer homestead transitions from a rural residence to an
interpretive venue, the buildings and
tial needs. During this transition, it

in difficulty and expense. Recommen- safety and authenticity of the strucdations are tailored toward two long- ture. Mid-term projects are those
term goals for the homestead:
•

is both possible and optimal to retain
the key elements of the building’s and
site’s strong rural character and ties
to the Miller and Brewer families. The
nificance of the landscaping, building
spaces, and elements creates a practical pathway for thinking about future
treatment and programming for the
most important element of this collective entity and should receive priority

logical sequence of mutually supportive
tasks, and that it does not compound
future projects through repetition or
reversal of previous work. Establishing
this organized approach is also necessary to facilitate fundraising. Tasks can
be undertaken on an individual basis as

and improve overall conditions. These
projects are either not critical to the
function of the buildings and site or
may require planning and fundraising.
Long-term projects are substantial

goals, cultivating funding, assigning
tasks, and implementing necessary
studies. To facilitate the planning process, this report lists projects that
could be undertaken by skilled local
volunteers, staff, or maintenance persons and that require minimal resources and funding in the category of Minor
Building Projects. Projects requiring
specialized services, substantial funding, and the intense time and resources
of a contractor are categorized as Major Building Projects.

capital improvements that should be The importance cannot be overemphaimplemented within the next ten to sized of Thurston County authorities
twenty years. Rehabilitation or resto- and the members of the Washington
ration projects directed toward inter- State Fish and Wildlife Department
pretive and site program goals may be taking the time necessary to familiarize
delayed this long to allow for thorough themselves with the full scope of work
planning and fundraising.

for funding, planning, and work. The

funding permits, or can be folded into Within their time frames, tasks are

other more contemporary buildings

a larger set of projects. It is also neces- organized under the categories of

M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport

supplemental

homestead. The house represents the

It is critical that the work proceed in a

five years to weatherize the building

schedules, defining overall program

treatment

relative architectural and historic sig-

•

restoring the house to provide public interpretive facilities showcasing the natural
and cultural history of the
site;
and rehabilitating the barn
and cold room addition to
serve supporting roles.

that should be done within the next

available local resources, developing

physical

site will take on new uses and spa-

restore the buildings and site ranges to two years) in order to protect the

tasks. Planning involves identifying

history

for future planning and work. The work projects are those that need to be

executive

4.3 pRIORITIZED
tASKS

cal changes necessary to accommodate contractors.

involved in the short-, mid-, and longterm recommendations. This will enable the development of a long-range
plan for the rehabilitation and restora145

tion of the site and facilities, so that locations, and materials. All exterior spaces to both minimize and prevent

Minor Building Projects

immediate needs are taken care of in a upper-story and roof conditions were damage to the residence while facilitimely manner and long-term projects observed from grade, upper-story tating its use as an interpretive facility. Wood
• 4.3.1.5 Skirting repair: Reare planned, funded, and implemented. windows, and from within the north
place and reattach missing
4.3.1.3 Interpretive plan development:
skirting to provide weather
Grants could fund some if not major attic space.
Provide an interpretive venue by buildprotection.
portions of the Planning and Minor or
•
4.3.1.6 Siding repair: Reing upon the rare cultural assets of
pair exterior siding damage
Major Building Projects outlined in the
due to tree proximity at the
the residence’s history, construction
west facade. Paint new to
following recommendations. In fact,
4.3.1 Short-Term
method, materials, and interior finmatch existing. See 3.2.1.5
most funding agencies will require such
Tree Damage.
ishes and the unique attributes of the
a preservation plan to ensure that priadjacent prairie. Include restoration
orities are well understood and part of
work as part of the interpretive story.
P lanning
Major Building Projects
the overall scheme. To this end, this
Strive to engage local communities in
report was written according to the
volunteer work, interpretive efforts,
Site Construction
concept that certain expensive and 4.3.1.1 User group identification: Identiand use of the facility to build strong
• 4.3.1.7 Tree proximity: Adcomplicated items could be put off for fying who will use the buildings and site
dress close proximity of
local support for the project.
trees to the house. Cut,
should
be
the
first
short-term
priority
several years to allow time to deterchip, and clear brush around
the house. Grub stumps and
mine the best solution, find the money, for the basic reasons that a well-used 4.3.1.4 Fundraising procedures and reremove. See 3.2.5.3 Proxsource
identification:
Fundraising
will
be
building
and
site
will
have
occupants
and hire competent and experienced
imity and 3.2.1.5 Tree Damcritical
to
the
successful
implementaand
visitors
to
identify
maintenance
age.
craft persons to perform the work.
• 4.3.1.8 Tree damage: Corissues at an early stage, will bring in tion of all objectives. To assess needs
rect conditions leading to
The following planning and project
building damage from surrevenue to sustain maintenance and and explore means and methods for
rounding trees. See 3.2.1.5
recommendations stem from site visits
repairs, and will retain and further its sustaining the site and buildings, planTree Damage.
conducted in the spring of 2007. Recvalue to the community. Groundwork ning for this task should include con- Wood
ommendations in this section cross• 4.3.1.9 Rot and insect damfor this objective may start during the sultation with nonprofit preservation
age repairs: Make repairs
reference treatment recommendaand correct conditions proinitial short-term fundraising planning. groups such as the National and Washmoting soft rot developtions in Section 3.2 Condition Issues.
ington Trusts for Historic Preservation
ment and insect activity at
Refer to Section 5.5 Cost Estimate for 4.3.1.2 Program goals development: Enexterior siding and corner
and government agencies such as the
gage
stakeholders
and
Scatter
Creek
boards through consolidaplanning figures associated with the
Washington State Office of Archaeoltion of deteriorated wood
following tasks. Limited destructive Wildlife Area users to identify potenand selective splicing of new
ogy and Historic Preservation.
wood where less invasive
investigation was conducted to verify tial program needs. Match program
measures do not suffice for
functional needs. See 3.2.1.1
existence of original finishes, doorway uses with appropriate buildings and
146
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Soft Rot and 3.2.1.2 Insect
Activity.

be done prior to implementing paint

Major Building Projects

removal.

Metal s
• 4.3.2.2 Clean door hardware: Clean the original

M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport

Finishes
• 4.3.2.10 Interior paint layer removal and repainting:
Remove accumulated paint
finishes from interior wood
surfaces in the house. Note
that this is dependent upon
conservator testing, which
will determine the most effective methodology and
materials for removing the
paint in a safe manner without damaging the substrate
wood. Conservator testing
to determine original paint
schemes must be conducted
prior to paint removal. Neutralize all stripped surfaces.
Verify paint will adhere to
stripped surface prior to
stripping entire room. Some
chemical strippers inhibit
future paint adhesion if not
neutralized completely or
thoroughly flushed. Refinish
per original color scheme or
as determined during conservator testing. See 3.2.1.12
Paint Accumulation.

supplemental

Minor Building Projects

Site Construction
• 4.3.2.5 Pruning:
Address
deferred pruning needs. See
3.2.5.1 Deferred Pruning.
• 4.3.2.6 Selective tree removal: Address deteriorated tree removal needs. See
3.2.5.2 Deterioration.
• 4.3.2.7 Fuel tank removal
and remediation: Remove

Wood
• 4.3.2.9 Cold room addition removal and relocation:
Remove and relocate cold
room addition. See 3.2.1.3
Exterior Additions.

treatment

Mechanical
• 4.3.1.14 Leak repairs: Close
off (and remove as needed)
plumbing systems to stop
water leaks from the bathroom. See 3.2.1.17 Plumbing,
and 3.2.1.2 Insect Activity.

will affect future decisions and must

Ma sonry
• 4.3.2.8 Clean
fireplaces:
Clean fireplaces. See Finishes and Specialties below.

physical

Special Construction
• 4.3.1.13 Security provisions:
Improve security provisions.
See 3.2.1.9 Security.

Wood
• 4.3.2.3 Replicate
original
skirting: Replicate and install skirting along the house
Planning
foundation, matching the
original skirting type. Provide vents as needed to en4.3.2.1 Conservation planning: Conduct
sure air circulation beneath
the house. Paint to match
testing for paint removal from hardexisting.
ware, masonry, and interior wood eleFinishes
ments. Retain a qualified conservator
• 4.3.2.4 Remove contemporary wall and ceiling finishes:
to test and develop a paint removal
Remove contemporary wall
and ceiling finishes. Provide
methodology, including appropriate
temporary surfaces at the
chemicals that could safely be used
former front door infill,
pending restoration of this
by skilled volunteers or a contractor
doorway. Assess climate
without damaging the substrate matecontrol needs during removal of contemporary interior
rials. Conduct paint testing to deterfinishes and conservator
paint testing to determine if
mine the original color/finish scheme
any additional heating needs
for elements such as door and window
are warrented. See 3.2.1.10
Wall/Ceiling Finish Addicasings, baseboards, and the wood
tions, 3.2.1.11 Added Floor
Finishes, and 3.2.1.4 Domesmantels above and to the sides of the
tic Animals.
stone fireplace mantels. This testing

buried fuel tank adjacent the
house. Remove any sludge
on the tank bottom. Haul
to a certified salvage dump.
Dispose of any contaminated fill. Fill hole. See 3.2.5.7
Fuel Tank.

history

Finishes
• 4.3.1.12 Debris and contemporary floor finish removal:
Remove contemporary floor
finishes and debris from site,
under and within building.
Contemporary floor finishes include wall-to-wall carpet, vinyl, and the plywood
underlayment. See 3.2.1.10
Wall/Ceiling Finish Additions, 3.2.1.11 Added Floor
Finishes, 3.2.1.4 Domestic
Animals, 3.2.1.15 Debris Accumulation, 3.2.1.2 Insect
Activity, and 3.2.5.5 Debris.

door hardware. See Finishes
below.

executive

Doors & Window s
• 4.3.1.10 Glass repair: Replace broken and missing
window glass. See 3.2.1.7
Broken Glass.
• 4.3.1.11 Sash repair: Repair
and replace in-kind damaged
and missing window sash.
Paint to match existing. See
3.2.1.8
Missing/Damaged
Sash.

4.3.2 Mid-Term

147

•

•

4.3.2.11 Fireplace paint and
soot removal: Strip paint
from fireplaces and remove
soot. Note that this is dependent upon conservator
testing, which will confirm
that paint can be satisfactorily removed without
damaging the substrate.
Otherwise, repaint existing painted surfaces. See
3.2.1.12 Paint Accumulation
and 3.2.1.13 Soot Buildup.
4.3.2.12 Exterior repainting: Address paint deterioration issues at the exterior
building envelope. Repaint
as needed. Conduct paint
sampling to determine the
original color scheme. Color
testing may be coordinated
with interior conservator
testing. See 3.2.1.6 Paint Deterioration.

Mechanical
• 4.3.2.13 Remove and rework plumbing system: Remove remaining plumbing
systems in the house and
redo as needed to meet
programming needs. See
3.2.1.17 Plumbing.
Electrical
• 4.3.2.14 Remove and rework electrical system: Remove electrical and phone
lines in the house and repair
electrical as needed to meet
programming needs. May
need to coordinate with
long-term heating system
duct work removal to integrate floor receptecals into
the wood fill panels used to
close off added holes in the
flooring for heating vents.
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See 3.2.1.18 Electrical and
Communication Lines.
Concrete
• 4.3.2.15 Remove
added
concrete and pony walls:
Remove the added poured
concrete wall along the east
and west sides of the building and the added pony wall
beneath the building. Or,
replace the ongrade wood
plate on the pony wall with
pre-cast concrete footings.
See 3.2.1.2 Insect Activity.

4.3.3 Long-Term

Planning
4.3.3.1 Maintenance program develop-

volunteers, maintenance persons, and The rmal & Moistur e
Protection
contractors. It will also contribute to
• 4.3.3.6 Wood shake roof
installation: Reroof the
addressing both general and preventahouse and porches with a
tive maintenance needs for the buildwood shake roof matching
the original.
ings and site and associated costs.
• 4.3.3.7 Remove and rework
heating system: Remove
heating systems in the house
and redo as needed to meet
programming needs. Pull
Minor Building Projects
duct work from beneath the
house. Explore use of small,
portable electric heaters
Site Construction
placed set in the fireplaces
• 4.3.3.2 Landscaping:
Imto heat individual first floor
prove landscape planting
rooms as needed. The stone
cohesion around the house.
fireplaces provide a heat sink
See 3.2.5.4 Planting Coheand safe location. Assess clision.
mate control needs during
removal of contemporary
Doors & Windows
interior finishes and conser• 4.3.3.3 Reopening
doorvator paint testing to deterways: Reopen closed-off
mine if any additional heatdoorways into and within
ing needs are warrented.
the house. See 3.2.1.14
Doorway Infill

ment: This should be a long-term planning priority to assure return on initial

4.3.4 Barn, Milk Shed
and Cold Room

Major Building Projects

stabilization and weatherization investments, preserve historic value, and

Site Construction
• 4.3.3.4 Site drainage immaintain serviceability of existing sysprovements: Improve site
tems, assemblies, materials, and finishdrainage around the house.
See 3.2.5.6 Site Drainage.
es. This will provide a clear breakdown
of long-term, ongoing costs associated Wood
• 4.3.3.5 Porch restoration:
with the continued use, maintenance,
Restore original porch configurations. See 3.2.1.16
and repair of the buildings and site.
Porch Additions.
Preparing a maintenance plan will help

The following recommendations per-

to set objectives and identify tasks for

implemented.
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F ish
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tain to the barn, cold room, and the
milk shed. These tasks should defer
to the needs and programming goals
of the house. Should programming
goals require spaces not suitable for
the residence, or if funding permits,
then these recommendations could be

W ildlife

Specialties
• 4.3.4.7 Remove pigeon guano: Remove pigeon guano in
the barn’s second floor. See
3.2.2.9 Pigeon Guano Accumulation.
Special Construc tion
• 4.3.4.8 Improve security:
Improve security at the
barn. See 3.2.2.6 Security
Deficiencies.

history

Mechanical
• 4.3.4.9 Upgrade plumbing:
Upgrade plumbing systems
as needed to meet programming needs.

physical

Electrical
• 4.3.4.10 Upgrade electrical
and heating: Upgrade electrical systems as needed to
meet programming needs.

treatment

Wood
• 4.3.4.4 Repair deteriorated
wood elements: Repair and
replace in-kind missing or
deteriorated wood elements on the barn and cold
room addition. See 3.2.2.3
Missing and Deteriorated
Wood Elements. Repair soft
rot damage at the cold room
addition. See 3.2.3.1 Soft
Rot. Repair deteriorated entrances at the cold room addition. See 3.2.3.5 Entrance
Deterioration. Repair and
reroof the barn. See 3.2.2.8
Failed, Missing, and Loose
Shingles.

Finishes
• 4.3.4.6 Repaint: Repaint the
barn and cold room addition.
See 3.2.2.2 Paint Failure and
3.2.3.2 Paint Deterioration.

executive

Site Construction
• 4.3.4.1 Improve site drainage: Improve site drainage
around the barn. See 3.2.2.1
Site Drainage.
• 4.3.4.2 Remove debris: Remove accumulated debris
within the barn and cold
room addition. See 3.2.2.7
Interior Debris Accumulation.
• 4.3.4.3 Remove milk shed:
Undertake selective removal of the milk shed. See
3.2.4.1 Porous Structure and
3.2.4.2 Paint Failure.

supplemental

Doors & Window s
• 4.3.4.5 Repair and replicate
missing windows: Repair
and replace in-kind damaged
and missing window components and sash on the barn
and cold room addition.
Replace missing glazing. See
3.2.2.4 Window Deterioration, 3.2.3.4 Missing/Damaged Sash, and 3.2.3.3 Broken Glass.
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5.0 Supplemental Material
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5.1 Early Views

history

The following images were reproduced
from Wilbert F. Brewer’s unpublished
manuscript written ca. 1989 titled My
physical

Heritage, Memories and a Little History. The accompanying digital archive
contains copies of each image.

treatment
supplemental
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5.2 Drawings

history

The following drawings were prepared
in AutoCAD from field notes collected
during the site visits. These drawings
physical

should not be used for construction
or contract purposes. All dimensions
should be field verified. The intent of
the drawings is to illustrate general
building components and their assembly and interrelation.

treatment
supplemental

1965 project plan prepared for the M iller-B rewer H ouse . S ource : Washington State D epartment of Fish and Wildlife .
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COLD ROOM ADDITION

BACK PORCH

ADDED PONY WALL

FIREPLACE FOUNDATION

ADDED PONY WALL

FRONT PORCH

Foundation P lan
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COLD ROOM ADDITION

history

BACK PORCH

HEATER ENCLOSURE ADDITION

TUB

DINING/KITCHEN AREA

BATHROOM

PANTRY
INFILLED STAIRWAY

physical

ADDED CLOSET

ADDED HEARTH

EAST BEDROOM

ADDED HEARTH
EAST FRONT PORCH EXTENSION

WEST LIVING AREA

EAST LIVING AREA
INFILLED DOORWAY

treatment

ADDED
DUCT
ENCLOSURE

ADDED CLOSET

INFILLED DOORWAY
FRONT PORCH

supplemental

First Floor Plan

north
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COLD ROOM ADDITION ROOF

BACK PORCH ROOF

ATTIC

ATTIC ACCESS DOORWAY

CELING LINE
CENTRAL BEDROOM
EAST BEDROOM

WEST BEDROOM
CHIMNEY ENCLOSURE

CEILING LINE

CLOSET

DORMER

FRONT PORCH ROOF

Second Floor Plan

north
COLD ROOM ADDITION
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ORIGINAL ROOF STRUCTURE BENEATH
CONTEMPORARY ROOFING

COLD ROOM ADDITION

ADDED SKYLIGHT

physical

BACK PORCH ROOFLINE

HEATER ENCLOSURE ADDITION

treatment

ORIGINAL ROOF STRUCTURE BENEATH
CONTEMPORARY ROOFING

supplemental

COLD ROOM ADDITION

FRONT PORCH ROOFLINE

COLD ROOM ADDITION

North Fac ade
INFILLED ORIGINAL
DOORWAY

CONTEMPORARY DOOR IN
ORIGINAL DOORWAY
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ADDED SKYLIGHT

COLD ROOM ADDITION

BACK PORCH ROOFLINE

HEATER ENCLOSURE ADDITION

ORIGINAL ROOF STRUCTURE BENEATH
CONTEMPORARY ROOFING

COLD ROOM ADDITION

FRONT PORCH ROOFLINE

COLD ROOM ADDITIO

INFILLED ORIGINAL
DOORWAY

CONTEMPORARY DOOR IN
ORIGINAL DOORWAY

South Fac ade
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EAST PORCH EXTENSION
COLD ROOM ADDITION

FRONT PORCH
CONNECTOR
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COLD ROOM ADDITION
BACK PORCH
HEATER
ENCLOSURE
ADDITION

East Fac ade
FRONT PORCH
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EAST PORCH EXTENSION
COLD ROOM ADDITION

FRONT PORCH
CONNECTOR

HEATER ENCLOSURE ADDITION

COLD ROOM ADDITION

COLD ROOM ADDITION
BACK PORCH
HEATER
ENCLOSURE
ADDITION

FRONT PORCH

West Fac ade
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Roo f Plan
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5.3 MAps

history

The following images were collected
by volunteers conducting research
for preparation of this Historic Strucphysical

tures Report. The accompanying digital archive contains copies of each
image.

treatment
supplemental

G overnment L and O ffice map for the S catter Creek area . S ource : Washington State A rchives , courtesy of Roger E aston .
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A erial view of the north and south S catter Creek Wildlife area sections . The M iller-B rewer H ouse and adjunct buildings stand in teh south unit. The arrow points to the building location . I nterstate 5 is the major roadway visible in the upper right section . S ource : Washington State D epartment of F ish and Wildlife .
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S outh unit of the S catter Creek Wildlife area . The M iller-B rewer H ouse and adjunct buildings stand immediately north of the green parking area . F ormer F ort H enness and the G rand M ound Cem etary indicated by the arrow. S ource : Washington State D epartment of F ish and Wildlife .
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N orth unit of the S catter Creek Wildlife area . The M iller-B rewer
tion . S ource : Washington State D epartment of F ish and Wildlife .
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H ouse and adjunct buildings stand in teh south unit, just visible in the lower left corner . The arrow points to the building loca-
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Topographic map of the S catter Creek Wildlife area . N orth is at the top. The arrow shows the approximate building site . S ource : Washington State D epartment of Fish and Wildlife .
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A erial view looking down on the south unit of the S catter Creek Wildlife area . View looking east. The arrow points to the building location . S ource : Washington State D epartment of Fish and
Wildlife .
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photographs

history

The following images were taken over
the course of several site visits. The
images were taken with a 10 megaphysical

pixel Canon PowerShot A640. The
accompanying digital archive contains
copies of each image as well as additional images not included in this
sampling.
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house

CP1
Girder lap joint at
southwest corner .
South girder (left).
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP2
Joist connection to
binding beam. Extensive under floor gal-

CP3
Field stone fireplace

CP4
Split log joists con-

vanized sheet metal
duct work moving
heated air from the
oil furnace at the
rear of the building
to floor grates in
the first floor rooms
blocks the majority of crawl space.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room
milk shed

foundation with
wood plate along
top. Lapped plate
corner joints. Joists
notched to rest on
plate. L ooking east
along north side of
fireplace foundation.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

necting to binding
beam. At west end of
house. Bark burned
off prior to splitting
for joists. Varied
joist depths. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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carry girders lapped
at corner . Ledger
runs along lower
edge of girder outer
face carrying two
staggered joint
layers of vertical
planks. C orner
boards and siding attach over the planks.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed

2007.

CP8
South west corner.
Split cedar blocks

cold room

kitchen and northeast portions of house.
M illed joists rather
than split log joists.
Smaller joists beyond
carry back (north)
porch. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

area looking south at
binding beam. Vertical planks nail to
face of beam and rest
on horizontal ledger .
Notch in siding and
beam from pervious
joist. A dded plywood
floor and contempo rary framing. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn

CP7
Framing beneath

CP6
Beneath north dining

house

CP5
South east corner of
fireplace foundation.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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CP9
Crawl space beneath bathroom at northwest
corner . Water leaks from plumbing contrib ute to extensive soft rot. S plit log joists
house

CP10
Added concrete framing access way to crawl
space . D uctwork and grade beneath house
at this location prevents movement inward.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

support flooring with some added joists
and plywood flooring . Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

CP11
Front (south) porch stone footing . All
contemporary framing elements above .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP12
Extensive soft rot and insect activity at

southwest corner of residence near porch .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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forming superstructure behind siding .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP16
Dimensions of vertical cedar planks

cold room

CP15
Falling tree limb damage to cedar siding
on the west facade . Damaged piece salvaged
for repairs . Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.

barn

CP14
North (rear) facade . Cold room addition at
left. Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
house

CP13
West (side) and partial south (front)
facades . H orizontal painted cedar lap siding
clads the building’s vertical plank structur .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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CP18
Back side of siding.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP19
Side view of siding

CP20
Exposure width on
siding. M inimal paint
layers on siding.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

house

CP17
End view of siding.
ource: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

interface with exterior window casings.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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mounted to side of
building’s east facade.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

site

of corner boards.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP24
Electrical meter

cold room

CP23
Underside view

barn

CP22
Corner board base
detail . Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.
house

CP21
Corner board
dimension. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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house

CP25
Telephone hook-up

CP26
L oose porch column
pieces. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.

CP27
Front porch con-

CP28
R ear porch looking
west. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.

mounted to the side
of the building’s
east facade.Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

nection detail with
the house. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed
site
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beneath upper sash to
fix the sash closed.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP32
Block added to jamb

cold room

riorated due to water
exposure. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

windows at kitchen
area. Fixed windows.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn

CP31
Front (south) dormer
window. Fixed window.
Sill extensively dete-

CP30
R ear (north) facade

house

CP29
Typical window configuration. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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CP33
Block added to jamb

CP34
Side view of typi-

house

cal window casing.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP35
Side view of typical
window sill. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP36
Deterioration along

barn

beneath upper sash to
fix the sash closed.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

cold room

top of sill and at
base of casings due to
water entry through
deteriorated paint
coating. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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2007.

along outer face
of casings around
all windows from
protective visqueene
storm covering added
and since removed to
the windows. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed

bottom rail of sash
on front (south)
facade. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

cold room

CP40
Staple and nail holes

barn

CP39
Hole drilled through

2007.

house

top of sill beneath
sash. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

CP38
Side view of typical
window header .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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CP41
Typical window
muntin. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.

CP42
Detail of remnant

house

lower sash for the
west end window.
Based on assembly,
materials, and
dimensions this sash
appears to predate
the sash employed
throughout the
building. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

CP43
Detail of remnant

CP44
Detail of remnant

lower sash for the
west end window.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

lower sash for the
west end window.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed
site
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milk shed

CP48
Detail of fascia, cornice and eave detail .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

cold room

CP47
I nterior view of rear
(north) facade kitchen window. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn

CP46
Upper floor east end
window. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.
house

CP45
Upper floor west end
window. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.
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CP49
Gutter directly

CP50
Electrical conduit

mounted to the build ing exterior on the
east facade. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP51
Downspout drain-

CP52
M ain residence roof
slope (left) terminat-

house

against corner board.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

ing to grade at the
north facade. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed

ing at base of cold
room addition roof
slope (right) without
cricket. Valley collects water and debris. O verflow from
valley washes siding
of cold room addition.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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entrance along the
casings. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

site

steps and porch lead
to the doorway. The
doorway features a
contemporary door .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP56
A brasion at the front

cold room

CP55
Front (south) main
entrance. R eplaced

straps for antenna
mounting. Flashing
added during reproofing project . Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn

CP54
Eave detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
house

CP53
Chimney detail.
Cracks evident along
mortar joints. A dded

2007.
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CP57
Front entrance surround detail . Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP58
Former and added

house

electrical drops
at front entrance.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

CP59
A brasion and added

CP60
R ear (north) added

doorway to the addition containing the
oil heater . Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

weather stripping at
the front entrance.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed
site
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R ear (north) main
entrance. Surround

CP62
I nterior view of
the rear (north)
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CP64
Typical doorway surround and base. The
added base , installed

cold room

CP63
Northwest corner of
the first floor’s central volume. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn

entrance doorway.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

house

and casings match
those of the main
front entrance.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

in conjunction with
the sheetrock , covers
the original wood
base. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

2007.
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house

CP65
A dded framing filling

CP66
Original base behind
the added base.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP67
Detail of the
original base. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP68
East wall of the first
floor’s east volume.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

in former doorway
between the central
and west volumes
of the first floor .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room
milk shed
site
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milk shed

CP72
Northwest corner
of the first floor’s
west volume. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

cold room

CP71
Southeast corner
of the first floor’s
east volume. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

ing into the first
floor’s east volume.
Multiple paint layers coat the door .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn

CP70
Typical doorway surround. Multiple paint
layers coat the wood.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

house

CP69
Original door lead -

193

house

CP73
Southeast corner
of the first floor’s
west volume. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP74
Original door lead -

ing to storage space
just north of the fireplaces and beneath
the main stairway.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

CP75
Backside of door.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP76
Hole cut for floor

milk shed

heating grate
through original
tongue-and - groove
flooring. Note
added plywood and
carpeting over wood
flooring. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

site
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milk shed

CP80
Bathroom looking
northwest. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

cold room

CP79
K itchen area looking
east. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.

per behind added
sheetrock in the first
floor’s west volume.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn

CP78
Detail of the wallpaper . A dditional layers behind this layer .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

house

CP77
Original wallpa-

195

CP81
South wall of the

CP82
East living room
fireplace. Multiple

house

bathroom looking
southwest. A dded
built-in cabinet.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

paint layers cover
the Tenino sandstone
mantel and cheeks
and wood surround.
Contemporary slate
covers the original
hearth. A dded rocks
fill the fire box.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

CP83
Side view of east fireplace looking north.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP84
Brick along the

rear of the east
fireplace’s firebox.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed
site
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ing down from the
second floor . Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP88
M ain stairway look-

cold room

CP87
Soot accumulation on
brick , typical of both
fireplaces. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

es from within access
space beneath main
stairway. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn

sandstone mantel
and cheeks and wood
surround. C ontemporary slate covers
the hearth. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP86
Backside of fireplac-

house

CP85
West fireplace.
Multiple paint layers
cover the Tenino
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CP89
Stairway detail.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP90
Bottom stair on

the main stairway.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

house
barn
cold room

CP91
Balustrade along

CP92
Newel detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

the east side of the
main stairwell at the
second floor . Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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Newel detail. Two

CP94
Storage space be-
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the southwest corner
of the upper central
volume. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

site

volume looking
northwest. M ain
stairway in view.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP96
Storage closet on

cold room

CP95
Upper floor central

2007.

barn

neath main stairway,
accessed from the
first floor’s west
volume. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

house

contemporary lag
bolts secure the
newel to the joist.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

2007.
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CP97
Flooring detail.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP98
Doorway from the

house

upper floor east
volume looking west
into the central
volume. L oose door
casings surround the
doorway. The original
door stands to the
south of the doorway.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

CP99
East volume looking
west. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.

CP100
East volume looking
east. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.
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Detail of original

CP102
Detail of the origi-
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2007.

executive

between the joists
over the first floor .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

site

the second floor
in the northwest
corner of the second
floor’s west volume.
The joist attaches
directly to the inner
face of the vertical
plank wall framing.
The boards beneath
form the first floor
ceiling. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

milk shed

CP104
View looking south

cold room

CP103
Floor joists for

barn

2007.

nal wallpaper from
the upper floor’s
east volume. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

house

wallpaper in the
upper floor’s east
volume. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
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CP105
View looking north
between the joists.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP106
Original wallpa-

house

per behind added
sheetrock in the west
volume along the
north wall. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

CP107
Doorway on the upper
west volume’s north

CP108
Doorway into the attic. Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

wall providing access
to the attic space
above the dining
and kitchen areas.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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milk shed

ing joists over the
kitchen and dining
areas resting on a
ledger running along
the outer face of
the vertical planks.
These planks attach
to the outer north
face of the binding
beam on the foundation below. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

cold room

original roof over
knob and tube wiring
in the attic. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP112
South end of ceil-

barn

CP111
Shakes from the

element at left is
the added skylight.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

house

dining and kitchen
area) looking west.
Debris remains from
the roof removal
during installation
of the metal roof.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP110
Attic space looking
east. The boxed in

203

house

CP113
Wall plate above
the binding beam. A

CP114
Typical lockset and
knob configuration.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP115
Typical knob configuration. This knob type

CP116
Typical knob configuration. This knob

layer of vertical
plates runs along
the either side of
this wall plate. The
rafters for the main
roof slope rest on
this plate. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

faced the central
volume. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

type was employed
throughout the
majority of the
building’s spaces,
except the central
and west volumes.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

2007.
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L ockset and knob
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barn

CP119
H inge detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

house

configuration on the
doorway to the stair .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP118
Typical hinge configuration. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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CP120
Northwest corner

CP121
Foundation detail.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

house

foundation detail
for the cold room
addition. A stone
footing carries wood
blocking with lapped
beams resting on the
blocking. The stud
walls rise off the
beams. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

2007.

barn
cold room

CP122
East and north

CP123
West facade of the

facades of the cold
room addition. The
holly tree grows in
immediately against
the addition’s southeast corner . Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

cold room addition
showing interconnection with the
residence. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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executive

on the cold room
addition. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

site

into the cold room
addition. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP127
A dded light fixture

cold room

CP126
Boarded over window

siding from the valley created between
the two roofs contributes to deterioration of the paint and
wood siding. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn

CP125
Siding detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
house

. CP124
Water washing the
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CP128
Roof eave detail.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP129
West doorway into

CP130
Well pump within the
cold room addition.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP131
Southeast corner

house

the cold room addition. R eplacement
steps lead to the
doorway. Water expo sure contributed to
deterioration along
the door’s lower edge.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

of the cold room
addition. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed
site
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CP132
Poured -in-place

CP133
Sill plate along the

executive
history
physical
treatment
supplemental
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site

shed stands off the
north facade. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP135
East facade. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

cold room

CP134
East (front) and
partial north (side)
facades. The milk

barn

perimeter concrete
foundation. The sill
plate does not occur
at all locations.
A long the south wall
the end grain of the
studs rests directly
on the concrete.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

house

concrete footing beneath posts. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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CP137
Joist lap above beams.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP138
Beam detail showing
joint above posts.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP139
A dded x-bracing

house

CP136
South (side) facade.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

between posts beneath beams. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed
site
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exposure contributed
to deterioration of
the corner board and
wall framing at the
building’s southeast
corner . Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

milk shed

CP143
Extensive water

cold room

along the south facade’s siding. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn

CP142
Corner board detail.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP141
View looking west

house

CP140
Siding detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

2007.
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CP144
Continuation of wall

CP145
Wall framing visible

house

framing visible at
second floor . Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

along the second
floor . Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

CP146
Wall framing.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP147
Gable end framing.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

2007.

barn
cold room
milk shed
site
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the studs in the first
floor’s south volume
at the west end.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

site

the second floor
joists and perimeter
wall studs. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP151
A dded boards along

cold room

CP150
Connection between

barn

CP149
I n filled section in
the east gable end.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
house

CP148
Filled in opening in
the east gable end.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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CP152
R ibbon windows

CP153
Vertical wood bar

house

detail in ribbon
windows. Screen remnants remain. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP154
Exterior view of

CP155
Typical first story
window. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.

barn

along second floor in
the northwest corner
and southeast corner .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

cold room

the ribbon windows.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed
site
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CP156
Extensively dete-

CP157
Failed paint and
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supplemental
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detail and remod eled spaces along the
north facade. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP159
I nterior casings

cold room

CP158
M issing glass panes.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn

wood along the sill
and lower ends of
the casings. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

house

riorated window sill.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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house

CP160
Note the added

CP161
Roof framing at the
roof/wall plate interface. Short eaves
attached to rafters.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP162
Roof framing/wall
plate transition.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP163
Roof and wall

nailer along side
the window opening. M any of these
appear to be recycled
formwork from the
building’s foundation.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

framing at the west
gable end. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed
site
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milk shed

CP167
Eave detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

cold room

CP166
Eave detail at the
west gable end.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc.
2007.+

barn

CP165
Roof framing.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
house

CP164
Roof framing.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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CP169
I nterior view of typical doorway. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP170
Shoe at doorways

CP171
Typical show con-

house

CP168
Door detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

holding lower corner
of door leafs. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

figuration set into
concrete unit at
main doors. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed
site
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CP172
West end door. Cuts

CP173
Failed paint and
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physical
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supplemental
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concrete to widen
this doorway (southwest corner of the
building). Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

site

the lower edges of
the doors. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP175
Cut out sections of

cold room

CP174
Deterioration along

barn

wood deterioration
on the doors. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

house

in the concrete
perimeter wall sug gest these corner
entrances were enlarged. A ll exterior
doors run on overhead tracks. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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CP176
Cut off header from

CP177
I nterior view of

house

original doorway

northeast first floor
volume looking east.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP178
I nterior view of

CP179
Doorway on the

(southwest corner of
the building). Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

northeast first floor
volume. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

north facade leading
to the exterior and
the adjacent milk
shed. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

2007.

2007.
milk shed
site
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CP180
South portion of the

CP181
Northwest volume

history
physical
treatment
supplemental
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volume looking west.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

site

on the first floor
looking west. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP183
I nterior south

cold room

CP182
Northeast volume

barn

2007.

of the first floor
looking west. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

house

first floor looking
west. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
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CP185
Central volume on
the building’s north
side looking north.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP186
Covered over hatch-

CP187
Original personnel

house

CP184
West end of the first
floor’s south volume.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

way opening between
the first and second
floors. Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.

hatchway opening at
the east end of the
building. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

2007.

milk shed
site
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CP188
Ladder leading from

CP189
Extensive pigeon
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way to second floor .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP191
Upper portion of add ed stairway. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

cold room

CP190
Joists cut to accommodate added stair-

barn

guano accumulated
along the east end
of the second floor .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

house

first floor to the
personnel hatchway
opening. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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CP193
East and partial
north facade. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP194
Failed concrete
block . Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.

CP195
West facade. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

house

CP192
West facade. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room
milk shed
site
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milk shed

CP199
Window opening
detail . Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.

cold room

space between the
barn and milk shed.
Water drained off
the barn roof pools
along the drip line
between the two
buildings. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn

CP198
Detail of drip line.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP197
View west along the

house

CP196
North facade.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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CP201
Roof, west slope.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

CP202
Roof detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP203
Vent detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

house

CP200
West window opening
detail . Source: A rtifacts C onsulting, I nc.
2007.

barn
cold room
milk shed
site
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connection detail .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed

CP207
Roof detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

cold room

CP206
Roof/wall plate

barn

CP205
Roof detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
house

CP204
I nterior vent detail.
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.
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CP209
View south within the
milk shed. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP210
View north within the
milk shed. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

CP211
M ilk shed light-

house

CP208
Roof detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.

barn
cold room

ing fixture detail .
Source: A rtifacts
Consulting, I nc. 2007.

milk shed
site
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house

CP212
Spigot detail. Source:
A rtifacts Consulting,
I nc. 2007.
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4.3.1 Short-Term

Total:

$54,300

Planning
User Group Identification

NA

4.3.1.2

Program Goals Development

NA

4.3.1.3

Interpretive Plan Development

$6,000

4.3.1.4

Fundraising and Resource Identification

$3,500

executive

5.5 Cost Estimate

4.3.1.1

Minor Building Projects
4.3.1.5

Skirting Repair

$600

4.3.1.6

Siding Repair

$600

4.3.1.7

Tree Proximity

$4,000

4.3.1.8

Tree Damage

$7,500

Rot and Insect Damage Repairs

$1,500

4.3.1.10

Glass Repair

$600

ed for general budgetary planning,

4.3.1.11

Sash Repair

$11,000

fund raising and grant applications.

4.3.1.12

Debris and Contemporary Floor Finish Removal

$16,500

4.3.1.13

Security Provisions

$500

4.3.1.14

Leak Repairs

These figures represent estimated
2007 costs. No warranty is implied

4.3.2 Mid-Term

as to the accuracy of the figures.
These figures should not be used for

$136,000

4.3.2.1

Conservation Planning

$3,500

Minor Building Projects
4.3.2.2

Clean Door Hardware

$1,500

4.3.2.3

Replicate Original Skirting

$4,000

4.3.2.4

Remove Contemporary Wall and Ceiling Finishes

$16,500

tasks.

treatment

part of that project for the actual

$2,000

Total:
Planning

construction purposes. Any project
should have cost estimating done as

physical

4.3.1.9

The following cost estimate is intend-

history

Major Building Projects

Major Building Projects
Pruning

$2,500

4.3.2.6

Selective Tree Removal

$4,500

4.3.2.7

Fuel Tank Removal and Remediation

$3,500

4.3.2.8

Clean Fireplaces

See 4.4.2.12

4.3.2.9

Cold Room Addition Removal and Relocation

$11,000

4.3.2.10

Interior Paint Layer Removal and Repainting

$35,000

4.3.2.11

Fireplace Paint and Soot Removal

$11,000

4.3.2.12

Exterior Repainting

$15,000

4.3.2.13

Remove and Rework Plumbing System

$11,000

M iller -B rewer H ouse H istoric S tructures R eport
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4.3.2.5
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4.3.2.14

Remove and Rework Electrical System

4.3.2.15

Remove Added Concrete and Pony Walls

$11,000
$6,000

4.3.3 Long-Term

Total:

$205,000

Planning
4.3.3.1

Maintenance Program Development

$6,000

4.3.3.2

Landscaping

$6,000

4.3.3.3

Reopening Doorways

$11,000

Minor Building Projects

Major Building Projects
4.3.3.4

Site Drainage Improvements

$11,000

4.3.3.5

Porch Restoration

$35,000

4.3.3.6

Wood Shake Roof Installation

$125,000

4.3.3.7

Remove and Rework Heating System

$11,000

4.3.4 Adjunct Buildings

232

Total:

$119,500

4.3.4.1

Improve Site Drainage (Barn)

$5,000

4.3.4.2

Remove Debris (Barn, Cold Room)

$2,000

4.3.4.3

Remove Milk Shed

$5,000

4.3.4.4

Repair Deteriorated Wood Elements (Barn, Cold Room)

$70,000

4.3.4.5

Repair and Replicate Missing Windows (Barn, Cold Room)

$15,000

4.3.4.6

Repaint (Barn, Cold Room)

$10,000

4.3.4.7

Remove Pigeon Guano (Barn)

$2,000

4.3.4.8

Improve Security (Barn)

$500

4.3.4.9

Upgrade Plumbing (Barn)

$5,000

4.3.4.10

Upgrade Electrical and Heating (Barn)

$5,000
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be physically and visually compatible,

8. Archeological resources will be

scope of this treatment; however, the

identifiable upon close inspection,

protected and preserved in place. If

limited and sensitive upgrading of me-

and properly documented for future

such resources must be disturbed,

chanical, electrical, and plumbing sys-

research.

mitigation measures will be under-

tems and other code-required work
necessary to make properties functional is appropriate within a preservation project.

historically, or be given a new use that
Preservation focuses on the maintenance and repair of existing historic
materials and retention of a proper(Protection and Stabilization are consolidated under this treatment.) Preservation is defined in The Secretary of

tive materials, features, spaces, and
spatial relationships. Where a treatment and use have not been identi-

acquired historic significance in their

Restoration depicts a property at

own right will be retained and pre-

a particular period of time in its his-

served.

tory, while removing evidence of oth-

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques,
or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property, will be preserved.

er periods. Restoration is defined by
The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic
Properties (1995) as the act or process of accurately depicting the form,
features, and character of a property
as it appeared at a particular period

if necessary, stabilized until additional

features will be evaluated to deter-

of time by means of the removal of

work may be undertaken.

mine the appropriate level of inter-

features from other periods in its his-

vention needed. Where the severity

tory and reconstruction of missing

of deterioration requires repair or

features from the restoration period.

limited replacement of a distinctive

The limited and sensitive upgrading

feature, the new material will match

of mechanical, electrical, and plumb-

the old in composition, design, color,

ing systems and other code-required

and texture.

work necessary to make properties

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if

functional is appropriate within a res-

appropriate, will be undertaken using

toration project.

the gentlest means possible. Treat-

1. A property will be used as it was

ments that cause damage to historic

historically or be given a new use

materials will not be used.

which reflects the property’s resto-

the Interior’s Standards for the Treat-

2. The historic character of a prop-

ment of Historic Properties (1995) as

erty will be retained and preserved.

the act or process of applying mea-

The replacement of intact or repair-

sures necessary to sustain the exist-

able historic materials, or alteration

ing form, authenticity, and materials

of features, spaces, and spatial rela-

of a historic property. Work, includ-

tionships that characterize a prop-

ing preliminary measures to protect

erty, will be avoided.

and stabilize the property, generally

3. Each property will be recognized

focuses on regular maintenance and

as a physical record of its time, place,

repair of historic materials and fea-

and use. Work needed to stabilize,

tures rather than extensive replace-

consolidate, and conserve existing

ment and new construction. New

historic materials and features will
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6. The existing condition of historic

treatment

fied, a property will be protected and,

physical

ty’s form as it has evolved over time.

maximizes the retention of distinc-

taken.

history

1. A property will be used as it was

4. Changes to a property that have

executive

5.6 Secretary of
the interior’s
standards

exterior additions are not within the

ration period.
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2. Materials and features from the res-

the new feature will match the old

property’s historic character. Reha-

4. Changes to a property that have

toration period will be retained and

in design, color, texture, and, where

bilitation is defined by The Secretary

acquired historic significance in their

preserved. The removal of materials

possible, materials.

of the Interior’s Standards for the

own right will be retained and pre-

Treatment of Historic Properties

served.

or alteration of features, spaces, and
spatial relationships that characterize
the period will not be undertaken.

from the restoration period will be
substantiated by documentary and

3. Each property will be recognized

physical evidence. A false sense of

as a physical record of its time, place,

history will not be created by adding

and use. Work needed to stabilize,

conjectural features, features from

consolidate, and conserve materials

other properties, or by combining

and features from the restoration

features that never existed together

period will be physically and visually

historically.

compatible, identifiable upon close
inspection, and properly documented
for future research.

8. Chemical or physical treatments, if
appropriate, will be undertaken using

4. Materials, features, spaces, and fin-

ments that cause damage to historic

ishes that characterize other histori-

materials will not be used.

to their alteration or removal.

9. Archeological resources affected
by a project will be protected and

5. Distinctive materials, features, fin-

preserved in place. If such resources

ishes, and construction techniques or

must be disturbed, mitigation mea-

examples of craftsmanship that char-

sures will be undertaken.

acterize the restoration period will
be preserved.

10. Designs that were never executed
historically will not be constructed.

6. Deteriorated features from the
restoration period will be repaired
rather than replaced. Where the
severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature,

(1995) as the act or process of making possible a compatible use for a
property through repair, alterations,
and additions while preserving those
portions or features which convey its
historical, cultural, or architectural

historically or be given a new use
that requires minimal change to its
distinctive materials, features, spaces,
and spatial relationships.

or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property will be preserved.

be repaired rather than replaced.
Where the severity of deterioration
requires replacement of a distinctive
feature, the new feature will match
the old in design, color, texture, and,

2. The historic character of a prop-

ment of missing features will be sub-

erty will be retained and preserved.

stantiated by documentary and physi-

The removal of distinctive materials

cal evidence.

or alteration of features, spaces, and
spatial relationships that characterize
a property will be avoided.

7. Chemical or physical treatments, if
appropriate, will be undertaken using
the gentlest means possible. Treat-

3. Each property will be recognized

ments that cause damage to historic

as a physical record of its time, place,

materials will not be used.

and use. Changes that create a false
sense of historical development, such

need to alter or add to a historic

as adding conjectural features or ele-

property to meet continuing or

ments from other historic properties,

changing uses while retaining the

will not be undertaken.

and

ishes, and construction techniques

where possible, materials. Replace-

Rehabilitation acknowledges the

T hurston C ounty

5. Distinctive materials, features, fin-

6. Deteriorated historic features will

values.
1. A property will be used as it was

the gentlest means possible. Treat-

cal periods will be documented prior
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7. Replacement of missing features
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8. Archeological resources will be
protected and preserved in place. If
such resources must be disturbed,
mitigation measures will be undertaken.
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purpose of replicating its appearance

rather than on conjectural designs or

tions, or related new construction

at a specific period of time and in its

the availability of different features

will not destroy historic materials,

historic location.

from other historic properties. A re-

features, and spatial relationships
that characterize the property. The
new work will be differentiated from
the old and will be compatible with
the historic materials, features, size,
protect the integrity of the property
and its environment.

tions of a property when documentary and physical evidence is available

related new construction will be undertaken in such a manner that, if
form and integrity of the historic
property and its environment would
be unimpaired.

historic property in materials, design,
color, and texture.
5. A reconstruction will be clearly

with minimal conjecture, and such re-

identified as a contemporary re-cre-

construction is essential to the public

ation.

2. Reconstruction of a landscape,

6. Designs that were never executed
historically will not be constructed.

building, structure, or object in its
historic location will be preceded by

physical

removed in the future, the essential

the appearance of the non-surviving

to permit accurate reconstruction

understanding of the property.

10. New additions and adjacent or

Reconstruction

pict vanished or non-surviving por-

constructed property will re-create

history

scale and proportion, and massing to

1. Reconstruction will be used to de-

executive

9. New additions, exterior altera-

a thorough archeological investigation to identify and evaluate those
features and artifacts which are essential to an accurate reconstruction.

re-creates

If such resources must be disturbed,

ished or non-surviving portions of a

mitigation measures will be under-

property for interpretive purposes.

taken.

Reconstruction is defined by The
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
for the Treatment of Historic Properties (1995) as the act or process of

3. Reconstruction will include measures to preserve any remaining historic materials, features, and spatial
relationships.

tion, the form, features, and detail-

4. Reconstruction will be based on

ing of a non-surviving site, landscape,

the accurate duplication of historic

building, structure, or object for the

features and elements substantiated

supplemental

depicting, by means of new construc-

treatment

van-

by documentary or physical evidence
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5.7 Engineering
Evaluation

history

The following evaluations were prepared by PCS Structural Solutions in
April-May of 2007 following site visit
physical

to the house and barn. Recommendations from these evaluations are incorporated into to the overall treatment recommendations.

treatment
supplemental
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JULY 25, 2007

STRUCTURAL EVALUATION FOR
MILLER BREWER HOUSE
ROCHESTER, WASHINGTON

A. INTRODUCTION
The structural scope of work was a walk through evaluation of the existing building looking
for signs of structural distress, deterioration or differential settlement. Review of
ASCE 31-03 “Seismic Evaluation of Existing Building” checklist identifying common seismic
concerns with wood buildings. Summary of observation, identify structural deficiencies and
recommendations to extend the life of the structure.
B. BUILDING DESCRIPTION
The building is a wood framed structure originally constructed circa 1860. There is a shed
type structure to the northwest that appears to be of similar construction as the main
building. The roof structure is wood roof joist with spaced wood sheathing. The original
wood shingles have been removed and replaced with plywood sheathing. The upper floor is
constructed with wood joist and wood decking and supported by interior and exterior bearing
walls. The exterior and interior walls are laminated boards that overlap with each other to
provide a thin profile. The first floor consists of floor joists supported by timber floor beams
which in turn are supported by cedar blocks of wood and ultimately foundation stones.
The skirting around the foundation wall does not appear to be original along with the
construction of the front porch.
The lateral resisting load path for the building consists of the plywood sheathed roof
diaphragm, straight sheathed floor diaphragms, and laminated exterior wood walls.
C. OBSERVATIONS AND COMMENTS
x

The overall Building appeared to be in a relatively good state of structural repair. We did
not observe significant signs of structural distress. We did however observe some signs
of deterioration and differential settlement as noted below.

x

In walking through the building there was noticeable sloping of the floor particularly in the
southwest corner. The sloping was slight and it is beyond the scope of this project to
quantify the slope. It is assumed that most of the sloping is from differential settlement
of the foundation stones or shrinkage of the wood foundation supports.
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STRUCTURAL EVALUATION FOR
MILLER BREWER HOUSE
ROCHESTER, WASHINGTON
At the southeast and south west corner of the building we observed dry rot primarily in
the wall and first floor framing. No failure of the adjacent wall or floor framing was
evident.

x

The wood skirting around the perimeter of the building consists of T1-11 siding and has
signs of deterioration. The skirting is in contact with the soil which is most likely the
major contributor to its deterioration. The dry rot in the original structure was also
covered with T1-11 siding.

x

There is evidence that the flooring has been replaced (plywood sheathing) and possible
dry rot where plumbing is adjacent to floor framing.

x

The porch is of new construction with treated wood floor joist, built up turned wood post
and plywood floor sheathing.

history

x

physical

D. STRUCTURAL CONCERNS/RECOMMENDATIONS
Item
1

Structural Concern

Structural Recommendation

Deterioration of the existing wood framing
is primarily a structural concern in
extending the life of the structure. Damage
to the original wall construction and rim
joist at the first floor was observed at the
Southwest and Southeast corners along
with some dry rot affected framing adjacent
to piping under the house.

Remove and replace dry rot affected framing.

treatment

The T1-11 siding that has been added
appears to be a primary contributor, with it
being in contact with the soils and applied
directly to the existing wall framing. When
the T1-11 siding becomes saturated it
provides an environment for dry rot of the
original construction.

Remove T1-11 skirting around the perimeter of
the foundation. It is anticipated that additional
dry rot affected framing will be discovered and
likely the affected framing should be removed
and replaced as noted above.
Assuming the wood skirting is to be replaced
than care should be taken in its detailing to
avoid contact with the ground and avoid
trapping water between the skirting and the
original wall/floor construction.

supplemental
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STRUCTURAL EVALUATION FOR
MILLER BREWER HOUSE
ROCHESTER, WASHINGTON

2

Seismically single story wood structures
are not a high seismic risk. The primary
concern is anchorage of the structure to
the foundation. It is assumed that the
existing rim joist have drift pins anchoring
them to the cedar foundation blocks.
There is no connection between the cedar
blocks and the foundation stones.

Provide a concrete foundation near or adjacent
to the perimeter of the building with plywood,
masonry or concrete walls to the underside of
the existing floor framing. The walls should be
able to be constructed in a way that does not
disturb the historic fabric of the building and
should be reversible other than the nail holes
from the connections between the foundation
wall and existing floor framing.

Throughout the building there are nominal
connections between wood members.
With the low stresses on the building it’s
difficult to justify the potential disruption to
the historic fabric of the building by adding
more positive connections to the benefits
derived from adding them.

3

Connections between structural members
consist of nominal anchorage mostly by toe
nails.

Providing sheet metal type connections
between structural members would enhance the
seismic performance of the building, however it
would significantly disturb the historic fabric of
the building.

E. CONCLUSION
The Miller Brewer House has structurally preformed well over the years. The primary
structural concerns are the dry rot affected members and lack of anchorage of the building
to its foundation. These are common structural concerns for wood structures built in the late
1800’s. Following the recommendations noted above should extend the life of the structure
and address the primary structural concerns.
F. APPENDIX
ASCE 31-03 Light Wood Framing Structural Checklist
Photographs of Existing Structure
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STRUCTURAL EVALUATION FOR
MILLER BREWER HOUSE
ROCHESTER, WASHINGTON
history

Partial Height 2nd Floor Wall Roof Framing and
Plywood Roof Sheathing

West Porch Roof Construction

treatment

Floor Sheathing at 2nd Floor

physical

Southeast Corner

supplemental
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STRUCTURAL EVALUATION FOR
MILLER BREWER HOUSE
ROCHESTER, WASHINGTON

Cedar Block Bearing on Foundation Stone. Dry Rot
in Wall Framing

Deterioration of T1-11 Skirting

Cedar Block at Southwest Corner Bearing Stones
Foundation Stones

Dry Rot Around Interior Plumbing
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STRUCTURAL EVALUATION FOR
MILLER BREWER HOUSE
ROCHESTER, WASHINGTON
history
physical

Floor Framing Member

Cedar Block Support at Floor Beam Treated Wood
Porch Framing on the Right

treatment
supplemental
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3.7.1

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Type W1: Wood Light Frames
(Miller Brewer House)

This Basic Structural Checklist shall be completed where required by Table 3-2.
Each of the evaluation statements on this checklist shall be marked Compliant (C), Non-compliant (NC),
or Not Applicable (N/A) for a Tier 1 Evaluation. Compliant statements identify issues that are acceptable
according to the criteria of this standard, while non-compliant statements identify issues that require
further investigation. Certain statements may not apply to the buildings being evaluated. For noncompliant evaluation statements, the design professional may choose to conduct further investigation
using the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedure; corresponding section numbers are in parentheses
following each evaluation statement.
C3.7.1

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Type W1

These buildings are single- or multiple-family dwellings of one or more stories in height. Building loads are light
and the framing spans are short. Floor and roof framing consists of wood joists or rafters on wood studs spaced
no more than 24 inches apart. The first floor framing is supported directly on the foundation, or is raised up on
cripple studs and post-and-beam supports. The foundation consists of spread footings constructed on concrete,
concrete masonry block, or brick masonry or even wood in older construction. Chimneys, where present, consist
of solid brick masonry, masonry veneer, or wood frame with internal metal flues. Lateral forces are resisted by
wood frame diaphragms and shear walls. Floor and roof diaphragms consist of straight or diagonal lumber
sheathing, tongue-and-groove planks, oriented strand board, or plywood. Shear walls consist of straight or
diagonal lumber sheathing, plank siding, plywood, oriented strand board, stucco, gypsum board, particle board,
or fiberboard. Interior partitions are sheathed with plaster or gypsum board.

Building System
C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

LOAD PATH: The structure shall contain a minimum of one complete load path for Life Safety and
Immediate Occupancy for seismic force effects from any horizontal direction that serves to transfer the
inertial forces from the mass to the foundation. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.3.1.1)
Lateral load path consists of wood framed exterior walls, wood sheathed floor diaphragm and plywood
roof sheathing.
VERTICAL DISCONTINUITIES: All vertical elements in the lateral-force-resisting system shall be
continuous to the foundation. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.3.2.4)
Primary lateral resisting elements are the exterior wall which extends to the first floor. However there
is no foundation below shear walls.
DETERIORATION OF WOOD: There shall be no signs of decay, shrinkage, splitting, fire damage, or
sagging in any of the wood members, and none of the metal connection hardware shall be deteriorated,
broken, or loose. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.3.3.1)
Deterioration at SW and SE corners and where plumbing is present interior to the building.

ASCE 31-03 Checklist – W1
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3.7.1

NC

N/A

WOOD STRUCTURAL PANEL SHEAR WALL FASTENERS: There shall be no more than 15
percent of inadequate fastening such as overdriven fasteners, omitted blocking, excessive fastening
spacing, or inadequate edge distance. This statement shall apply to the Immediate Occupancy
Performance Level only. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.3.3.2)
Life Safety Evaluation

history

C

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Type W1: Wood Light Frames
(Miller Brewer House)

Lateral-Force-Resisting System
C

NC

N/A

REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principal direction shall be greater than or
equal to 2 for Life Safety and Immediate Occupancy. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.1.1)

C

NC

N/A

SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the shear walls, calculated using the Quick Check
procedure of Section 3.5.3.3, shall be less than the following values for Life Safety and Immediate
Occupancy. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.1):
physical

Structural panel sheathing1,000 plf
Diagonal sheathing
700 plf
Straight sheathing
100 plf
All other conditions
100 plf
Shear Stress Check beyond scope of this project. Assume to be in compliance based on number of
partitions, however walls do not extend to foundation.
STUCCO (EXTERIOR PLASTER) SHEAR WALLS: Multi-story buildings shall not rely on exterior
stucco walls as the primary lateral-force-resisting system. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.2)

N/A

C

NC

N/A

GYPSUM WALLBOARD OR PLASTER SHEAR WALLS: Interior plaster or gypsum wallboard shall
not be used as shear walls on buildings over one story in height with the exception of the uppermost
level of a multi-story building. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.3)

C

NC

N/A

NARROW WOOD SHEAR WALLS: Narrow wood shear walls with an aspect ratio greater than 2-to-1
for Life Safety and 1.5-to-1 for Immediate Occupancy shall not be used to resist lateral forces
developed in the building in levels of moderate and high seismicity. Narrow wood shear walls with an
aspect ratio greater than 2-to-1 for Immediate Occupancy shall not be used to resist lateral forces
developed in the building in levels of low seismicity. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.4)

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

WALLS CONNECTED THROUGH FLOORS: Shear walls shall have interconnection between stories
to transfer overturning and shear forces through the floor. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.5)
Limited walls above second floor.
HILLSIDE SITE: For structures that are taller on at least one side by more than one-half story due to a
sloping site, all shear walls on the downhill slope shall have an aspect ratio less than 1-to-1 for Life
Safety and 1-to-2 for Immediate Occupancy. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.6)

supplemental

NC

treatment

C

ASCE 31-03 Checklist – W1
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3.7.1

C

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Type W1: Wood Light Frames
(Miller Brewer House)
NC

N/A

CRIPPLE WALLS: Cripple walls below first-floor-level shear walls shall be braced to the foundation
with wood structural panels. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.7)
This is the primary seismic concern for the building. lateral support consist of cedar blocks (assumed to
have drift pin from floor girders) and friction interface with foundation stones.

Connections
C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

WOOD POSTS: There shall be a positive connection of wood posts to the foundation. (Tier 2: Sec.
4.6.3.3)
Wood post at porch are not original construction.
WOOD SILLS: All wood sills shall be bolted to the foundation. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.6.3.4)
Minimal connections between exterior or interior walls and foundation.
GIRDER/COLUMN CONNECTION: There shall be a positive connection utilizing plates, connection
hardware, or straps between the girder and the column support. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.6.4.1)
Nominal connections between primary framing members.

ASCE 31-03 Checklist – W1
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3.7.1S

Supplemental Structural Checklist for Building Type W1: Wood Light
Frames
Miller Brewer House)

history

This Supplemental Structural Checklist shall be completed where required by Table 3-2. The Basic
Structural Checklist shall be completed prior to completing this Supplemental Structural Checklist.
Lateral-Force-Resisting System
C

NC

N/A

HOLD-DOWN ANCHORS: All shear walls shall have hold-down anchors constructed per acceptable
construction practices, attached to the end studs. This statement shall apply to the Immediate
Occupancy Performance Level only. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.9)
Minimal anchorage to foundation.

Diaphragms
DIAPHRAGM CONTINUITY: The diaphragms shall not be composed of split-level floors and shall
not have expansion joints. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.1.1)

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

ROOF CHORD CONTINUITY: All chord elements shall be continuous, regardless of changes in roof
elevation. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.1.3)
Not clear that there is a continuous member at the edge of the roof.
PLAN IRREGULARITIES: There shall be tensile capacity to develop the strength of the diaphragm at
re-entrant corners or other locations of plan irregularities. This statement shall apply to the Immediate
Occupancy Performance Level only. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.1.7)
Life Safety Evaluation
DIAPHRAGM REINFORCEMENT AT OPENINGS: There shall be reinforcing around all diaphragm
openings larger than 50 percent of the building width in either major plan dimension. This statement
shall apply to the Immediate Occupancy Performance Level only. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.1.8)
Life Safety Evaluation
STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight sheathed diaphragms shall have aspect ratios less than 2-to-1
for Life Safety and 1-to-1 for Immediate Occupancy in the direction being considered. (Tier 2: Sec.
4.5.2.1)

C

NC

N/A

SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 24 feet for Life Safety and 12 feet for Immediate
Occupancy shall consist of wood structural panels or diagonal sheathing. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.2.2)

C

NC

N/A

UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally sheathed or unblocked wood structural panel
diaphragms shall have horizontal spans less than 40 feet for Life Safety and 30 feet for Immediate
Occupancy and shall have aspect ratios less than or equal to 4-to-1 for Life Safety and 3-to-1 for
Immediate Occupancy. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.2.3)

C

NC

N/A

OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: The diaphragm shall not consist of a system other than wood, metal deck,
concrete, or horizontal bracing. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.7.1)

supplemental

N/A

treatment

NC

physical

C

ASCE 31-03 Checklist – W1
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3.7.1S

Supplemental Structural Checklist for Building Type W1: Wood Light
Frames
(Miller Brewer House)

Connections
C

NC

N/A

WOOD SILL BOLTS: Sill bolts shall be spaced at 6 feet or less for Life Safety and 4 feet or less for
Immediate Occupancy, with proper edge and end distance provided for wood and concrete. (Tier 2:
Sec. 4.6.3.9)
Minimal anchorage to foundation.

ASCE 31-03 Checklist – W1
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JULY 25, 2007

history

STRUCTURAL EVALUATION FOR
BARN
ROCHESTER, WASHINGTON

A. DESCRIPTION OF BUILDING

physical

The Barn is a two story wood framed structure. The foundation, where visible, appears to
consist of concrete spread footing. Exterior walls are framed with 2x wood construction and
horizontal siding. The second floor consists of rough sawn framing, wood floor sheathing
and supported by heavy timber beams and columns. The exterior wall framing extends
above the second floor and supports the 2x roof framing through a series of 2x knee braces.
There are some miscellaneous wood stud partitions at the first floor primarily at the west
side of the building.
The lateral system of the building consists of the wood sheathed floor and roof diaphragms,
horizontal sheathed exterior walls, diagonal cross bracing between the foundation and
second floor and frame action of the wall/roof framing above the second floor.
B. OBSERVATIONS

x

The exterior siding is well weathered. From the inside of the building you can observe
significant water staining. In some locations the exterior wood siding is in contact with
the ground which leads to the potential of dry rot.

x

There is a general lack of positive anchorage between beams and columns and columns
and foundation, walls and foundation. It is possible the connections at heavy timber
elements have been made through drift pins but no positive connections were visible
other than toe nails.

x

The CMU pump house structure to the west of the barn is in a deteriorated condition
and does not appear salvageable.

x

The lateral resisting system for the building does not meet current building standards.

supplemental

The building appears to have structurally performed well over the years. Other than
items noted below we did not observe significant signs of structural distress,
deterioration or differential settlement.

treatment

x

Page 1
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STRUCTURAL EVALUATION FOR
BARN
ROCHESTER, WASHINGTON
x

There is limited water integrity in the exterior wall construction. With the members being
open to the air there also a limited amount of dry rot in the superstructure other than
where it is in contact with the ground as noted above.

C. RECOMMENDATIONS/CONCLUSIONS
The building has performed well structurally over the years without major signs of structural
distress. One or two story wood structures are not highly susceptible to seismic damage.
Lateral forces due to wind and snow loading are the major structural forces on the building.
The major areas of structural concern are addressing possible dry rot conditions where the
earth is in contact with the wood structure and anchoring the structure to its concrete
foundation. Simply anchoring the exterior walls and interior columns to the foundation and
ensuring there is six inch separation between the wood elements and ground would
significantly improve the structural performance of the building.
To bring the building up to current code would require improving the global lateral resisting
system with plywood diaphragms and shear walls and providing positive connections
between the structural elements. It would take rigorous analysis to establish the roof
structure live load capacity and with the lack of structural distress it would be difficult to
justify improving the roof structure.
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STRUCTURAL EVALUATION FOR
BARN
ROCHESTER, WASHINGTON
history

Second Floor Beam Column Connection

Roof Framing Above Second Floor

treatment

Interior Column/Foundation Connection

physical

Northeast Corner of Barn Structure

supplemental
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BARN
ROCHESTER, WASHINGTON

Knee Brace at Transverse Walls

Interior “X” Bracing

Eave Framing at End Walls

Southwest Corner
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3.7.1

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Type W1: Wood Light Frames
(Barn Structure)

This Basic Structural Checklist shall be completed where required by Table 3-2.
history

Each of the evaluation statements on this checklist shall be marked Compliant (C), Non-compliant (NC),
or Not Applicable (N/A) for a Tier 1 Evaluation. Compliant statements identify issues that are acceptable
according to the criteria of this standard, while non-compliant statements identify issues that require
further investigation. Certain statements may not apply to the buildings being evaluated. For noncompliant evaluation statements, the design professional may choose to conduct further investigation
using the corresponding Tier 2 Evaluation procedure; corresponding section numbers are in parentheses
following each evaluation statement.
C3.7.1

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Type W1
physical
treatment

These buildings are single- or multiple-family dwellings of one or more stories in height. Building loads are light
and the framing spans are short. Floor and roof framing consists of wood joists or rafters on wood studs spaced
no more than 24 inches apart. The first floor framing is supported directly on the foundation, or is raised up on
cripple studs and post-and-beam supports. The foundation consists of spread footings constructed on concrete,
concrete masonry block, or brick masonry or even wood in older construction. Chimneys, where present, consist
of solid brick masonry, masonry veneer, or wood frame with internal metal flues. Lateral forces are resisted by
wood frame diaphragms and shear walls. Floor and roof diaphragms consist of straight or diagonal lumber
sheathing, tongue-and-groove planks, oriented strand board, or plywood. Shear walls consist of straight or
diagonal lumber sheathing, plank siding, plywood, oriented strand board, stucco, gypsum board, particle board,
or fiberboard. Interior partitions are sheathed with plaster or gypsum board.

Building System
NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

LOAD PATH: The structure shall contain a minimum of one complete load path for Life Safety and
Immediate Occupancy for seismic force effects from any horizontal direction that serves to transfer the
inertial forces from the mass to the foundation. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.3.1.1)
Cross bracing in transverse direction between second floor and foundation, straight sheathing on long
walls, frame action of framing in transverse direction above second floor and wood sheathed floor
diaphragm.
VERTICAL DISCONTINUITIES: All vertical elements in the lateral-force-resisting system shall be
continuous to the foundation. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.3.2.4)

supplemental

C

DETERIORATION OF WOOD: There shall be no signs of decay, shrinkage, splitting, fire damage, or
sagging in any of the wood members, and none of the metal connection hardware shall be deteriorated,
broken, or loose. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.3.3.1)
There is limited weather integrity of exterior skin. No significant dry rot observed during walk through
although it is assumed that some dry rot exists primarily at the perimeter walls.

ASCE 31-03 Checklist – W1
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3.7.1

C

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Type W1: Wood Light Frames
(Barn Structure)
NC

N/A

WOOD STRUCTURAL PANEL SHEAR WALL FASTENERS: There shall be no more than 15
percent of inadequate fastening such as overdriven fasteners, omitted blocking, excessive fastening
spacing, or inadequate edge distance. This statement shall apply to the Immediate Occupancy
Performance Level only. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.3.3.2)
Life Safety Evaluation

Lateral-Force-Resisting System
C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

REDUNDANCY: The number of lines of shear walls in each principal direction shall be greater than or
equal to 2 for Life Safety and Immediate Occupancy. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.1.1)
Frame action in transverse direction has preformed well over the years but would be difficult to justify
by structural anlaysis.
SHEAR STRESS CHECK: The shear stress in the shear walls, calculated using the Quick Check
procedure of Section 3.5.3.3, shall be less than the following values for Life Safety and Immediate
Occupancy. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.1):
Structural panel sheathing1,000 plf
Diagonal sheathing
700 plf
Straight sheathing
100 plf
All other conditions
100 plf
Shear Stress Check beyond the scope of this evaluation. It is assumed that the building would not
comply in either direction.
STUCCO (EXTERIOR PLASTER) SHEAR WALLS: Multi-story buildings shall not rely on exterior
stucco walls as the primary lateral-force-resisting system. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.2)

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

GYPSUM WALLBOARD OR PLASTER SHEAR WALLS: Interior plaster or gypsum wallboard shall
not be used as shear walls on buildings over one story in height with the exception of the uppermost
level of a multi-story building. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.3)

C

NC

N/A

NARROW WOOD SHEAR WALLS: Narrow wood shear walls with an aspect ratio greater than 2-to-1
for Life Safety and 1.5-to-1 for Immediate Occupancy shall not be used to resist lateral forces
developed in the building in levels of moderate and high seismicity. Narrow wood shear walls with an
aspect ratio greater than 2-to-1 for Immediate Occupancy shall not be used to resist lateral forces
developed in the building in levels of low seismicity. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.4)

C

NC

N/A

WALLS CONNECTED THROUGH FLOORS: Shear walls shall have interconnection between stories
to transfer overturning and shear forces through the floor. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.5)

C

NC

N/A

HILLSIDE SITE: For structures that are taller on at least one side by more than one-half story due to a
sloping site, all shear walls on the downhill slope shall have an aspect ratio less than 1-to-1 for Life
Safety and 1-to-2 for Immediate Occupancy. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.6)

C

NC

N/A

CRIPPLE WALLS: Cripple walls below first-floor-level shear walls shall be braced to the foundation
with wood structural panels. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.7)
Limited foundations
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3.7.1

Basic Structural Checklist for Building Type W1: Wood Light Frames
(Barn Structure)

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

history

Connections
WOOD POSTS: There shall be a positive connection of wood posts to the foundation. (Tier 2: Sec.
4.6.3.3)
Nominal connections.
WOOD SILLS: All wood sills shall be bolted to the foundation. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.6.3.4)
Limited concrete foundations
GIRDER/COLUMN CONNECTION: There shall be a positive connection utilizing plates, connection
hardware, or straps between the girder and the column support. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.6.4.1)
Limited connections

physical
treatment
supplemental
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3.7.1S

Supplemental Structural Checklist for Building Type W1: Wood Light
Frames
(Barn Structure)

This Supplemental Structural Checklist shall be completed where required by Table 3-2. The Basic
Structural Checklist shall be completed prior to completing this Supplemental Structural Checklist.
Lateral-Force-Resisting System
C

NC

N/A

HOLD-DOWN ANCHORS: All shear walls shall have hold-down anchors constructed per acceptable
construction practices, attached to the end studs. This statement shall apply to the Immediate
Occupancy Performance Level only. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.4.2.7.9)
Life Safety Evaluation

Diaphragms
C

NC

N/A

DIAPHRAGM CONTINUITY: The diaphragms shall not be composed of split-level floors and shall
not have expansion joints. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.1.1)

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

C

NC

N/A

ROOF CHORD CONTINUITY: All chord elements shall be continuous, regardless of changes in roof
elevation. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.1.3)
Limited diaphragm chord
PLAN IRREGULARITIES: There shall be tensile capacity to develop the strength of the diaphragm at
re-entrant corners or other locations of plan irregularities. This statement shall apply to the Immediate
Occupancy Performance Level only. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.1.7)
Life Safety Evaluation
DIAPHRAGM REINFORCEMENT AT OPENINGS: There shall be reinforcing around all diaphragm
openings larger than 50 percent of the building width in either major plan dimension. This statement
shall apply to the Immediate Occupancy Performance Level only. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.1.8)
Life Safety Evaluation
STRAIGHT SHEATHING: All straight sheathed diaphragms shall have aspect ratios less than 2-to-1
for Life Safety and 1-to-1 for Immediate Occupancy in the direction being considered. (Tier 2: Sec.
4.5.2.1)
Assuming frame action of wall framing otherwise non-conforming.
SPANS: All wood diaphragms with spans greater than 24 feet for Life Safety and 12 feet for Immediate
Occupancy shall consist of wood structural panels or diagonal sheathing. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.2.2)

C

NC

N/A

UNBLOCKED DIAPHRAGMS: All diagonally sheathed or unblocked wood structural panel
diaphragms shall have horizontal spans less than 40 feet for Life Safety and 30 feet for Immediate
Occupancy and shall have aspect ratios less than or equal to 4-to-1 for Life Safety and 3-to-1 for
Immediate Occupancy. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.2.3)

C

NC

N/A

OTHER DIAPHRAGMS: The diaphragm shall not consist of a system other than wood, metal deck,
concrete, or horizontal bracing. (Tier 2: Sec. 4.5.7.1)

Connections
C

NC

N/A

WOOD SILL BOLTS: Sill bolts shall be spaced at 6 feet or less for Life Safety and 4 feet or less for
Immediate Occupancy, with proper edge and end distance provided for wood and concrete. (Tier 2:
Sec. 4.6.3.9)
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Bell, Shannon Mical Sardell. (2006).
“The Preservation of Vertical
Plank and Box Constructed
Buildings in the Pacific Northwest.” Thesis, presented to
the Interdisciplinary Studies
Program: Historic Preservatino and the Graduate
School of the University of
Oregon in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for the
degree of Master of Science.

treatment

Wheaton & Company, Ltd.,
University of Exeter, Exeter,
UK.
Olsen, Winnifred L. (1993). Thurston
County and its Commissioners, 1852-1993.
Miller-Brewer House National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form. (date). Washington State Department of
Archaeology and Historic
Preservation.
Miller-Brewer House Historic Property Inventory Form. (date).
Washington State Department of Archaeology and
Historic Preservation.
Blankenship, George E., ed. (1914).
Early History of Thurston
County, Washington. Olympia.
Ramsey, Guy Reed. (undated). “Postmarked Thurston County,”
manuscript.
Washington
State Library.
Rathburn, J. C. (1895). History of
Thurston County, Washington. Olympia.
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Marriage License. (January 28, 1875).
Reese Brewer and Flora
French. Collection of Roger
Easton.
Pioneer Certificate. (1918). Prepared
by C. B . Mann. Washington
State Library.
County Receipt. (August 22, 1890).
Receipt from Thurston
County Auditor for Copy
of the Laws of Washington
1889-1890. Signed by Reece
A. Brewer. Southwest Regional Archives.
Thurston County Probate files. (1889).
E. Sutton, owing Brewer &
Case. Southwest Regional
Archives.
Southwestern Washington Business
Directory. (1890). “Brewer
& Wright.” Pacific Publishing

pal Church. Denny-Coryell
Company, Seattle, WA.
Polk Business Directories. (18881906). Washington State Library.
Census Records. Washington State
Library.
Warranty Deed. (April 28, 1873).
G. W. Miller sale to R. A.
Brewer, T16N, R3W. Thurston County Deeds, vol. 10,
p 157.
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5.8.1 Primary

Brewer, Wilbert F. (ca. 1989). My
Heritage, Memories and a
Little History. Unpublished
manuscript.
Todd, A. C. with David James (1986).
Ever Westward the Land.
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